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Abstract 

This thesir desribes a system to advance he autoolatim of tbe fixture planning process with modular 
fixture components. Algorithms consicla botb physical cansuaints of metal cutting principles and 
pmetric  constraints. nKsc algorithms autmmidly gcnaate. fixnue plans with a minimal n u m k  of 
ove&ead clamps or a vise. We verified the system by planuing fixtures for a number of machined test 

m. 
In order to generate practical fixture plans, the system Considers actual fixrure components available in 

the fixture libmy. The sysmn conden fixture requirements such as gmmeaic, kinematic, and force 
constraints in orda to aummatc the genemkm of fixme. plans with liule or 110 human assistance. Since the 
number of clamp in a fixm plank o h  related to the cast. d d a t e  fixture. plans with a smal l  number 
of clamps are first gemated by placing clamps on discretized candidate clamp locarions on the pan In 
each candidare fixm plan with known clamp locations. tbe alprithm CW the interfmnce tetween 
panmXtureskuaer paths and fixtures, and estimam tbe minimal clampiog force. to hold the p w  rigidly. A 
locating phu and a supporting plan rn madc considering the clamping plan and lccarjn~supprhg 
pimciples. The &@dun t o m  fix- plans wing avise deterrmne . s variws valid candidate jaws’ 
Positions and the wralld bars’ kights wing extcnsiVt gcoaperriC reasoning on cum paths. the p a  and 
thevisegeomcrry. Thcnccessaryclampingforceisestimated in Cansidcnmon . of the cnntact area bemeen 
the, jaw and the part 

The system has ken integmted and tested with tbe other mkllignt modules mcessary for the automation 
of various metal cutting processes. ’Ibe syaem typicaUy generates multiple fixture plans for a setup within 
a few CPU samnds. The result shows mat the system can be inccuporated into a s a p  planning system to 
quickly gcaaarc a metal cutting sew sqnence. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Background 

Indusny has inmasingly paid more attention to the automath of nearly every facet of manufacturing in 
order to eohrmce the quality of products and prcductivity. In addition, cus tom '  ever-increasing demand 
for rapid production has forced inmLsay to put more effort into automation than ever before. As a result, 
industry wd computer-aided design (CAD) and computergided manufacturing (CAM) tools to 
Suceesshrl)~ automate p t  design, drafting. scheduling, and oIher step in various manufacturing processes. 

Meral cutting is a labcr-intensive manufacturing prmm that requires expensive machine tools and highly 
skilled human experts w i h ~ o u s  hauds-onexperience,. In metal cutting, it has been a constant goal to 

enhance productivity and meet the customer's demanl to p d w e  be= quality pontr faster than before. In 
recent years, there bas been much success in automating various metal cuniog pr0~esse.s. For example, 
Compurpa numerically control (CNC) and dhX numerical C o n m I ~ C )  have in-d the productivity 
of olachiac tools by pgmming NC codes at a disamce or from aremote terminal and downloading them 
to machine tools. Also, NC oodes have beem aulamatidy gcllerared with an expat system resulring in 
subsnmrial reduction in manual programming time [preiss 841. 

Receotly. metal cutting indusaies have begu to experitnCe difliculty finding highly skilled machinists 
because the number of apprentices is decnasing. It is l i y  that the sinmion will worsen in the future 
accmdbg to the trend. As a result, the need for automatiw of the metal cutting process has increased 
rapidly. 

Ooce he dimeasion of raw stock is determined to create apart, a metal Cuttiog prwsss can be divided 
into two major a c t i v i h  1) setup planning and 2) machining accr~dhg to setup plans. Setup planning lays 
OUI the necessary metal CaUing operations to create the put from mw s a  by determining the number of 
setups and the w p  sequence. In order to fully ~pmrmate a metal c&g p e s s .  both the setup planning 
and be actual cutting procedure must be automated. However, the complexity and many uncertainties in 
the metal cuuing process have impeded the progress toward automafion. 

The seulp in metal cutting specifies the orientadon and position of the part on the machine bed, a set of 
feams to be c n ~  a plan to cut each feature (We call this acutting plan), and aplan to locate the pan 
accurately relative to the cutting tool and M d  the part rigidly in position (We call this a fixture plan). A 
cutting plan specifies the necessary cutting tools, tool paths, feed rate, and depth of cut, etc. A fixture plan 
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describes how the pan is held on .the machine table. In order to M y  automate setup planning, it is 
necessary that the cutting plan and fixbxe plan be automatically generated. 

There have been some research efforts to automatidy genemte cutting plan. For example, CUTECH 
[Barkocy W] is an user-inmctive expert system that can genetate cutting plans for a setup Once a human 
expert (machinist) specifies the geometry of a feature and a preferred machine tool through a menu-driven 

prom. 

In most setups, a cutting plan can be generated by considering only the geomeky of feahlres to be created 
independent of a fixture plan [Barkoq 841. Although a fixture plan could be also generated by considering 
only the geometry of features independent of a cutting plan, the uncertainty in estimating the necessary 
clamping force prevents a td desipw from generating a practical fixture plan. Thus, it is desirable for a 

tooldesigrawm~haveinformariononthemagnioldeand~tionofthecuttiagforces~macuttingplan 
to better estimate muate clamping force to hold the part in a setup. 

1.2. Automation of Fixture Planning 

With a CNC machine tool's ability of measuring up to om thousand of an inch, a fixture dominantly 

affects the accuracy of the pan A poorly designedor assembled fixture may cause cutters to breakdue to 
chaaer. and the part may have to be saapperldm to Mure in holding during machining or due to 

inaccuracy. ?bus, at present, fixture pianning often requires il lot of time and careful mideration fmm an 
experienced tool designer. 

A future plan can be made by either designing a him solely nmufamd h specific prms or 
conmcring a flexible fixture with modular fixmre c-ts. A well designed &dcated fixture can 
bold the pan fastex and can ensure better p;nt accuracy than modular fixtuna. H o w e v ~ ,  due to the cmt and 
time it takes to design and fabricate it, a dedicated future is only eMlnomically justifiable for large batch 
size producti~n or when it is difficult to msrmct modular fixture8 due to the pan shape. and complex 
cutting operations [Hoffman 871. 

A modular fmhuing system consists of variws componenm such as locam, supports, clamps, modular 

vises, and @el bars, erc. (s Figure 1-1). Modular fixture components can be assembled on various 
W e  plates such as sine plates and angle plates depending on the pan orientarion required in a setup. 
Modular futuring systems providc flexibility in fixme planning because components can be used. 
Although the initial investment for a modular fixturing system is costly thaa that of a dedicated system, it is 
a bem solution m m i d y  for a small htcb  size production because it is fledle and can be used 
repearedly [HoEfman w. 

Recent trends in oletal cutthg has shown a sharp increase in small batch size production, and thus 
modular f u m g  systems are becoming mca-e popular due to their economy and versatility. In this thesis, 
we consider fixture planning with a modular iixturing system. 
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Varicus compnrer-aided iixture phmhg sysoems have been dmioped m help a tool designer generate 
fixare plans lvim modnlar fame. compwcnls. A typical CAD tool provides an arvinmment for a tool 
designa to seiecttbe nemsary fixm componenrn from its datahase in order m graphidy c o m m a  
possible fixture on the gra;phics screen. Although a system may qeed np IJX fixture planNog process, 
criiticaldecisionssuch as the sektim of fixaae componentsand tbz dxemmmo . . n of their locanons s d  
tely on a buman expen As a result, the qualiq & a  6xnm plan c&pends heavily on a human expat’s 
capability. 
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1.3. Effect of Fixture Plans on Cost Effective Setup Planning 

previous researdl relared to setup plaooing typicaUy has consfdered feam geomeq without fully 
considering cutting plans or fixmre pians Mayes 911 Wau 87l. This mearch either considers C&g 
sequence in a swlp or assumes thata fixture plan exism for each seutp. As a nsalt setup plans and heir 
sequence may not be validifacuttingplao or a fixaae plan does not exis1 for a setup. Assembly of the 

fixture typ idy  takes a much longer time compared w i h  the time spent for other processes. Tie  spent 
for the assembly o f a  fixMe plan ranges from several minutes for a simple setup m several hours for a 
complex setup WoIofFman 87 .  Thus, the reduction of fixm assembly time is often critical in increasing the 
producti3ty and m 0primiZing.pancOst The quality of a fixnue. plan can be measlned by the time 
necessary for awmbly if the partac~uracy is ensured durjngmachinhg. 

A typical fixture plan consiscr of locams, suppons. and clamps. In general, clamps are the m m  time 
colwming fixme cDmponenti draiag assembly relative m lhe assembly time for suppons and 
locators. The assembly time of clamps p m p t i d y  inness*l with the. nnmba of clamps in a fyture 
plan. Tbw itisdcsirable to use the mrmallestnumbaof clamps h a  fixture plan can exmadequate. 
clamping force to bold the pw. 

In metal cutting, many quire mole than one setup due to limimious in eithercutfing tools or 
tixtures. In gencraL as the number of setups inaeaseS, tbe cost and time to m b l e  the fxtures and 
machine the pw also inaeases, and the put’s accumcy tends m - Thus, it is desirable to 
geneme tbe minimum number of serups. 

’Ihe numb of semp aod their squmce may be detanined cmly by cMlsidering rhe geuneey aod 
Orientarioaofrhe feaaacsaad/opthe macbinc roals‘ camhg~ticrwithoutcorrpidering detailalfixnIIe 
plans Wyes 911. Ifa ffxttueplan cDoldbc gcncrad f a r a h  serup, saup plana and rheir sequence would 
be successfully nsed fa acaral machining process. Howew. when a Eume plan is wt available for a 
semp due m Limited fixturing capgbiliries or other reasom tbe setup should be divided mu, muitiple 
Sub-setups. 

Funrre plaos with a small number of clamps an o h  uncial to achieve the minimum number of setups 
and redm the OvePBu fixture assanbly he. m various semps. Thc numkof damps io a fixnue plan is 
determined bycoosidaing cutting forasand a clamp‘s maximum damping force. Howcver, it is not easy 
to accurately estirmue the clamping force because& magnitudcanddirection Macutting Swce is difficult 
m measlac. In cader to.- rty: rigidity ia-pm/iimm assslnbly ELning maphining. a mol designer often 
P-- ‘vc fixture pleas mat require molr: elamps with a largcrclamping 6mce than actually 
q u i d .  Clamp Locarions are spreadapt tom- the ability to offset maments creared by cuuiog 
tools from various dhwions. This wcuid not only inexease the. time to assemble clamping componeats, but 
also w w  inaease the danger of pan deflecrion in a thin part due to a largu damping force. Moreover, 
the hmrt plan may not be. successful due m interference among clamps. This will increase the number of 
setups andresult in a much l o n g  semp time. 
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By &mating the necessary clamping force m m  accurately and placing clamps at pmper locations, it is 
often possible to use smaller number of clamp to hold the part than the number of clamps in a fixture plan 
generated by a human expen with a conservative es4imation. 

1.4. Objective 

The objective of this thesis is to deveiop a system timl advances tke automation of generaring cost- 
gectiwfurure plans with momtlarf7xwes for a given metat cutting setup. 

Future planning wil l  consida the following: 
Automated .dection of fixture components from a data beae 

a Autoolated detarmnan ’ ‘on of future componenrs’ locations 
Automated estimation of the clamping force 
Automared generation of Iixture plans with aminimum n u m b  of clamps 

15. Domain 

In a modular fixturing system, various clamping components exist: ovwhead clamps, side clamps, and a 
movable vise jaw. Overhed clamps apply their damping fime perpendicular to a fixm base plate, and 
side damps apply meir clamping farce p a k l  to a fizlnre base plate. A movable vise jaw can be 
considered as a side clamp since it applies dampmg f m  paraUei to a fixtllre base plate. 

Depcndiog on what clamping components are u& a fixture plan may vary signifkanrly from one to 
another due to the different constraims The mcwt popular fixme plans in practice are made with either 
overbeadclamps OT a vise. A v k  is d y  the mostoost4ktive workholding tool for arectangular 
parts due m its fast and rigid holding capability, and thus it has bcen widely used in practice. However, 
tinle m e m h  b been c o ~ ~ I ~ ~ t e d  w automate the fim plaaning pra%ss with a vise. 

In this thesis, we cmsider aullrmatkn of fixture plarmmg wih ovahead clamps OT a vise. 

1.6. Summary 

’This thesis describes a system that automarically generates practical fixture plans with modular fmture 
components. The system consists of two algcuithms developed to aukmate fixture planning with overhead 
clamps and a vise, respectively. The system considers the geometry and limitations of each fixture 
component m the fixture library m order to &ect necessary components and determine their location and 
the clampjng f m  

Future compoaents’ dimensions and timitarions are parameterized and stored m a data base. A fmture 
component’s geomeiry can be dynamically constructed from its parameters and represented m n d  the pan 
when its position and orientath are specified m the part coordinate. 
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New and existiog analytical mls are developed and used to genenue multiple candidare hture plans and 
check their validity against various funrre requkements. For faster interference checldng, Simple 
polyhedra with a small number of faces have been USXI to model fixture components and swept volumes of 
cutter paths, and fast interference checking methods have been employed m avoid a computahodly 
intensive 3D algorithm. Screw theory has been applied to check part rotation due m clamping during the 
assembly. To annpute the leasr clamping force to maintain a part’s fodmoolent equilibrium, problems 
are ireated as a problem of minimizing clamping force. and a hear programming method is used as a 
mathematical tool to solve this problem. 

An algodrhm for fixme planning with.owerhead.clamp is devehpd to generate fume plans with a 
minimal number of clamps to reduce d l y  time and !he b clamping force in order to minimize the 
problem of pan deflection. For a selected clamp type, the algorithm identifies clampable locations by 
discretizing the edges of the c h p b l e  part into points and then checks each discretized point’s 
feasibility as a candidate clamp location against hxturing consmints Using thme candidate clamp 
locations, the algorithm exhaustively generam al l  valid damping plans with the minimum number of 
clamps. For each clamp plan. the types and poSirions of locators to amnately locate the part rn 
derermined according to the 3-2-1 lacating rule, and suppolts are placed under damps when the plnt needs 
to be lifted from the fixture base. 

For fume planning with a vise, an algorithm is develaped to identify every psible area for jaw contact 
o n t h e m  Thea,thealgorithmgeoeratesafuaaeplanbyde~gthelocationofbothjawsoneach 
xcesible area. A 2D geometric reasoning scheme has been developed to identify the area f a  the jaw 
CUII~~CL In each plan, the minimum damping force to hold the pan is eshated to reduce the chance of 
part d e k t i o n  due to clamping force. 

When there are multiple futare plans wih the same number of clamps 01 !he same type of vise, a fixture 
plan with a smaller clamping force is typically more f a d  h n  one with a greats clamping force 
because it has less chaocc of part deflection. In each algorithm fixm plans are r a d  and ordered 
according to their magnitude of clamping force. Thus a human e x p ~  can select the most fawrable fvcture 
plan wih either clamps and/or a vise while considering the problem of part defkction and other corsrratnts. 

Due to the capability of geometric reasoning in tbe. algorithms, the system is applicable to any generic 
part shape. Also, the system is designed to accommodate various modular hxutring systems. A future 
data base for a modular fixming system can be quickly established and easily modified. 

The system requires the assistance of human expert to evaluate a futlare plan far the possibility of 
deformation of part due to damping force when clamping or cutting force is applied to ill supported areas 
of a thin part. A human expert may visually identify any unacceptable pan deflection due to clamping or 
cutting force by inspecting a simulated prt/fumre assembly displayed on a graphics screen. When there is 
pan deflection in a fixture plan with clamps, the human expen may add exW suppnns or use a subplate m 
prevent unacceptable part deflection. In order to automatically detect part deflection, an accumte force 
model is required and an expert system using a mathemarid analysis such as a finite element method 
(FEM) needs to be developed in the future. 
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1.7. Contributions 

Majmmnmbutions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
1. Development of an algorithm for automated fixture planning with overhead Clamps 

2. Development of an algorithm for aummated fixrure planning with a vise 

3. Development of 2D force analysis to estimate clamping force when damp locations and the 

4. Generation of practical fixme plans 
5.Comple.te interference checking between fixture components and parr/fkture 

6. Application of screw theory m check part rotation due to the c u i n g  location 
7. Geoeration of fixture plans with a minimum number of clamps and minimum clamping force 
8. Extendibility of algorithms to various modular fixtun systems 

direction and magnitude of the cutting forces are. known. 

componen Wcutter paths 

1.8. Organization of Thesis 

This thesis is mganized as follows. 

In Chaptcr 2, an ovaview of previous work on automated Fvrnne planning and related research has been 
givm 

In chapter 3, variws analytical tools used to autMnate the fixturing process are inaoduced. 
Mathematical tods used to check interfaem between polyhedra, m cbeck part rorarion due to clamping 
during assembly, and to compute. the least clamping force with the specified clamp lacatim are. described 

I n C h a p t e r 4 , a s y s t M l m a ~ t i ~ y g ~ e f t i c i e n t f i x r u r e p l a n s w i r h e ~ a c l a m p 4 o r a v i s e i n a  
modular furtwing system is presented. Assumptions and inputs required for the system are a h  described. 

In chapter 5, an algorithm to generate fixture. plans with clamp is pnsented and the reasoning and 
analytical tools used in the various steps are described in detail. 

Io Chapter 6, an algorithm to generate fixture. plans with a vise is presenred and the reasoning and 
procedures usedin rhevarious stepsare described in detail. 

In Chapter 7. the implemeotation of the system is deserikd and several examples of tixuue plans with 
Mmnt part geomemes and cuning operations are used to demonstrate the system’s capability. Also, 
complete sehlp sequences generated with the system for two sample. parts are demonstrated. A setup 
sequence fora test part similar m one of the sample. parts is genmtedand machined. 

In Chapter 8, we conclude this thesis and describe the future research that needs to be pursued to furrher 
automate the fixture p h n q  process. 





Chapter 2 

Literature review 

Two major to the automation of fixture planning with modular f i x m s  are : 1) howledge 
based expen systems, and 2) generative expert systems. 

2.1. Knowledge Based Future planning Systems 

As madular fixnuing is gaining in populariiy. vrnious compurcr-aided f i x a  planom (CAFP) have been 
developed to assist a human expert to quickly geneaxe 6xm pians. 

Knowledge lmed expert sptems take advantage ol accumulated rules or the knowledge of human 
expene Human expert can select the n c c w  fixture compnents and &tennine heir configuratiom by 
interacting with a CAD system. Markus markus 841 has developed an expert system which detumineS the 
ne~ess;ay erecmr sas tu raise the clamps and the part to the desired height ollcc the clamp location is 
determined. Expeat systems us@ various AI techniques. have been poposed to provide guidelines for 
fixture generarion perreria 851 Bee s7) mnaji 881. systems are typically complex, and their 
perfonnaaces are highly depadent on the experience of users. 

Recently, a group technology based CAD system for modular fixm assembly has been developed v) 

rehieve hnue designs that are already made for similar p IZhu 921. A tvpical CAFP has a knowledge 
base for fixtlae components Friuer 851. 

Most expat systems help a human expert accelerate the search for the necessary components lather than 
repking the human expert. Critical decisions such 8s m i n i n g  the n u m b  of clamps and their 
locariolls rely on a buman expert. 

With a CAFP, a human apt can generare a fixture plan on a sraphics tenoinal faster than by hand. 
However, Wsbe must select both lhe fixture components from a data base and their positions on and 
around the prm In orda to automate the fixture planning process, futnre components should be selected 
and their locations should be demnnmd ' without help from a human expert while the fixtun plan satisfies 
future lequkmmts. 
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2.2. Generative F W e  Planning Systems 

A generative fixture planning approach does not rely on accumulated knowledge or rules but rather 
automatically generates piaos by identifyii  fixture component types and their Locations based m various 
analytical mehods and fixluring principles. 

Early research on the automated fixture planning with a generative approach used kinematic restraint of 
the pan as the primary condition to generate locarions of the fixture components. Tbat is, if a set of p in t  
contacts on the part geomeny can completely restrain the part’s motion and satisfy the fixnrring principles 
on. locating, supporting, and. clampmg,. the.cmtact pints.can be used for locations for actual fixture 
components. 

Mani[Mani 881 has propsed a system based on Reuleaux’s study on planar kinematic 
restraints @euleam 761 hat generates 2D future plans that reshain the part’s motion in the plane with a 
number of point mtacts. Once a set of point contacts are. genaated, lacating points and clamping points 
are determined based on fixturing m p k s  and heuristics. These points rcprcsent & location of modular 
components. The actual seltction of the componentn and the neceswy damping forces are to be 
duermined by a tool designer. Mani’s appmach is Limited to generating f ix tu~~  plans with side clamps 
because clamping forces are. allowed only in the plane. Figure 2-1 sbows an exemplary pian gene& by 
his system. 

Figure 2-1: A fixnue plan generated by Mani Mani 881 

Chou [Chou 881 has developed a system that generam 3D fixture plans by resWining the part’s motion 
in space. The problem of d n i n g  the pt is decomposed into two sub problem% reswiOiog 1) the x-y 
nanslarion and thez rotarim olthe -and 2) the ztranslation and the x-ymcuion. Accurding to his 
method, it seems that 2 M 3 points for clamping are used to restrain the part along with 3 point contacts for 
the locators and 4 points fQ the mpports. Both overhead clamps and side damp are. required in each 
fume plan. Figure 2-2 shows two sample fim plans gemzated by his system. Four small dislcs placed 
under the part repremt contact points for supports such as rest bums .  The h e e  small cylinders on the 
part sides represent contact pohts for the locato~. The three small con= repnsent contact poinu for either 
overhead 01 side clamps. 
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Inim 2-2: A fixnae plan by C ~ O U  [thou 881 

Sakurai[Sakurai 901 has developed a system tbatgenaucs fixnac plans with e i h  ovahead or side 
damps ina given seplp. His system genenues m m  practical fixnneplans than the previousapproach 
because it QmsLders mota paths in detumining locatio05 of farure components and computes the 

neccwny damping tbma Since the number of clamps is detennined hemistically without considering 
cutring farce, a mol en@mer needs to be involved in the design loop to check the validity of a clamping 
plan when it requires mote ciamps than esrimarcd in reality. F w  2-3 shows two frxrure plans with 

clamps Small cylinders placed on the bese plate repment Imams and small blockp represent side clamps. 
Note thar side damp are placed against loca~ors and soppom are placed under each omhead clamp. 

O V ~ &  damps d side damp gCnUatd by his system. Invated L-shape polyhema represmf overbead 

?he above mdonsd systems da not fully considex all of the iixture quiremenix and as a nsult requires 
a human expert in the decision loop to gemate- agocdfixm plan. In summw, ?here are s e d  areas to 
b e c o ~ i n t h e a u u r m a r c d i i x h l r c p l a r m i n g w i t h a g e n a a t i v e ~ ~ .  

1.Actuai fixture componenr3 and meir limitarions should be coasidaed to generate practical 
hxmre plans. 

~spetdw~proeess. 
2. selectdon of fixme cnmponmts should be itlllMDBtwl to further reduce human intervention 

3. 'Ihe number of clamps should be dcmrmned ' inccmsiderano ' n of cuning forces. 
4.- fixm leqirement should be cwsidend in demnining lc€ations of fixture 

- v e n t s .  

little or no human intervention in a design loop. 
5. system should aummatidy generare fixaue plans that can be achieved in practice with 
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22.1. Research Related to Fixture plaaning 

There has been a great deal of mearch dated to aommated tixture planning. Here, we only mention 
some of the important mearch. I n w d  @ n g r d  S41 and Ghandi [GripPo S7l proposed -m for 

deforinah~, and pan accuraq that a human expert m expert system shwld umsider m Uder to generate a 
gaod f i m ~  design. ~ s a d a  [Asada.m.h.l.d+~dm posidonof~haue components placed m locare thc 

aummatedFutunplanning. E n g l a t ~ S 7 l h a s d i s c u S s e d  tbe wdboff relationships beoveen force, 

workpiece, and hc has anaIyzedkimmmU ' y UIedegReof accessibility using saew theory. 

Standard finite element mehd @EM) sofmare has been appliedto meQgure part deflection when the 

pan is held by modular fixntrps under l m m  cuaing awl dsmpiog farm [Lee %I. Menam Frenassa 881 
used FEM m calculate part defleuion in afixmeplan and hssdaaminedtheoptimal location of suppons 
by minimiziog an objective funcrion However, FEM is ranly used in fixarre pl;mning because its 
reliability depwds 011 the model and it is compurarionauy very expmsivc 
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Thaoreridy, grasp planning and future planning shares the same force and kinemalic consaaints. First, 
contam should be placed to re& the object’s motion regardless of contact forces. Second, the contaci 
force should maintain the object’s force and moment equilibrium with or without the influence of external 
forces. In most grasp planning research, deformation in an object is ignored by assuming rigid objects and 
fingers. Also, accuracy in location is m t  as important as in funuing. Some p p  planning research can be 
folmd in Uaugier 811 Wolter 821 [Barber 861 IAhmad 81. 

22.2. Research on Setup Planning 

Some of the recent systems relared to automated setup planning am GARI -one 811. TlPPS K3ang 
831. SIPPS piau 87l. These are lxdsically rule-based systems with AI techniques incorporated. Typically, 
the part is described by a set of featum (feahuwbased model). Most setup planning systems generate a 
plan for one feature at a time without considering the mterac!ici~ between other features. However, 
machining kames ace oftm interdependent, and an operaiion for a feature may need to be determined 
considering o k  features. MACHWETWyes 911 bas considered htemctiom between fealure.s in 
@mating plans and a setup sequence. Her rules are mainly exnacted from observing a few experienced 
human process planners’ WgIu processes during the generation of process plans for various parts. 

223. Research on Cutting Planning 

Tbe major difficulty with the current swup planning systems is mat they rarely consider cutting and 
&me plans. As a nsult, a carsdidate snup squence beurmes invalid when any setup does not have a 
validcuuerpatlu plan ora fixture plan. In order to genaate apractical setup sequence, i t  is necessary for a 
serup piwner (or an expert system) to interact with an NC PIOgrammer and a ml aeSigm. 

To gmerare a cutting pian for a fatme, an NC prognunma should perform geometric reasoning to select 
a tool, the number of p a h ,  feed rate and depth of CIK Whiie it is desirable to minimize the machining 
time, he should also ensun the specified accuracy of the feature. The cutting pian (or operation plan) and 
the NC code generation are more automated than other processes such as feature recognition. Based on AI 
techniques, F‘reiss F’reiss 841 has developed a program to auMnaticaUy generate minimum time paths and 
Write NC codes for complex features to be machined by milling machines. CUTIECH [Barkocy 841 is a 
user intemtive program that helps a human expert quickly select the necessary machine and tooL The 
input for CUTTECH is infmaticm on the part material geometry of a f e a m  and the neceSSary operation. 

CUTTECH identifies available machines and cutters and generates the oumbw of paths along with the 
depth of cut, feed rate, cuaing time, etc. using cut sequencing rules and machinability data obtained from 
expeaiemed machinists. Typically, a human expert prefers tools and cutting plans that require the 
minimum curting time. CUlTJTH is limited to some standard operations such as face milling. protXe 
milling, slot miwig, and pocket milling. Since CUTTECH ge .nem cutting plans without considering the 
part g-by such as thin wall, excessive vibration or part defleciicm may occur. Su [Su 911 has 
developed a system to automatically check if a s t  of f e a m  in a sehlp can be machinable on a three-axes 
milling machine. Because the system does not consider interference between the swept volumes of cutter 
paths and the part geomeiry, it may result in emxleous results. 
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In order to huther automate fixhue planning pmcess. humao e x w '  knowledge need to be. replaced by 
more precise analytical methods. In chapter 3, we will describe various analytical methods that can be used 
to automatidy determine furure components' locations and estimate the neesary damping force. 
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Chapter 3 

Necessary Analyses in Fixture Planning 

3.1. Introduction 

3.1.1. Requirements for Fixture Planning 

F m  planning with either clamps or a vise consists of locating. suppmting, and clamping a part with 
variom fixhue compooents. The follcwhg a~ tfie mpinmen~ that a fixlure plan with modular fixtures 
shouldsarisfy. 

1. There should be no inmfemm between fixture ccinponents and cum path. 

2. 'Iherc should be no in- between fixture comlnments and pmr geaneUy. 
3. lhere shouldbe Minmfemm betweenfixturecoolpcments 

4. A wcfkpiece should be held rigidly during macbhing. 

5. A lixtnre plan should enslare accurate position of the wdpiece with respect to the machine 

6. A fixture plan should prevent unacceptable deflection ar deformation of the workpiece due to 

7. No active fixture component shculdcause the part to mow after the putis bxted.  

8. A fixture plan needs to be inexpensive and fast to assemble. 

corndinate system. 

cutting and clamping force. 

Most Iixm requirements an be checked by analytical took to 1) check interference between various 
objecrs in a future plan, 2) check part rotation due to clamping, 3) compute WceSSXy clamping force m 
hold the put rigidly, and 4) check part deflection due to clamping or cuaing force. While a fixture plan 
should satisfy every requirement, it may be difhdt and trmwonsuming for a tool designer m pafm 
a c c m  analysis without fast and reliable analytical tools. 

SecW 2 dcscrhs an existing method far i n t e d m e  checking between solid objects. Also. a few 
simpleschemes to speedup the compotation are suggested. section 3 describesa mathem&al tool that 
can check any part movement due to clamping during a f i x m  assembly. Section 4 inuoduces a 
marbematical tool used to compute the minimal clamping force while a part is held rigidly under various 
cuuing forces. Section 5 discusses the problem of part deflection and describes schemes that a human 
expert use8 to prevent deflection. In section 6, a summary of this chapter is given. 
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3.2. Interference Checking 

The location of every fixture component in a fixtllre plan should be determined so that they do not 
interfere with part geometry, c u m  paths, and odw fixture compa0entF. Currently, when determining the 
location of a fixture component, a tool designer relies on visual inspection to duect any interference. Since 
swept volumes of cutter paths are not explicitly displayed on a typical CAD-based fixtllre planning system, 
the visual inspection of the tool designer is imprecise in nature; behhe tends m determine the location of 
fixture components futher away from any cutter paths than necessary in order to avoid any interference 
with cutter paths. A precise analytic tool for inrerference checking would not only speed up the process, 
but also help demmh !matbn%.of fLm compcnents withoat h g .  too consa~ave even under 
complex cutting operarioas. 

F’art geometry and future components’ geomeay can be explicitly stored in a data- and displayed on a 
graphics terminal. Ihe  swept volume of a cutter path can be cooshucted in the spce as a polyhedral object 
using the cutter’s diameter and the cutter path specified in the, pan coordioares. The details used m 
consrmcf the swept volumes will be disc& in chapter 4. 

Although algarithms exist which detect interference between LWO objects in space, tbese algorithms ax 
computationally intensiva Ihm, the possibility of interference seeds to be checked first by simpler 
schemes m speea up the analysis. One simple sheme is to check interfenacc by comparing the minimal 
and maximal x, y, and z cmxdmam . of two objects dcsaibad Wim respect to an arbitrary Cartesian 
coordinate system. Let &, y-. k, &, y-, and & be the minimal and maximal x, y, z 

coordinates of an ob* k Also, let L, y k ,  &, Cu, yL be the minimai and maximal x. y, z 

coordinates of an object B. Then, if any of the following sufficiear mndirioas are Wed. there is no 
interference between objects A and B 

A A A A A  A 

A B  

A B  

A B  

A B  

A B  

A B  

when x- > x, , ,~ ,  or 
when y- > ymu. or 
when > q-, or 
when xnux < h, or 

when ym < y-, or 

when m, < L. 

Figure 3-1 shows three objects in the Carresian coordinate system (For brevity, only x and y coordinates 
are shown in 2D). While. the mordiaate cMnplnison ~eognizes that objects (A and B) and (A and C) do 
not interfere at ail, it detects the pospibility of imaferenm between objects B and C. Thns, an intersection 
checking algorithm should be used to refine the wwez at &is point 

Another simple scheme to check the possibility of interference between two objects is to bound each 
object by a sphere oracylinderand check the sum of two radii and the distance between sphere centers 
(Figure 3-2) [Kim 851. 
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P i e  3-1: Checking for interference possibiity between two objects 
with their minimal and maximal coordinates 

When ON0 objects arebounded by spheres, let R be the radius ofdw largerbounding sphere andrbe the 
radius of the smaller bounding sphere. Let L be the distance between d~ cenm of bounding spheres. If L 
> R + r, the two objectq will not interfere. othawise, the possibility of interference exists, and a detailed 
interfemm checking algodun should be applKa 

X 

Figure 3-2: Bounding spheres and posnibility of interference 
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Depending on objects’ shape, one scheme may be more effiient than the other. If a simple interference 
checking sheme recognizes the possibility of interference, a compurationaily intensive algorithm needs to 
beusedtoretinetheanswer[Gursoz911. 

When the face of one object interferes with the face of another object, two objects are in interference. 
Also. if one object is completely within the other object, they are in interference. Intexfemce checking in 
fixture planning can be performed between objects or berween the faces of an object depending on the 
circumstances in order to minimize the computation time. 

?he compuration time for an interference checking algcuithm increases with the number of faces on the 
two objects, and it can take a long time if objects are represented by many faces. In order to speed up the 
inteaference checking, a few schemes can be used in future planning: 1) simplifiiatioo of object geometry 
with a smaller number of faces, 2) consideratiw of only relevant faces, 3) use of a fast scheme to detect 
interference possibility, and 4) use of a 2D interference checking scheme. 

1) Simplifimtioo of object geometry 

When precise interference checking between ob+& is not criiical in tixture planning, it is possible to 
speed up the mputariOn by simplifying the object’s gunneuy. Gayneay of fixture componens can be 

approximated by simple polyhedra with a small number of faces. For example, a cylinder type object will 
have many facers in boundaty npreseotatioa to aumately represent its side surface. By simplifying the 
cylinder into a rectangular block, the inmfereoce checking can be done quickly. Details on how each 
fixture component is simplified can be found in Chapter 4. When some clearance is needed between 
fixture components for easy fixture assembly and defy from me cum paths, the geomeay of fixture 
components should be enlarged by adding the necessary clearance. 

2) Consideration of relevant faces of objects 

Although an object may have many h, only a few faces must be msidered fa interfmnce checking. 
For example, when inmfemce checking is required benveen a clrmp and the pars any faces within the 
holes in the pan can be ignored ifaciamp is mt placedin a hole. Even ifaclamp IS placed in a hole, faces 
within the rest of the holes can be ignored. Other pruning methods are k u . s e d  in Chapter 5 ;  the 
interference checking algorithm is applied between fumre components and the pan. 

3) Use of a fast detectioo scheme to detect interference possibility 

The possibility of interference between faces can be checked by CMnparing the maximal and minimal 
coordinates of both faces in the same way as it is used to check the possibility of interferewe between 
objects. 

4) Use of 2D interference checking scheme 

When a polyhemal object is projmed onto a plane. it can be represented as a polygon. When two objects 
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are projected onto the same plane, interference checking can be done in 2D between 2 polygons instead of 
checking interference between al l  of the faces of the two objects For example, the number of iterations is 
reduced from 36 (maximum number of iterations if each object has 6 faces) m 1. Once again, coordinate 
comparison of two polygons can be used to detect the possibility of interference. 

This scheme is good for fast interference checking between fixture components in a fixture plan with 
overhead clamps, because a simplified fixture geomeny becomes a rectangle when projected onto a base 
plate. This scheme can also be applied m interference checking between fixture components and swept 
volumes of cutter paths. When the swept volume is oriented co-planar with the base plate, a projection of 
the swept volume onto the plate is adequate m dewt the possibility of interference against any fixture 
components. 

Once fast checking schemes recognize the possibility of intersection between objects, a rigorous 
interference checking algorithm can be applied [GI~ROZ 911. 

33. Checking part rotation due to clamping 

During fixture assembly, locating and snppcdng componem arc placed ahead of any clamping 
components. Any clampiag compments should nm cause the part to move during assembly in order to 
maintain the ~ccurate l o c h  of the part achieved by locating and Suppating components. Figure 3-3 
shows examples where a clamp ot vise jaw can c a w  the part to move during assembly. 

I 
base 

Figure 3-3: Pan rata- due m a clamp ot a movable jaw 

In a fixture plan with overhead clamps. each ciamp should be placed on the pan so as not to cause it m 
move after the part is located and supported, regardless of clamping order. In a fmture plan with a vise, a 
part is located and supported by a fixed jaw and either pallel bars or a base plate. A movable jaw should 
not cause me put to move during assembly. 

The extended screw beery developed by Ohwovoriole [Ohwmoriole 801 has been used to check put 
deflection due to clamping in a fmue plan. Appendix A provides a review of mew theory and how the 
problem formulated Using his screw theory can be solved. 



33.1. Application of Screw Theory 

Screw theory can be applied to check part rotation due to active hture components after the part is 
located and supported by passive fixture components. Here, we have only considered fixture plans with 
overhead clamps and future plans with a vise. While fixture plans with overhead clamps or a vise 
kinematidy allow translation onto the plane X-Y and romtion about the Z axis. these motions are 
resuained by friction berween fixulre components and the part (Figure 3-4). Also, the configuration of 
fixture components in fixture plans with overhead clamps ot a vise always resuains uanslation along the Z 
axis. Thus, it is only necess;ny to check whetha a clamp 01 a vise can rotate the part about the X OT Y axis. 
When a part is subject to a set of external forem (meaches), a pmsible motion can be represented by a 
mew t=(t,.r2,r3;t4.t5.t~ where tl.  $* and $ represents rotational motion about the X. Y and Z axis 
respectively and h. 4, and represents tmslationaJ motion along the X, Y and Z axis respectively. For an 
active fixture component not to rotate tbe part, components t, and 5 in t should have only trivial solutions, 
since non-trivial values in any component of a twist represeot the exiSrence of motion caused by a set of 
wrenches. 

X 

t 

A fix- plan with clprmps ~ A thm. plan wi tha  vise 

Figure 3-4: Unreslrained motions in tixm plans with overhead ciamps or a vise 

A fixture plan with overhead clamps 

W b e n a p a r t i s s u ~ b y a b s s e p l a t e o r a s u b p l a t e , e a c h v e r t w o f r e f e r e n c e ~ t o u c h i n g a ~  
plaeorasubplate can be described by a wreoch (see Figure3-5). When apart is q p r t e d  by a few 
suppas, each support can be described by a wrench. In addition, a candidate clamp loation can also be 
described by a wrench. 

From resuits of m e w  theory, geomemic reasoning can be used to detect part rotanon due to clamping. 
The part will rotate if the projection of the clamp location to tbe base plate lies outside of a convex polygon 
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A wrench 
from a clamp location 

I 
Z 

X 
Wrenches from bodom reference surfaces 

Figure 3-5: A model to check pas rotation due to clamping 
which bounds the a m w t  area between the resting refe~nce surface of the and h e  supporting 
compomnt (either supports oralwe plate). A p t  in Figure34ismtated due to clamping fme when it is 
raised from a h e  plate by the 3 supports since. the projected clamping location is oumide of rhe bounding 
polygon formed by 3 suppars. Thus, in orda to p e n t  pprt rOtation due to clamping, supports should be 
placed so that the projected clamp location can be inside of the bounding polygon. When the base plate 
supports the part, the projected clamp location should be inside of h bounding polygon of the contact 
area(s) between the part and the base plate. This clamp location will nof cause the part to mtate. 

clamping farce 
I 

L 1 L ....-....- 2 
pan will rotate 
during clamping 

p t  won't rotate 
during clamping When the part is supported 

by a base plate or a subplate 

Figure 3-6: Geometric checking of a partrotalion due to clamp l d o n  

A future plan with a vise 



Vise jaws should be p k e d  against the part. face to k e .  Once both jaws are placed against the part, the 
contactareabe~eachjswandthepertcanbeidentifiedarabolwiingconvexpolygon. Each vertexof 
a polygon can be represented by a m h .  Since both polygons lie on parallel planes, al l  wrenches 
describing each polygon are perpendicular to the planes. Screw theory can be used to detect any part 
mouon dunng clamping. 

Geomemc reasoning can be used to determine if the pan would rotate due to the locarion of a movable 
jaw. The part will move during contact by a movable jaw if two polygons are not overlapped at all when 
they are projected onto a plane paIlel to both. 

3.4. Computation of clamping force 

This section desuibes a method to estimate necessary clamping force wben a fixture plan is generated 
with overhead clamps 01 a vise. Estimation of clamping force is the most critical process because it affects 
the quality of a fatme plan. ‘Ihe inadequate clamping force will scrap the part by not holding the pan 
rigidly during machining. Applying a larger clamping force thau necessary may deflect or deform the part. 
nus, it is necessray to estimate the minimum clamping force, In order to estimate necessary clamping 
force, cutfing force should first be. estimated accurately. However. the accurate estimation of cutting force 
is difficult becaw. it depends on cutting pammtm such as the depth of cut aod feed rate, etc, as well as 
tool w e a s  which is hard to quanm. Experienced tool designers can make a reasonable estimation of the 
magnitude. of cutting force. 

As discussed earlier, in fixture plans with ovemead clamps 01 a vise, planar motions such as translation 

on a plane and mtation a h t  a0 axis peqendicular to the plane need to be restraiOed by friction force. 
Since the friction d c i m t  between the p f t  and fwure mmponents is typically small, a large damping 
force is required to mainrain a pan’s W e  and moment equilibrium during machining, when the. motion 
due to the cutting force must be mixed mainly by friction force. 

When a cutting force is directed out of the plane, the. necessafy clamping force is much smaller since the 

part’s equilibrium does not depend on fricth force. Once the magnitude and direction of the cutting force 
are e s t i d  the clamping force’s magnitude can be estimated with formulas found in a machining 
hdbmk. 

3.4.1. Estimation of Cutting Force 

Since the magnitude of the clamping force is directly affected by the magnitude and direction of cutting 
force. it is impatant to estimate the magoin& and direction of every cutting force applied to the pat as 
precisely as possible. 

Here, only the esrimatiCm of the magnitude and the direction of drilling and milling operations are 
considered In a drilling operation. the direction of thrust is equal to the direction of drill feed. Reasonable 
estimates of torque and thrust of sharp twist drills of various sizes and &signs uio be made from the 
following formulas [Handbook 881: 
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For toque: 

For thrust 
M Kp]8d1.8A 

T=Xpadl.aB i Kd2E 

Where 

M = toque, in-lbf 
T = tluust force. lb 
K = Work-& ~Mlstam 
f = drill feed ioch per rev~lution(ipr) 
d = drill diameter, in. 
A, B, E = mill design coll~tants 

Variom constants can be found in the same machining handbDok according to the part material and drill 
cutters. For example, K is 24,000 for steel with 200 Bhn (Brirmell Hardness) and 7000 for most aluminum 
alloys. Drill design c o m t s ,  A, B, and E are based up00 he ratio dd, where c is the chisel edge length. 
For drills of standard design, dW.18 and A, B, and E are found m be 1.085, 1.355, and 0.03 from the 
table in amachm handbook W b o o k  881. If the diameter of thedrill is 1 inchand the drill feed is O.OO3 
ipr, when chilling a hole in steel, he torque and thmst fuce woold be 260 in-lbf and 1370 Ib, respectively. 
Wih  the same diameter and feed on aluminum alloy materid, the torqw and thrust force would be 76 
in-lbf and 400 lb, mpwfively. In practice, exm 30-5009b should be added to the f m e  estimate m allow 
for dulliog. 

In a miiling operarion, a cutting force can have three components: a tangential. radial, and axial cutting 
force (see Figure 3-7). The magnitude and direction of the overall cutling h e  should be obtained by the 
vector summation of the tangential aod radial cutting forces at every cum tooth. The dimtion of a 
tangential and radial force changes conMucusly at each tooth as the cutter revolves. Thus, it is not 
possible to estimate the magnin~de. of cutling force accurately and tbe k r i o n  cannot be expressed as a 
single direction. 

The magnitude of tangential cutting force can be estimated from the following formula [Handbook 881: 

Fl = taogential force, lb 

D = culm diameter, in. 
rpm = rotatid sped of the cutter 

HP = approximate horsepow required at the c u m  

Several methods have bee0 developed for calculating the power required at the machine spindle for 
milling. A widely used formula is as follows m d b o o k  881 [Sakurai 901: 
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milling cutter 

Fa 

piwe 3-7: 3 force components at a tooth of a milling cum [Smith 891 

HP = KsN [0.00549 (1OOOA)’I (3.3 

Where 
K = ambinability facmfarmilling di&rent materials 

N =number of cutter teeth in ccmtsctwilh the wmkpitm 
A = cross-sectionai 8n8 ofwakpiacemat&lremoMdby onecutter twh, hz 
r = a machining exponent for different wmkpiece mamiah 

s = peripheral speed of cutter, surface feet per olinute(sfpm) 

Also, 

where f = f e d  per tooth, in 

If we substitute quatiom (3.2). (3.3). (3.4) into equation (3.1). F, cau be expressed as following: 

F, = 181 KN(1000fDY (3.5) 

While K andr can be fomd from amachine handbook, values for f and Dcan be obtained from an NC 
propmmer or an expert system such as CUlTEcH @arkmy 841. An estimation of the number of cutter 
teeth engaged with the workpiece is importanr since the tangential cutting force incmises in pmpomon 
with the number. For face milling. at most half of the number of cutter teeth are engaged with the 
workpiece. For end milling, the number of teeth is determined depeading on how a cuaer is engaged with 
the part along the cutter path. To be UmSQMtive, ihe maximal number of cutter teeth needs to be used in 
the calculation. 
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The equation (3.5) conservatively estimatcs the magnitude of the tangential force in pmportion U) the 
number of cuuer mth.  hat is. the total tangential force, C F,, is estimated as the s a i a r  summation of the 
tangential force at each mth (see Figure 3-7). However, the tangential force at every tooth is acting in a 
different direction and the actual magnitude of vector summation of tangential forces is less than the 
estimation From equation (3.5). The radial cutting force, F,, 
have tbe following relationship [Smith 891: 

ZF,= 0.6z Ft (3.6) 

F,, and the tangential cutting force, 

While equation (3.6) is valid for new inserts, the radial cutting force may increase as much as 100% or 
more wheo the insens are wom. 

The axial cutting force, Fa. depends on both the tangential culling force and the entering angle, p. 
Typically, the larger the entering angle, the smaller the axial b e .  The axial cutting force helps to hold the 
workpiece down to the base plate. For conmwtive estimation of clamping force, the axial cutting force 
may be ignored. 

The feed f m e  F, is a combination of the tangential and radial cutting forces aod its direction is the same 

F, in as the feed direction. The magnitude of overall cutting force is estimated conservatively to be 1.5 
considemtion of the. worn imxts. 

The range of direchn of thc cutting force can be roughly estimated along the c u m  path. The maximal 
number of cum teeth engaged in a mis one half of all teeth When less &an one fourth of the cutter 
teeth are engaged with the part, the direction of cutting force will raoge within 90 degrees. When nearly 
half of the cutter Wth am engaged with dkz part, the direction will range about 180 degnxs. Figure 3-8 
shows the range of possible force ditecrioas at various miiling opaations. 

cuning force dimtion 
I- 

cutting force direction t 
cutting force direction 

Figure 3-8: Range of possible force direchm in milling operations. 
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3.4.2. Computation of Clamping Force 

Given clamp locations and an estimation of the direnion and magnitude of cutting forces. our g d  k to 
estimate the least clamping force to mainrain the force and moment equilibrium of the part during 
machining. 

Here we have proposed a new method to estimate the clamping force. The problem is fonnulated as an 
optimization problem with consnaints from static equations and a friction law m avoid any slippage at each 
contact. The objective function is a clamping f m e  at a contact point between a clamp and the part. Since 
our p a l  is to achieve force and moment equilibrium with the least clamping force, the problem is to 
minimize the objective function. This appoach is similar m Keds approach in computing minimal 
grasping force in each finger to maintain force and moment equilibrium oC the object [Ken 841. 

In esrablishing a force model, only contacts between the part and clamping and Supporring components 
are considered because side locating components are primarily used for locaring the part and can be ignored 
for the conservative analysis. 

The force analysis assumes the following: 
h a n d  tixturecompoaents are rigid. 

Clamping force is the same at every active(or clamping) contax 

Coloumb’s law is wed to model friction at each contact 

Friction coefficient is the same at every contact 

The friction coefficient between the wortpitoe and a fixture component m y  vary drastically depending 
on the contact surfaces’ conditions and the marerial The contact sorfaces between the part and fixture 
compiments are wet due to a cutting fluid, and a wet friction coefficient should be used 6or the worst case. 

Using a Coloumb fiiction model, the constraint equatmn for friction force at the ith active contact is given 
as foflows Em 841: 

Where Air Aiy are the X and Y component of frkrion force at the ith conract. p is the fiction coefficient, 
and Ni is the clamping force a! the ith active contact point Quaiion (3.7) describes a cone that resiricts the 
direction of the vector summation of two friction force components. The djreetion oC force at the contact 
should remain within the cone. and-tbe magnitude of friction force at a contact is limited by a circle whose 
radius is pi; (see Figure 3-9). 

Since the friction constraints fmm Coloumb’s law are expressed as inequality equations. the optimization 
can be done by a l i i  propmning (LP) method as long as constraint equations are linear. For example, 
the simplex method can be used when the optimization problem is farmdated with linear equasims Faha 

821. ’Ihe standard format for the simplex memod is given in the previous section. Since the constmint 
equation at each contact from Coulomb’s friction law is non-lioear, it is li- by a set of multiple 
planes. For example, an i n v d  pyramid within the friction cone can be used to approximate the cone. 
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friction force 

Linearized friction 
limit rectangle 

_.. .- 

normal I force Friction @ limit circle 

F i r e  3-9 Friction cone at a contact and its Linearized representation 

Then, equation (3.7) can be written as me following: 
Ay-PNi 5 0. 
-Ak-pNi S 0. 
Ab-”; 5 0. 
-A.  -pNi  IO. 

LY 

The god is to estimate a minimum clamping force to hold the part against every direction of the cutting 
forces. In fixture p h  with overtawd clamps or a vise, the part motion is not restrained in the X-Y plane 
by fixhue components (sfe Figure 3-4). Thus, when the cutting fare’s direction is parallel with the h e ,  
the part equilibrium should be maintained by friction force. Since the friction coefficient at contacts 
between the pan and fixnnre cciupooents is fairly small( typically 0.1 01 0.9, tbe largest clamping force 
with each cutter path is found with the cutriog h e  dimtion parallel with the base. 

When a hnue plan is composed of clamps and suppons, every contact between the pan and fixture 
components can be modeled as p in t  contacls. However, tbe contact ~ z e a  between the part and a base plate 
(or a subplate) cannot be modeled as a point conta~t  For fixhue plans with a vise, a part has a surface 
contact with jaws. Surface contacts knveen the part and fixture components can be approximated by 
discrete point m~ts. Wben the cutting force’s direction is parallel with the brw, the surface contact 
between the part and the base (or subplate) can be approximated by p in t  contacts underneath each 
clamping point As a linear programming mol to solve the optimization problem, the simplex method may 
be implememed by existing routines press 881. Io order to further simplify the problem, we have assumed 
the following: 

Each clamp is supported by a suppcot 

Friction coefficient is the same at both active and passive contacts. 
Reactive force at a passive contact is the m e  as the clamping force at the corresponding 
active contact (clamp location). 
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Friction force's magnitude and direction at a passive contact would be the same as those at an 
active cmtact. 

Note. that the above assumptions are made for a conservative analysis. Thus, a conservative fiction 
coefficient should be used in consideration of the material of the part, support or the base plate, or clamps. 

In a fixture. plan with a vise, the part and vise jaws has a s&e contact The surface contact area is 
conservatively estimated by a rectangle and approximated by 3 point contacts. Each contact is assumed to 
apply the same amount of clamping force. Details m idennfy the contact area between the jaw and the part 
are discussed in Chapter 4 Figure 3-10 shows the 2D force model of a fixture plan with 2 clamps. 

Y 

Figure 3-10: ZD force model foracurting face dindon parallel with the base. 

'Ihe problem is formulated acwrding to the srandard form of simplex method Faha 821: 
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Minimize N 1  

- p  - N < o  lx p 1- ' 

P, , -pN,  S 0. 
-Ply-pNI S 0. 
. . .  
P,- VN,, 5 0. 

P,-pN, 5 0. 
-P,-FR, S 0. 

N-1 =N,,, 
N , ,  . . . iVn 2 0. 
Pk.. . . p ,  unresnicted 
P l y . .  . . P"y unresnicted 

where 
Fr Fy = force compoaenrS in X and Y. 
M, = moment components in 2. 
n = the number oh amtam. 
Ni = the clamping force at ith conmt. 
p = friction coefficient 
Pk, Pi, = friction force component in X and Y at ith w i v e  contact. 

Friction force components, P* and P+ can have pwitive or negative values. However, every variable 
should be non-negative in the simplex methcd. Thus, Pi, and Piy should be q laced  by 2 non-negative 
dummy variables. For example, Pk is replaced by Ui - V i  fori = 1, . . . , n., where both U i  and V i  2 0. 

?he simplified analysis can be applied because every cutting path fmm milling 01 drilling operations has 
a force direction p d e l  with tk base, regardless of the part orientation relative to a machine bed. When a 
part is placed on a horizontal base, each curting force's direction from a milling operation is parallel with 
the base. For a drilling operation, its lhrust is perpendicular to the base, but its torque is parallel with the 
base. When a part is placed on an angle plare, each clltrer path has a cutting force direction parallel with 
the base. Any other force dire&ns can be ignored in estimating clamping force since they tend not to 

dominate. when a pan i s  placed on a sine table, a cutting path may not have a force direction parallel  wid^ 
tk base. In this casg each cming foEe direction is split inn, two force components parallel with and 
perpendicular to the base. Then, the clamping force is estimared with the force component pal le l  with the 
base. 

For each cutting force direction, a new set of consmint equations is formulated, and the minimized 
clamping force is computed. Because the method is computaiionally expensive, it is better to include only 
the mm critical cutting force and direction. As discussed earlier, milling operations could have diveme 
directions of cutting force along their paths. To speed up the wmputation. a few representative force 
directions at staning and ending points of each path can be considered. 
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In a future plan with overhead clamps, each clamp is assumed to apply the Same amount of damping 
force. The minimized d u e  of the objective function is the necessary clamping force. In a fixture pIm 
with a vise. the necessary clamping force for a movable jaw is 3 times the clamping force at a point contact. 
If the magnitude of the clamping force at the active contact is within the maximal clamping force of a 
clamp (or vise), the fixme plan is valid. ?he least required clamping force to hold the p r t  rigidly during 
machining is the largest clamping force among the least clamping forces necessary to maintain the part’s 
equilibrium for each cutting force. 

3.4.3. Remarks 

Force analysis is computationally expensive, and it is not possible to considex evay force direction along 
each cutm path. Often, a mup may inciude multiple feaMes to cut In order to estimate the clamping 
force with the milling operaiions, various directions of culling forces may be considered. Thus. a few 
represenmtive force directions at each milling cuter path can be used to speed up the computation. 

3.5. Checking part deflection 

Part deflection during machining can deteriome part accuracy and cause dynamic problems such as 
chatters in the cutting tod and vibrations in a padfixture assembly, a. Far example, when drilling a hole 
in il poorly-supported thin part, severe part deflection not only causes the prt  to vibrate, but also may break 
the drill (see figure 3-11). 

support 

Figure 3-11: Part detktion due to driUig 

When a candidate fixture plan is mth the damping force at every clamping cornpent, it IS 
necessary m check whether pan deflection due to dampmg force or cutting force s acceptable. The sues  
applied on the contact area between the clamp and the part c, can be estrmated by 

F 
Q-- 

A 

where F is the clamping force and A is the contact area b e e n  the clamp and the pan For example, let 
us assume that a swing clamp driven by hydraulic power can apply up to l0,OOO lbs force. If the contact 
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area is 1 square inch. the stress at the clamp location is about 10 ksi. However, if the contact area is 0.25 
square inches, the stress would be 40 ksi. 

If the mess due to the clamping force is larger than the lower yield point 0-W) of the pan material, the 
clamp may deform the part. The typical value for LYP for 1020 -1 is about 40 ksi (kilopounds per 
square inch). For pure aluminum, LYP is less than 10 ksi [crandall78]. If the stress due to clamping force 
at a clamping location is larger than LYP, the fixture plan should be rejected. 

Part detlmion problems typically exist wben a cutting force or clamping force is applied m a thin or 
unsupported part area A commercially available CAD system equipped with a fmite element method 
(FEW package can automatically genmte a finite element mesh on a solid model of the part and can 
display deflection in an object which is subject to extend f m .  Lee and Hayneskee 861 have 
developed soltware with FEM to measure part deflection caused by fixolring. Tbe software can display the 
geomeny of a deformed worlcpiece under cutting forces with both lixed direction and mapitude. 

However, the deflecrion analysis using FEM is rarely perfamed in practice for the following ressons. 
1. FEM is unnputa t idy  expensive. 

-Since he direciion of cutting force may vary continuously along its path. time to 
meaSure part deflection wim multiple direction8 woald be significant. 

2. An accurate model for FEM is extremely difIiiult to obtain. 
Because there is no rcliaMc way to accurately measure the direction and the magnitude 
of cuttiog forces a h g  every cum path, only the ccmsmab ‘ve estimation of cutting 
forces is available.. Also the part geomeny in a setup continuously changes due to 
m a t e d  removalduring machining. 

3. A human expen is required to analyze the d f m m  FFM and make an appropriate decision. 
*Even if FBM nmsures put deflation accurately, a human expert is required to 
determine the saiomws of part deflection. An experienced tool designer is able to 
quickly detect unacceptsble part deflection by visual inspection considering the part 
geomm. the prm material, cuucr paths, and cuuing and clamping forces. A human 
expert would make a cMlservatiye decision rather than risking any Mure in a semp due 
to part deflection. 

D w t  contax between the pan aud a base plate is typically preferred because it quickly provides a good 

locating and supponing method while also preventing part deflection due 10 cutting force. However. the 
part often needs to ber;lised from the. base due to the fixture components, cutting operation, and the pan 
size. When apart needs to be taisedfrom thebase plate in a fixture plan witb overhead clamp, supports or 
a subplate are placed uoderthe put For a fixture plan with a vise, parallel bars are placed under the part. 

If suppom are lsed in a fixture plan with overhead clamps, each support should be placed under a clamp 
to prevent any deflection due to clamping force. When cutting or clamping forces are directed toward the 
base plate in a fixture plan with overhead clamps, some of the unacceptable part deflecuon can be 
prevented by placing extra supports or a subplate under the put. Thus, the decision on which method is 
used to suppon the part is made by a human expert after careful evaluation of the part deflection by 
considering the magnitude and direction of cutting and clamping forces. 
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When a cutting force OT clamping force is direct& toward the region that cannot be supported at all by 
future companents, part deflection may be unacceptable. Figure 3-12 shows some cases where part 
deflection due to cutring or clamping force is difficult to prevent with modular future components. When 
a candidate setup is suggested, a human expert may detect such part defleXion by investigating part 

g e m e u y  and cuuing forces before generating fixture plans. 

cutting force 

cuaing force or 
clampi force 1 

Figure $12: part gmeaies that are likely to defkt due to cutting force 
wheo the magniaadc of the. cming force is large 

3.6. Summary 

In this chapter, variws analytical tools have been presented to automaticauy check fiMuring 
requirements. While interference checking and pan rotation checking due to clamping can be done rather 
precisely, a comptation of the clamping foroe and pal deflection checking need to be done conservatively 
because it is not possible to establish accurate models for the analysis. When imqmmed into a sysrem 
that gematm fixlure plans, these tools can be uswf to automatically identify valid fim p h  with either 
c lamp or a vise. 
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Chapter 4 

A System for Automated Fixture Planning 

4.1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we describe a system that cao automaiically generate fixture plans using modular fixture 
ccinpanents wirb minimal human assistance. Fixture componenrs in a modular fixture IibtaIY can be 
categorized as eitha primaty or secondary components; the primary components are used to locate, 
support, and clamp the pan while the sumdary components are used to provide flexibility in the 
instahtion of primary component3. primrny components are clamps, vises, @el bars, 10caW~, and 
suppons while seeondsry componeats are rism and installing bolts. etc. 

A vise is the most cost-effective fmxture and it is med widely in pactice. However, its use is limited to 
the rectnngular pan shape, and a vise may not be suitable to hold the part when cutting operations are 
complex Most clamps can be classified as eilher overhead clamps 01 side clamps. While overhead clamps 
apply their clamping farce perpendicular to rhe base plate. side. clamps apply force to the part which is 
parallel to the base plate. 

Although side clamps can pmvide cllpers good access to !he. part's top sllrface, due to its limited usage, 
they are not as widely used as over clamps or a vise. While previcus research on the automated fixture 
planning has only considered fixaue planning with clamp, we have considend fixture plans with both 
ovemead clamps and a vise. 

Section 2 describes rhe proposed system for automated fixture planner. Section 3 discusses several 

assumptions used in the system. Section 4 describes rhe necessary inputs for the system. Section 5 
desaibes a pmeedure for a human expm to d e c t  the most famable fixxture plan among mulnple fixture 
plans generated by the system. Seaion 6 makes s e v d  remarks related to the application of the system. 

4.2. Overview of the System 

To develop a system that automatidy generates fmm plans, intelligent reasoning schemes based on 
fixuue planning pmctirx should be developed first so bat cost-effective and practical candidate fixture 
plans may be generated In each candidate fixhue plan, every fixture requimmnt should be checked 
automatically by analytical tools to reduce or eliminate human inemention. 
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46.1. Current Fixturing Practice 

Fixturing is composed of clamping, locating, and supporting. Clamping is the most critical pmcess in the 
fixture planning since it is smngly related to fixwring cost and part deflection. While insufficient 
clamping force would not hold the part during machining, excessive clamping force might deflect the part. 
When generating a Eixture plan with overhead clamps, a tool designer typically performs clamping plan as 
fobws: 

1. Estimate the most critical curring force. 
2. Estimate the necessary clamping force. 
3. Selecttheclamp.typesmddetermiffi.rheflum~erofclamps. 
4. Determine the locations for clamps. 

The barre planning procedure with a vise is similar except that a single vise is used to clamp the part. 
Once the most uitical cutting force is estimated, a tool designer estimates clamping force wing the 
Coloumb’s friclim law Wilhout eonsidaing exact locations of clamps or a vise. In order not to risk any 
failure in holding thc put during machining, the magnitude of damping force is wuaUy increased by a 
amservative safetv factor. A clamping anopooent either an overhead clamp or a movable vise jaw, is 
limited in its maximum clamping force and in its available numbers. For example, when generating a 
future plm with overhead clamps. the type and number of clamps should be determined considering the 
necessary clamping force. Clamps are placed as widely apart as possible h m  each other to maintain the 
part’s equilibrium against moments caused by cutting forces. 

The current clamping practice tends to use more clamps or apply a larger clamping force than necessary. 
This may hinder cost-effective fixnae planning and process planning. That is, 

*If the batch size of a p t  is largeand a setup requim a fixape plan with clamps, time spent 

A lrage clamping force may defm or deflect the part when the clamp locatio0 is not weU 

* A  large number of clamps in a fixture plan often limits cutters’ access to features to be 
machined. As a result, a fixture plan may . m t . b  gewratdfor a candidate setup, forcing the 
setup planner to increase more than necessary the number of w p s .  

during clamp assembly would be significant due. to the large number ofclamps. 

=pported. 

In order to generate cost-effective fixture pians for a given setup, we have proposed an algorithmic 
approach where various candidate clamping plans are generated, and the minimum clamping force is 
estimated with the more a~curate analytical u ~ l l  whichis discussed in Chapter 3. 

4.2.2. Proposed Fixture Flaming Strategy 

As noted in Chapter 3, the detection of unacceptable part deflection due to either cutting or clamping 
force is dimcult due to poor analytic models. A human exw is required to cbeck far pan deflection in 
future plans. A human expert could be either a setup planner 01 a tool designer. In order m speed up the 
process, it is desirable for a setup planner to directly interact with the system. However, if the setup 
planner has liule 01 no experience in fixmring, a tool designer is required to help the setup planner with 
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checking part deflection and selecting a favorable fixture plan. Figure 4-1 shows the architecture Of the 
system. 

Figure 4-1: system arthitectare 

For some setups, part deflection due to Cutting face may not be prevented regardless of fixture plans. 
Thus, it is desirable for a human expert to check any part deflection due to cutting force before generating 
any fixme plans. A human expert can dewt unacceptable part detktion due to cutting fme by carefully 
viewing the part geomeuy and cutter paths displayed on a graphics terminal and considering the cutting 
force and direction along the currer paths If partdefkaim does notexist, the system can be applied m 
generate future plans. If part deflection does exist, a setup planner may reduce the magniude of the 
cutting force. responsible for deflection by consultkg with a madwusr . . orchangethesetup. 

This sysoem consists of two algorithms fcn the generation of hture plans with clamps and a vise. 
Depending on the pan geometry, cutring plan, and future components, the system may generate fmture 
plans with clamps and/or a vise A human expert is required to select the most favorable hhue plan. The 
selected plan should not have the pmblem of part deflection due to the cutting md/m clamping force. 

The system automatidly generates valid fixture plans with either clamps or a vise which satisfy the 
geometric, kinematic, and f a c e  conshaints of the tixture requirement% While the algorithm for fixture 
plans with a vise typically generates just a few plans, the algorithm for fixture plans with overhead clamps 
can generate numerous plans if there exist many clampable Iwatiom on the part Although each future 
plan meets fixture reqdements such as geometric, kinedc, force constraints, it may not be qualied as a 
valid plan if it has part deflectioo problems and/or violates any other conswiots during the fu;hue 

assembly and machining. 

In order to select the m a t  favorable fixture plan. a human expert should view the simulated pdfutnue 
assembly of each fixture plan cm a graphics terminaL starling fran plan most highly rated by the 
system. A human expert should select a fixhue plan with Ihe minimum clamping force that does not have 
my deflection problems and satisfies all other amstrain& If hdshe detects unacceptable part deflectm 
due to either cutting or clamping force, the current fature plan should be rejected, and the other fixture 
plan should be viewed for inspeEoon. It can take a long time for a human expert to select a favorable plan 
especially when part deflection problem exists m highly rated fixture plans. 
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The fixture plan with a smaller clamping force will have liule paa deflection even when a clamp in the 
fixture plan is not directly supported underneath. At the same time, this rating has additional advantage in 
that there is a larger safety margin between the required clamping force and the clamp’s physical limitation. 
In order to reduce the selection time, the system rates each plan according to the magnitude of required 
clamping force. The smaller the clamping force, the higher a fixture plan is rated by each algorithm. 
Typically, a human expen would inspect fixture plans starting from the mast highly rated fixture plan. If 
the fixlure plan does not have any problems, it will be a near optimal fixture plan for a human expen to 
select. 

When the part is raised frcin the base in a candidate fixture plan with overhead clamps, the algorithm 
tentatively places a sum underneath each clamp, if the part geometry permits. If a cutting force causes 
pan deflection in the fixture plan, a human expen can add extra supporrs or use a subplate instead in order 
to prevent pan deflection. When a fixme plan with a vise has part deflection problems due m damping 
force or cutting force. it cannot be used at all since thae is no way of preventing pan deflection with 
modular fixtures. 

43. Description of Algorithms 

In this system, an algorithm for automated fixture planning has been developed tint wih overhead 
clamps and then with a vise. For a given setup, multiple fixme plans with ei& clamps or a vise are 
generated by considming all !he fixrure requiremenis other than the pan &flexion. The algorithm for 

algorithm for fixture plans with a vise generares clamping plans before supponing pians with parallel tars. 
f m m  plans with ovemead damps generates clamping plans before localhg and supporting plans. The 

Firs& each algorithm identifies every possible location for a clamp (or a vise) on the pan considering 
clamping principles and applicable lixture wnsuaints. Second, each algorithm then exhaustively generates 
candidate fixture plans based on intelligent geomehic reasonings devclapad in the algorithm. Third, each 
algorithm prunes invalid plans by evaluating each plan against fixture cmuaints. Each candidate locarion 

for a future component or each caodidate plan is checked against fixture requirements such as the 
intederence problem, any part rotation due to clamping, and clamping force with the exception of part 
deflection. 

F i x m  constraints are applied such that the search space is quickly reduced by more precise analytical 
methods during the gcoaatiOn of candidate fixture Lacarions and fixture plans Because inmference 
checking and kinematic checking can be analyzed qniclrly and p i s e l y .  they are used m prime invalid 
fixture locations and plans before chet%ng the magnitude of estimated damping force against the clamp’s 
(or vise) maximum force limitation. 

D W  of algorithms for automated fixture planning with overhead clamps and a vise are described in 

Chapter 5 and 6. respectively. Each algorithm has been wriuen into a algorithm and examples for h e  
generation of fixture plans with seIected setups are given in Chapter 7. 
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4.4. Assumptions 

The future planning pmcess with a CAD-based f i x w g  system may vary depending on available fixture 
components in the modular fixture library, the cutting mol, and a human expert’s past experience. 

Several assumptions have been made to 1) speed up the computation during requiremenu checking in 
each candidare fixture plan , 2) reduce the search space for future locations to a manageable size 
considering practices of an experienced tool designer, 01 3) generate practical plans in consideration of the 
capability of the modular fixture library. 

1. %e geomemc reasoning assumes machining by a 3 axis vertical milling machine. 

2. The part’s orientation is specified by a mtalion q l e  about either the X or Y axis of the 

3. ?he system only considers future plans with overhead clamp m a Vise as active components. 

4. ?he part has three mutually perpendicular reference surfaces in order to accurately locate the 

5. A fixture plan with overbead clamps 

machine coordjnate. The angle m g e  is between -90 and t90 degrees. 

part by the 3-2-1 rule. 

a The same clamp type is used in a future plan. 

b. Each clamp in a fixture plan applies the same amount of clamping fom to the part. 
c. A modular fixtwing system is flexible enough to install fixture components at any 

d. Supponing canpents  such as supports or parallel tars are placed against the part’s 

e. Height-adjustable supports are not mulered in a modular fixture library. 

a A movable jaw’s clamping force is evenly dislrihtcd throughout the contact area on 

b. Modular parallet tars with the same length aad thickness are used and placed against 

location with specified orientaton on a base plate. 

bottom ref- slaface (resting surfaces). 

6. A fixture plan with a vise 

t h e F  

the *jaws. 

4.5, Part Loeating 

?he purpose of pan locating is to accurately identify the position and mientation of the part in the 
machine coordinate 50 that machining accuracy is guaranteed within de. p i f i e d  tolerance by a designer. 
Today’s CNC machine has the capability to measure. the part to an accuracy of within one tenth of one 
thousand of an inch (O.oo01’’) [Gculdson 791. Thus, the accuracy of a machined pn does not rely on the 
CNC machine or its operator. but on how accurately the part is located. 

Because the part accurscy is critjsal in most metal cuning operatrons, it is important to accurately 
reference features against a reference dam in each setup. Pan zero specifies the location of part origin in 
the machine madmate ’ . The location of part zero is w y  determined by the system and completed by a 
human expen so that the padfixture assembly is properly s i W  on the base plate. Details on how to 
determine the location of the pan zero in fmture plans with overhead clamps and a vise will be discussed in 
Chapter 5 and 6, respectively. 
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A prismatic part is typically located according to the 3-2-1 rule. The 3-2-1 rule can be achieved by 
supports and locators with or without the aid of a touch probe. When lacators and suppas are used to 
completely locate the part, the 3-2-1 locating rule requires that the number of cmtact poinu on a part's 
reference plane must be greater than or equal to three in one plane, greater than or equal to two in another 
plane, and greater than or equal to one in the third plane (see Figure 4-2). 

YP 

t 
.--*. . .  . .  I .. 

Refe- SuIfaces 

Pigure 4-2: The 3-2-1 locating rule 

In a fixture plan with clamps, Lwahg apart with !he 3-24 rule can be done by a mixw of various 
mmponents such as lmators. a fixlure base, suppons or a subplate. Since a future W or supports provide 
greater than or equal to 3 point c o n m  against the. part's bMtom reference surface, at kast 2 locators must 
be placed against a side refereme mface, and at least 1 locator must be placed against another side 
reference surface. Locm by the. 3-2-1 rule with fixture compomm typicaUy pmvides faster locating 
and better machining accuracy thaa locaring with a touch probe. Thus, a fixlure plan that can be 

completely located by fixlure components is usually favored. 

In order to take advantage of h a  3-2-1 rule, tbe part bas three mumally peqmdmh ' reference surfaces 
to accurately reference fearures. The p t ' s  reference surface parallel to the base plate is called a resting 
surface. It is also coosidered a mjor.dmememrf&ce of he part since it is usually the large.% r e f m  

surface. When a sine table or angle able is used and rbe part's reference sutface is exposed m cutters, 
locators may not be placed because the pt overhangs the base. 'Ihus. the pan is partiaUy located by nvo 
locators on a minor reference side. and a touch probe should be used by p b i n g  another minor reference 
side to complete locating (see Figure 4-3). 

In a fmture plan with a vise, parallel ban cx a base plate provides 3 pint mtam m a rest reference 
surface, and a fixed jaw provides 2 p i n t  m n m  on a si& refermce surface. A stop cao be installed 
against the pads other reference side to completely locate the put, or a touch probe needs to be used to 
probe the other reference side. 

Cuwr paths for each feature are generated in the part wordinate. Once the part's location and orientation 

is known in the part coordinate, codinam of cutter paths are hansfmed into the machine coordinate, 
and NC codes for each cutter path cm be generated by either an NC pmgmnmer 0 an expet system. 
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A touch probe should be used to locate the part 

Two locators can 
placed here 

.be 

Figure 4-3 Parr orientation that d m s  not. allow kcator piacemeat on a reference 
Surface 

4.6. Description of inputs 

The system requires input on the part geometry, the magnit& and direction of cutting forces, cutter 
paths, cutter diameter, and the geomemy and limitation of every component in a modular fixture Library. 
The geometries of part, swept volumes, and fixture components are described by boundary representation 
for the gecineuic reasoning used in the system. Part geomehy and the coordinates of cutter paths are 
described in the part mordinate. The geomehy of fixture components is firsr constructed in each local 
coordinate. Once the p i t i o n  and orientation of a fixture component is specified by the system, it can be 
transfomlai into the part coordinate. 

46.1. Part description 

The algorithms require. the part geomeny desaibed in boundary representation @-rep). The geometry of 
a stock, geomeaiesof feaaues to be cut in the semp. part crientation relative. to the machine bed, and three 
reference sides should be provided. Then, the d i d  model of the part geomeny for a setup can be 
mnshucted using a Boolean operation by taking primitive. featum such as cylinders and blocks out of a 
rectangular stock. 

In each setup. two types of the prt geometry are available - pre-machined pan geomemy and post- 



machined part geomeXry. While the pre-machined part geomeby is generated by considering only those 
fealures already madebefore the given setup, the post-machined part geometry is g e n a &  by considering 
features to be made for the given setup. 

While either pre-machined or postmachined part geomehy can be used for future planning with a vise, a 
fixture plan with clamps may have problems. depending on the feamm to be cut in the setup. With the 
pre-machined part geometry. some clamp (and suppons) may be placed on the mawrial which will be 
removed. With the post-machined p a l  geomeny. loeating can be a problem because there may not be 
reference surfaces for locators. Figure 44 shows pobiems with hw different part geomemes. Thus the 
system uses both part geometry descriptiOnS - the post-machined pan g m e q  for the clamping plan and 
the pre-machined part geomeny for the locating plan. 

Pre-machined pan geometry Post-machined part geometry 

FigUrc4-4: F'artgeometiybeforeandaftermachining 

part orientation 

In order to simplify g e o m h  reasming for locating and supportjog in the. algorithm, the system requires 
rhatthemajarref~ces~o€meplatlieson-theX-Y datutnplaneoftheptcoordinate,andtwo 
minor reference sur ikcs  lie on the Y-2 and X-2 datum plane. 

Figure 4-5 shows how the part's reference surfaces should be oriented in the part coordinate. Part 
orientation is specified relative to the machioe bed by m e  angle about ei&x the x 01 y axis of the 
machine coordinate. This is determined by a setup phiuez whw muping falhnes m a senrp. 

When the angle is qual m00, ahorizontal plate. is used. When the angle. is equal to either positive or 
negative W, an angle plate is used. A sine plate is med when a horizontal a angle plate carma be used. 
Currently, the algorithm for fixture planning with a vise only considers the pan oriented by less than 45O 

due m di f f~u l ty  in assembly. If the. Panff ixm assembly can be dme in horizontal position and can be 
rotated to the specified angle, this assumption should be moved.  
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major reference 
1 

Figure 4-5: Reference surfaces of the part and the location of the pan zem 
on a horiznntal base 

4.6.2. Cutting plan 

The cuning plan for each feature can be provided by a machinist or an expert algorithm such as 
CUTECH [Barkocy 841. A CuttiOg plan indudes the cutter diamter, the coordinates of starting and 
ending points in the pcnt coordinate, and the magnitude. and direction of cutting force. 

In a milling machine, each feahlre is machined by face milling, end milling. or drilling operation, etc. A 
cutting plan for a feature is typicaUy composed of multiple cutter paths. ?he most computationally 
expensive process in the system is estimation of the clamping force. Because the time In estimating 
clamping force increases proponmnaly with the number of cuuer paths, the cutter path with the largest 
cutting force is used when a feature requires multiple cum paths with the same direction. Typically, the 
cutter path responsible. for removing the material by rough cutting applies the largest cutting force to the 
part. Cutting force and toque are wnservatively estimated for the worn case. A bounding swept volume 
which represents cutter pamS is mnsrmcted for each feature in order to speed up the interference checking 
against fixhue compooents. 

A straight curia path is described by coordinates of the Srarting and an ending point A circular palh is 
described by a mter coardinare of the path as well as a starting and ending point coordinates. 

Fixture componentr in a fixture plan should be placed on or around the pan witbout interfering with the 
swept volumes of cutter paths. Because a cutter is anached to the spindle, the true swept volume would be 
the space which the c u m  and the spindle sweeps along the path. When a drill cutter or a milling cutter 
make deep holes or slots, a cutm spindle may interfere with fvtture components (ciamps or vise jaws). 
Currently, the system c o n s ~ ~ ~ t s  swept volumes of cutters neglecting the cutter spindle in order to speed up 
interference checking and provide a human expert a better view of put/fixture assembly in the presence of 
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cutter paths. For the complete inwference checking between fume components and cutter paths. the 
spindle can be easily included into the swept volume. 

Tke swept volume of a straight cuaer path is modeled as a recmguiar box, k e d  on the cutter’s diameter 
and the starting and ending coMdinates of the path. The swept volume’s height is considered to be infmite 
because the cutter is pan of the cutting machine. The swept volume is fmt conskucted in the local 
coordinate in which X axis is along the cutter path. Then, its g m m w  is uansformed into the pan 
coordinate according to the orientation of the cum path. 

When a cutter path is circular, h e  precise representarion of its swept volume would require. many faces 
and take much time for h e  interference checking. For fast intexference chxking, a circular path is first 
approximated with a few straight paths and each segment of a swight path is then described by a 
rectangular box. Fgure 4-6 shows swept volumes of a straight path and a circuJar path. Since the system 
assumes a 3-axis vertical milling machine, each cutter path m milling Operaton is pillauel m the X-Y plane 
of the machine coordinate, and the path in a drilling operation is papendicular to the X-Y plane. 

Figure 4 4  Swept volumes of a srraight path and a circular path 
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Cutting force and direction 

Chapter 3 discussed formulas used to estimate the magnitude of the cutting force for drilling and milling 
operations. In drilling operation, the magnitude of cuaing force can be estimated rather precisely, and its 
thrust is in a single direction. However, in milling operations, the magnitude and direction of h e  cutting 
force vary depending on how the cutter is engaged with the part and the condition of the cutter. Thus, it is 
not possible to accurately estimate either the magnitude and the direction. The magnitude should be 
estimated ccnservatively for the worst case, and multiple directions along each path should be considered. 

In both drilling and milling operarions. a feature typically requires multiple paths for roughing and 
finishing. While the direction of major thrust for a drilliig opemion is single, the direction of cutting force 
for milling operations can vary along the path. 

A mathematical twl used to estimate clamping force for a fixture p h  is computationally expensive. 
Computation time would incrase with the number ol c u m  paths and their directions of cutting forces. 
Thus, the system considexs only the critical path (or the path with the. largest cutting force) when multiple 
cutter paths are required fm a feature. When a cutter mvels along the path, fixture components should not 
interfere with the cutter. The. space pimated by the c u m  is called as swept volume. A path with the 
Lowest z coordinate is considered for the construction of the swept volume while it assumes the largest 
cutting force among the cutter pab. 

In order to accurately estimate the clamping force and &ten pan deflech. every direction of culting 
force should be considered dong the path. Since computation time increases Proportionnlly with the 
number of directions ol cutter forces, a few repmentative force direclions are used for the cutter path in 
order to speed up the computation. Cumntly. the system considers a few directions within the possible 
range of force direction at the starting aod ending points o€ a cutm path. Figure 4-7 shows the cutting 
force directions used to estimate clamping force for a fixture plan. Three force direcriws are considered at 
both the stan and finish coordinate of a cutter path. Note that there directions are perpendicular to the 
spindle in the 3 axis milling machine. Directions at in- ’ points on the cutter path between the start 
and f ~ h  points are ignored. In cur future research, we will consider a more precise estimmm of the 
direction range of the cutting force. 

4.6.3. Fixture library 

A modular future l i h q  consists of Various components that can be categorized as locators, suppons, 
and clamps. A fixture h e  plate has either pin holes ar T slots, and each component in a specific modular 
future library is designed so it can be installed ML the base. by using eilher T slots or pin holes. Thete are 
titree types of fixture base plates: a horizontal plate, a sine plate, and an angle plate. The pari orientation is 
derermined by a setup planner or a setup planner depending on the orientation of part’s resting surface(s) 

rehve  to the machine bed, 

A horizonral plate is used when the part’s resing reference surface is paallel to the machine bed. A sine 
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Figure 4-T Force directions used to estimate clamping forces 

plate is used when the part’s resting reference surface needs to be oriented at an angle other than 590 
degrees. When the part’s resting surface is oriented by *90 de- about the X or Y axis of the machine 
coordinate, an angle plate should be lsed When a sine plate or angle plate should be used, furnue 
components can be assembled on the plate oriented either at the specified angle or at its horizontal position 
depending on the machine bed. When the fixture assembly is done on the borimntal position, the sine table 
is then rotated to the specified angle. 

The system only considers overhead clamps such as strap clamps or swing clamps (see Figure 4-8). since 
they are the clamp type most widely used in practice. The operarion of a strap clamp is similar to that of a 

lever. The fulcrum is positional so that the clamp bar is parallel to the fixture base plate and the effort 
(threaded screw) is used to activate tbe clamp for manual operarion. P o w  devices such as hydraulic or 
p n w d c  systems can also be used for Butomatic operation. A cylindrical ram is a widely used hydraulic 
c y l i r  for automatic operation. A strap clamp’s horizontal reach is adjustable by moving the clamp bar. 
A swing clamp is meful for applications whm the clamp must be completely away fium tbe part during 
loading and unloading the part. 

An overbead clamp has a minimum aod maximum clampable height due to irs physical limitation. The 
maximum clampable height is limited by available risers in the fixture library. Since the time needed to 
check interference between objects increases with the number of faces, a simplified geamehy is used to 
model each fixture component for faster computation. For example. overhead clamps such as swing 
clamps 01 strap clamps can be easily modeled as L-shaped polyhedra for simplifkd representation (see 
RguTe 4-9). 

A CAD system b fixture planning s m m  the exact dimension of every fixture component in a data base. 
Each component for a fixture is then retrieved by a human expen and placed at a specitid location and 
orientation. However, a typical overheai clamp’s geometry can vary io height in order to provide clamping 
flexibility. Also, a strap clamp can vary in hoIizontal length. A humao expert should speci€y a proper 
height and an extension in order 10 display the geometry of a clamp in space. Supports or locators are 
either cylinder or block shapes. For faster analysis and simpler graphic representation, they are modeled as 
blacks. The geooletry of vise jaws and padlel bars are also repes$nted as blocks with tixed dimensions 
without approximation (see Figure 4-10). 
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strap clamp swing clamp .....-, , .  . .  . .  

Clamp bar 

Riser element 

Baseelement 

Height adjusting support 

Figure 4-8: A Saap clamp and a swing clamp 

In the system, fixture components in the modular fixture. library are stored into 4 different data base for 
clamp, locamrs, supports, and vises. Each fixture component in the dam base is desaibed by parameters 
such as available numbers, dimensions (length, heighs e%) of geometry, and physical limitations (for 
insmce. minimum and maximum clampable height, maximum clamping force, and maximum extendible 
lengh of the clamp bar). This quesentation enables the algorithm to search and select the necesary 
fixture components while automatically determining the value of Variables such as clamp height, clamping 
force, etc. At each clampable location, the clamp's height and extendible lenglh is heurislically determined 
by the algorithm in consideration of requirements for clamping. Another advantage of the representation is 
that a human expert can quickly establish data bases for a modular fixture base using simple polyhedra or 
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Figme 4-9 A simplitid geometry of an ovcmead clamp 

H L 

Figure 4-10 Simpliiied geomeny of supports, locators, vise jaws, and parallel bars 

easily update the existing fixture data base. 
components The unit of force is pounds. and the unit of length is inches. 

Figure 4-11 shows the database for various fiiture 

The tixture data base can be e a s i l y n ~ f m m ~  to time acccuding to the availability. Alhugh the 
system currently does not amsider plans for p a d e l  Lmn and risers, they can also be put into the respective 
data base. Then. oecesmty combmofparaUe.1 ban can becbospn from the database in order to raise 
the pan in a fixture plan with a vise. Also risas can be chosen from its data hw in order m raise the clamp 
to h e  specifid height There is no need to @om interfaence cbeclriog between - and the part since 
risers are placed under each clamp. 

Once the location and orientation of a fixture component is specified by the s y ~  in the part mdinare. 



a a t a  base for supports> 

<Data baae for locators> 

Type No. Reight length Width Diameter 

BOX 4 1 .5 . 5  0 
Cylinder 4 .5 1 1 1 
BOX 4 2 1 1 0 

<Data base for vises> 

figure 4-11: Data bases fm various fixrure components 

the geometry of the fixture componeot is first consated in its local coordinate. and then hansfomed into 
the part comdinate. Note that if loaltors and supports are. cylinder types, the location is sufficient to 
wnsfarm Lkgeomeay fnm tbeloral coondinates to he. pwc- Figure 4-12 shows bow a fixture 
cmnponenr is pitioned in the payt coordinates. 



Figure 412: A fixture component in the local and part coordiaares 

4.7. Selection of Fiiture Plans 

Since the system does mt consider the p b l e m  of part deflection, it is necessary for a human expert to 
deect unacceptable part detlectiw due to cut!ing or clamping force. Detecting an unacceptable deflection 
in the pan is a very difficult tasL si= it is related tn part material, part geometry, cutting force, and the 
location and magnitude of the clamping fcrrces. The more experienced the human expert, the better thc 
decision he/she can make. The decision on pan deflection should be made cooservatively to ensure part 
accuracy during machining. If the human expert suspects part de&aioo, hdshe should assume pan 
deflecnon to avoid any failure during actual arachi and to ensure part accuracy. 

In order to check part deflection in afixtl lreph generated by the system, a human expen can view the 
simulated pt/fixture assembly on a Braphics s4een. Although actnal fixture compent’s g m e u y  can 
be us& for a realistic view, the system currently displays simplified ftxture geometry for faster gaphic 
interaction. 

When the pan is raisad from the h e  plate in a fixture plan with clamp, the sysrun tentatively selects 
propersuppons, and places rbrm lmderneath each clampifthepn geotnerry permits. The part may not be 
s u m  p m p l y  due to the laEk of suppons, nr an unsupponed damp may mtate the pan during 
assembly. In either case, a human expen should,ridex~%suwupportsi. For examplt, when a fixture plan is 
generated with 2 clampsand thepanDeeds tobe raised frm the bass, the system would place at most 2 
suppons uodemearh the clamp. Thus, a human expert should add exha suppons to stably support the part. 
If the plan requires many supports to prevent pan deflection or supports get in the way of cutter @IS, a 
subplate can be used instead. Note that the system does nm use height adjusrable supports to raise the pan 
or suppon clamps. The detection of instability can be checked easily, and h system can issue a warning 
for a human expen to add suppas or use a snbplarc. 

The part needs to be raised when the clamp type’s minimum clampble height is larger than the part 
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thickness. If the part is supported by suppom, the cutting force from the drilling thrust may not only cause 
severe part deflection, but also may break the drill. (Figure 4-13) Thus, a machinable subplate should be 
used to prevent the deflection. The size of a subplate should be determined so as not to interfere with 
clamps and locators. The hickness of the subplate should be the same as the supports’ heights determined 
by the system. 

B W  / Base 

F w e  4-13: Prevention of unacceptable part deflection by a subplate 

subplate 

If part deflection in a future plan cannot be prevented by suppart, the plan cannot be used. A human 
expen should search for the fixture plan without pdn deflection problems. 

When there are multiple plans sarisfying a l l  the fixture nquimms, a human expen may prefer one plan 
to another due to the relative difficulty of assembly and other cwskains imposed during machining. For 
example, a fixture plan with clamp may q u i r e  the nse of a touch probe m complete the part location 
while another plan allows the part IO be located by 3-2-1 locating rules. Since the touch probe locating is 
less accurafe and takes more time, a human expert would prefer a plan that 1- the part only with 
locators. 

4.7.1. Position and Orientation of Part 

The system genemtes fixture plans in the pan coordioate. When a part is placed on a horimntal base 
plate, it is assumed that the pa#hme assembly is done so that the part cwrdinate’s datum plane is 
paraUeItoitsconqm& .ng datum plane in the machine coordinate. 

If a p t  needs m be placed on either a sine table or an angle plate, a human expea should determine the 
location of the part zero and the axis of rotation so mat the pan geometry is pmperly positioned and 
oriented in the machine corndinate. Rotation is allowed up to 90 dew about either the X or Y axis of the 
machine coordinate. One of the side reference surfaces of the pan is always -el with the X-Z or Y-Z 
datum plane of the machine coordinate. 

Once the part zero is determined on a he. plate dming assembly, a transformation mawix can be 
formulated from the coordinates of the part mu, the angle, and the axis of rotarion angle. Any cutter paths 
generatedintheputwxdmte . can be Wsfrrrmed into the machine coordinate, and NC codes for each 
cutter path can be generated 



Pm=HxPp 

where H is a homogeneous traosformation marrix, and P,,, = (x. y, z), and Pp = (x, y+ z ) ~  are coordinates 

of cutter paths in the machine and the pan coordinate, respectively. 

In a fixture plan with clamps, when a pan is placed w a horizontal base plate, the system assumes that a 
horizontal plate is positioned in the center of the workqwe of the cutting machine tool and that the 
part/fixme assembly is situated at the Center of the base. When a cuner path interfern with a base, the pan 
should be raised from the base rather than allowed to overhang the base. When a part needs to be oriented 
onasine table .oranangle.plataand.can,he~con~.with thebaseplate, thepartisplacednwthe 
lifted end of the base plate 50 that features can be cut without interfenace between the cutter path and the 
base plare. However, when the part needs to be raised from a b  plate due to chipable height. the part is 
placed Y) that it does not o v h g  the base plate. The location of the part zem is partially determined by 
the. system and completed by a human expert in consideration of the size of the base (se Figure 4-14.) 

Figure 4-14: Part/!"~~ture assembly of a fume pian with 
damps 00 various base plates 

In a fixme plan with a vise, when a part needs to be placed on a horizontal base, both jaws are supposed 
to be installed such that a part and the vise is situated io the middle of the base. plate. If a c u m  path 
interferes with the base plate or the. pan needs M be exposed out of the vise for better access m the cutters. 
the part needs to be raised from the. base by paraUel h. Both vise jaws need to be installed within a base 

plate when a part needs to be placed on a sine table 01 angle plate. 
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While the z coordinate of the pan zero in the machine coordinate is derermined by geometric reasoning 
implemented in the system, the x and y ~ 0 0 r d i ~ t e s  of the pan zero in the machine coordinate need m be 
determined by a human expert Figure 4-15 shows how the part in a future plan with clamps or a vise is 
positioned on various h e  plates. 

horizontal base 
x r  

L 

*re 4-l3 Part/fixm assembly on various base plates 

4.8. Remarks 

The proposed system can be used as an expert module. to provide a human expen with fast answers about 
the existence of possible fixture plans for a given setup. Although a 6xm plan with a vise is typically 
preferred due to its euxlomy, a fixm plan with ovemead clamps may be more cast-effedve than the 
fixture plan with a vise. 

The system has ken developed with a 3 axis vatical milling machine in mind. For a horizontal milling 
machine or 5-axis milling machine, future plans can be generated with minor changes to the heuristics 
used in me system. 

The system msumes that the part has three mumally peqmdicular reference surfaces in order to 
accurately locate rhe part by me 3-2-1 rule. Reference surfaces may not be specified when the setup is to 
establish refenwe sides in a rectangular pan In this case, a seNp planner can specify the sides for vise 
jaws as alternatives @ayes 871 [Hayes 911. 

If the part’s location is identified in a setup and can be remained in a known pi t ion.  there is no need to 
locate the part in a subsequent setup(s). For example, in a fixture plan with clamps, the part’s location from 
the previous setup can be maintained without moving the pan while. h e  location of clamps are changed. 
Also, the pan’s Location CBO be fixed using locating pins inserted into holes or bolted down to a fixed 
location using through-holes. 
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T slots or pin holes on a btse plate usually a h w  fixture components to be imtalled at the desired location 
on the base plate with the specified orientation. Because snap clamps have adjustable clamp ban and 
swing clamps are flexible in orientation, it is assumed that the clamp’s location and orientation specified by 
the algorithm can be achieved with only a small discrepancy. If the modular fixturing system is not flexible 
enough to install fmture components at the specified location and orientation, the algorithm should consider 
the physical limitations in generaDhg candidate fixture locations. 

Although simplified fixme geometry is used for faster analysis and m h i c  displays, the detailed 
geomeuy of fixture components (such as clamps) can be used when displaying a simulated padfixture 
ammblyt In this GL% a d d i t i d  penunerers s h o d  be &to desribe the clamp gwmeny. 

When fixture plans have the problem of part deflection, it could take some time for a human expen to 
search and select the mmt h d l e  plan. If every plan is subject to deflectioo and m o t  be prevented by 
supports, a setup planner shonld reduce the cutting force ?hat is responsibie for part deflection or abolish 
the setup. With the reduced cutting force, the system would genaate fixture plans with fewer clamps 
a d o r  less clamping force. However, the reduction of cuuing force can be achieved by reducing the the 
depth of cut and/or feed me. However, this will result m longer machining h e .  

Regardless of fixture plans. when the problem of pan deflection in a setup exists due to the cuning force a 
setup planner often may prevent part deflection by changing the order of the features Englert 871. 

The system may not generate any future plans at alL This happens either when cutting force is UXI large 
for the fixture components to apply enough clamping force to hold the pr& or places for fxture 
components cannot be found around the part due to intederence with cutter paths. In most cases, it is 
difficult to clearly pinpoint !he reason. A setup planner could either reduce the number of features in a 
setup and/or reduce the cutting force. 

The locarions of fixture components in a htm. plan are specified in tbe coordinate. Once the fixture 
plan is selected the location ofthe part zero in the machine coordinate is determinedby a human expert so 
that the pdfixnue m b l y  can be situated properly on a b plate. Regardless of the location of the 
part zero in the machine coordinate, the assembly of each cornpent sbouid be done aacording to the 
location specifmi in the pan coordinate. Cutter paths are also given in the pan coordinate. A proper 
nansformation matrix can be used to !muform mordmam . of cutter paths into the machine coordinate so 
that NC codescan be generated 

Although the system genenues a t  efficient plans, a human expert still plays a critical role in detecting 
part deflection and preventing it by taking appropriate actions for m e  setups. In ordw m further reduce 
human intervention, it is necessary to deyelop an intelligent scheme that can automatically detect 
unacceptable part deflectiOa in a f i x m  pian with the aid of the finite element rnethod(FEM). This issue 
will be pursued in our ongoing research. 
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Chapter 5 

Fixture Planning with Clamps 

5.1. Introduction 

An overhead clamp applies force peapendicular to the p;nr and is effective to hold the pan rigidly. 
Because the overhead clamp lmr is placed on the prt, they have a tendency to limit the tool access to the 
patt. Thus. the. challenge fora tool is to gemrate. a fixture. plan in which the part can be held 
rigidly with the minimum number of clamps without defonoing/deflecting the pat  and interfering with 
cuuerpaths. 

In this chapter. we describe an algorithm to automatically generate fixhue plans with a minimal number 
of merhead clamps Section 2 discusses assumptions made, in the slgorirhm to generate practical fixmre 
plans with clamps. Section 3 gives a flow diagcam of !he algwithm md desaibes the genemi methodology 
of the algorithm. Scctions 4 thmugb 10 discuss reasoning and mathematical tools used in eacfi step. 
s e c t i o n 1 1 c o n c l u d e s t h i s c ~ w i ! h ~  

5.2. Overview of Algorithm 

In orda to satisfy b e  fixture. requimnem f u  a fixture plan with overhead clamps, the proper types, 
numbers, and locations of the locatom, clamps, and suppo~ts must be determined in consideration of part 
geometry, fixture library, and cum pa!hs. 

One of the imporulnt fixture requiren~enrs is that a f m m  plan should be inexpensive and fast to 
assemble. Clamping during the &NIB assembly typically requires much time and cost compared to 
lacaring or supporting. The ruture assembly time ofren propcnionally increases with the number of 
damps used in a fixture plan. Thus, a knue plan with !he minimum number of clamps is pferred as long 
as it satisfies al l  other fuone requirements. The use of a minimum number of clamps not only reduces 
assembly time and human htervention, but also o h  enables a setup planner to generate an economic 
setup sequence with the. minimum number of setup plans by allowing cuners grater access to the part. 

We have developed an algorithm that can automatically generate fixture plans witb a minimum number of 
overhead clamps (see Figure El). Rxhlring prkiples, geometric d n g .  and common heuristics and 
practices wed by experienoed twl engineers have been incorporated into the algorithm to quickly generate 
practical fixture plans. 
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Select a clamp type 

1 

I Determine if a part I needs to be raised 

1 

None found 

Determine locators’ 
types and positions 
for each plan 

Rate and order plans 

n= 110. of clamps in afixture plan 
m =no. ofclamps in the fixme library 

Figure 5-1: Algorithm for automared fixture planning with ovemead clamps 
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Because the goal is to generate fixture plans using the minimum number of clamps, a clamp type with the 
larger clamping force is favored over the orher clamps With the selected clamp type, the algorithm first 
generates every candidate clamp lofation on the part surfaces and then identifks valid clamp locations 
considering fmnue requirements for clamping. 

The algorithm exhaustively generates every candidate clamping plan by assigning a minimum number of 
clamps on the clampable locations and identifies valid damping plans in consideration of the fiiture 
requirements. If no valid clamping plans are found, the algorithm increases the number of clamps and 
generates a new set of candidate clamping plans. This process continues until at least one valid clamping 
plan is generated or the number of clamps exceeds the available number of damps in the clamp data base. 
If no valid clamping plans are found even with the maximum number of clamps of the clamp type, another 

clamp type is selected. The same procedure is repeaEd until valid clamping plans are found or every clamp 
type in theclamp datebase is eied 

For each valid clamping p h ,  the algorithm determines the positions of the Locators according m the 
3-2-1 locating rule and selects their types From the lacator dam base while considering relevant fmturing 
requirements. Decisions on wbether the part needs to be raised from the base plate are made by 
considering cutter paths and clamp’s physical Limitation. When the p t  is raised from the base plate, a 
proper suppt is sel~ted from the suppon data base and placed underneath each clamp if the part 
geometry permits. 

When more than one fixture plan exists, the plan with a smaller clamping force is favored because the 
danger of part deflection due to clamping force would be reduced, and there is a larger safety margin 
between the required clamping force and the maximal clamping force of the clamp type. Thus, the 
algorithm rates highly the tixture plans witb less damping fwct and orders them 50 that a human expen 
may view the most highly rated plan first. 

Several important step in the algorithm are described in detail in the next few sections. These steps 
explain heuristics and/or geometric reasoning used to gene- practical f ixme plans along with the 
schemes used to speed up the computarion. 

5.3. Selecting a Clamp Type 

There may exist multiple clamp types in the modular library. Various types of overhead clamps may 
exist in the library. A human expen may specify a clamp type, either a shap clamp 01 a swing clamp, 
considering pan geomemy and cutling operarioos Otherwise, either clamp type will be used. Because the 
goal is to generate fixme plans using the minimum number of clamps, the algorithm selects a clamp type 
with the larger clamping force from the clamp dam base. 

Although it is pmsible to use more than one clamp type for a plan, it is assumed that the same clamp type 
is used in the fixture plan in order to reduce the search spce according to the practice, 
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5.4. Generation of Candidate Clamp Locations 

5.4.1. Identifying Clampable Surfaces 

Because an overhead clamp can only apply force perpendicular to the base plate. the clamp should be 
placed on put faces pallel or near parallel with the h e  piate. Thus, part faces with a unit normal equal 
to or close to (O,O,l) in the part coordinate are candidate faces on which an overhead clamp can be placed. 
From now on, we will refer to these candidate faces as clampable par2 faces. Some parts may not have 
clampable paa faces. and fixm plans with overhead clamps are not passible. 

5.4.2. Edges as Candidate Clamp Locations 

The part's geometry is described by a boundary represeotation with the assumption of "winged edges". In 
our system, the part geomeuy is consrmcted sa that each edge of a clampable pan face is always shared by 
anotha Face which has a different unit face n d .  

Although the entire area of a clampable part face is used for clamp locations, the possibility would be 
infinite. A clamp should not interfere with the parI while pwiding the cutter with $ood access to the part. 
Clamp locations are found near the boundaq of clampable part faces in order to satisfy both constraints. In 
the algorithm, every edge of clampable part faces is considered as czmdidate clamp locations. Note that 
boundary representation of he part geometry represents a clnvilinear surface by many disaeet facets. As a 

result, a clampable part face may have m y  sbon edges when its edga share curvilinear surfaczs. 

In order to reduce the seatch space, the foUowing geometric reasoning is used considering the limitation 
of clamp's geomeby for each edge. Jfthe z coordioarc of the edge of aclampble face is the same as 
anorher face's minimum z coordinate, the edge m o t  be used for clamp locations bxause the clamp will 
interfere with the part w u y .  Figure 5-2 shows accessible and inaccessible edges of an overhead clamp 
in considerarion of part geaoeby. When a clampable part face lies wiihin a hole. a clamp cannot be placed 
on the face becauseevayedge$iibledue tointerfi?mncelx.~~een theclampandtbepart. 

5.4.3. Discretization of Edges 

There are virtwJly an infinite number of ways to place a clamp over an accessible edge. In mder to make 
the solution space fmite. each acOeSSible edge is discretized into points by a spacing. 

?he algorithm exhausdvely generates clamping plans by assigning clamp locations for the specified 
number of clamps in a clamping plan. Typically, the number of candidate fixture plans increases with the 
number of candidate clamp locations. Tl~us, it is important m choose an appropriate spacing for 
discretization With a large spacing. the m b a  of candidate clamp locations would be small. However, 
there is a danger that the algorithm may not generate any tixnue plans due to a small search space. With a 
small spacing, many candidate fixture plans would be generated, and it would be heconsuming for the 
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Inaccessible edges 

Accessible edge 

Figme 5-2: AccaslBIe and inaccessible edges of a clampable part face 

algorithm to check fixlure. requirements in each plaa Also. it would take more time for the human expert 
to check part deflection and select a favorable plan. Thus, the algorithm heuristically determines a 
reasonable spacing according to the part size. 

The heuristics m discrepze ' each edge. into finite. clamp Locatioos are as follows. Let L be the length of an 
edge of aclampblepartface and S be the spacing. EL S 2 S, amidpoint of the edge is used for aclamp 
location. If L > 2 S, the edge is disaeazed . into m o n  than one damp location by S. Currently, S is set to be 
0.3". 

The clamping location is determined so that the desirable contact area of the clamp does not overhang the 
edge of the clamwle part face (see F w  5-3). Each c h p  location is the position of a cIamp's origin UI 
thepartc- ' . Each candidate clamp point is described by the x, y, and z cwrdioates for the clamp's 
origin in the pancoordinate and the Orientation an& about theZ axis of the part coordinate. 

5.4.4. Orientation of Clamps 

An overhead clamp shwld be placed on the part so that its main body does not interfere with the part, 
which will provide cutters better access to the part. In practice, the cIamp bar is often oriented 

perpendicular to the edge of the part at the clamp location unless it is not possible due to other conshaints 
(see Figure 54). 

When the part is oriented by a sine plate or an angle plate, the part overhangs the h e  plate to avoid 
interference between !he base plate and the cutter paths. Thus. a clamp m o t  be placed over an edge 
unless its orientation allows the clamps to be situated within the base plate (see Figure. 5-5). The current 
heuristics orients the clamp either p d e I  to the Y axis (w X axis) of the part coordinate when the part 
orientation is about the Y axis axis). 
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desirable contact area 

clamp 

- XP 
Figore 5-3: Candidate clamp IocatiOnS on a clampable pan face 

Figore5-4: Orientarionofclamps 
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this clamp location 
is invalid since the clamp 
overhang the base plate 

clamps are oriented 
so that they am placed 
within a base plate 

Angle plate or sine plate 

Figure 5 - 5  Qamp orientations adjusted considering the physical limitation 
on a sine or angle plate 

55. Supporting with a Base plate or Supports 

The part can be supplned by a &plate, supports, ora subplate. Supportingby the bse plate is usually 
preferred because it uot only provides beaa locating and supporting than suppolts or a subplate, but also 
takes less assembly time. In this algorithm, we have. generated plans both with and without supports. 

55.1. Raising the Part from a Base plate 

There are two cases where. be. part needs to be raised from the b plaw 1) when any c u m  path 
interferes with the horizontal ba?e plate and 2) when the clamp's minimum clampable height is higher than 
the maximal z coordinate of every clampable h a t i o n .  

Case 1: when any cutter path interferes with the horizontal base plate 

When a horizontal plate is used to orient the part, it is assumed that the par&@xture should be situated in 
the center of the horizontal plate. Thus. when a cutter path interfem with the horizontal plate or is ux) 
close to the horizontal plate, the part needs to be raised. For example, a c u m  path for drilling opemtions 
to make through-holes would interfere with the We plate unless the pmt is mi&. The m e  is hue for a 
cutter path for end milling operations to cut pan sides Currently, when the lowest z coordinate of a c u m  
swept volume in the part coordinate is lower &an some clearance (for example. 0.2") frcm the base. the 
part is raised. 

When a Sine table or an angle @ate is used to orient the part, the pmt can overhang the base without being 



raised from the base. The part needs to be placed such that any cuner path does not inmfere with the base 
plate. The location of the part zero on a sine table or an angle plate is determined by applying the 
interference checking algorithm between the cutter paths and the base plate as shown in Figure 5-6. 

Figure 56: Parr Iocation on a sine table or an angie plate 

Cme t: when the clamp’s minimum elampable heigbt is higher than the maximum height of the 

clamp locations on the part 

Jf be. clamp Locations’ maximal z coordinate is shw han the minimum clampable height of Ihe clamp, 
the part m o t  be clamped unless it is raised (see Figure 5-7). 

Clam0 

B a s  plate 

Figure 5-7: Two cases where a p t  needs to be raised 

55.2. Determining the Height of Supports 

When the part is supported by !he base pkre and a few valid clamp I d o m  exist, no valid clamping 
plans may be found if every candidate clampig plan violates the future quiremenu By raising the part 

from the base plate, new clamp locations may be identifwd and valid damping plans may be. generated (see 
Figure 5-8). On clampable part faces at the Lower height, exba clamp locations are found, and 
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unacceptable part deflection due to clamps does not exist because a support cao be placed under each 
clamp. 

clamp 

base plate 

clampig will deflea There is no part deflection 
*part 

mre E 8  Fixhlre plans f a  an I-~hape part 

When generating fixture plans with the. part raised from the base plate, supports or a subplate should 
contact the prt’s bonom reference sllrfaces in order m provide ~ccurate. locating. The height of supports is 
determined so that the shortest height of damp locarion(s) becomes higher than the clamp’s minimum 
clampable height when the part is raised. Let zni. be the lowest z coordinate of the lowest clamp location, 
H,,, be the minimum clampable height, and Hmt be the suppon’s height. Then the part is raised by 
the available supporting components with the. minimum height in the fixw library so that zni. + HWM 

2 HCw The algorithm selects approPiate suppats frorn the support data base and places them 
underneath each clamp location if the part geometry permits. 

5.6. Identification of Valid Clamp LoeatioOs 

Clamp locations become invalid if !bey violate any hture requirements. For a candidate clamp lccatim 
to be valid the following quiremenu should be satisfied 

A clamp shouldbe placed within the base plate that suppons the pa 
There should be no intaference between h e  clamp and the pan. 
The= should be no inmference betwaen thc clamp and cum parhs - The clamp should not cause the p t  m mtate during assembly. 

-The z cooldume ’ of the clamp location should be within the minimum and maximum 
clampable height of aclamp. 

In order to speed up the. computation, the clamp geometry is modeled as an Lshape polyhedron in the 
algorithm while pesmving the critical dimension of the clamp. However, a clamp can be modeled as 
another polyhedron with more faces, if the L-shape polyhedron does not repremt the clamp adequately. 

ln order m check if a candidate clamp location satisfies fnture requimnents. each clamp’s geomehy is 
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consrmcted In the part coordinate according to the position and orientarion of the caodidate clamp locarion. 
Note that interference between a clamp and locating elements is not considered at this smge since the 
algorithm determines the locators’ p i t ions  and rypes only after valid clamping plans are generated. 

5.6.1. Physical Limitation 

If the clamp lies outside or overhangs the base plate, the clamp locarion is not. valid In the current 
system. we have assumed that the sue of a base plate is big enough m have the parYfixture assembly withiin 
the base plate. However, if the clamp overbangs the plate as shown in Figure 5-5, the clamp location 
becomesinvalid. 

5.6.2. Interference checking between a clamp and cutter paths 

In Chapter 4. the consmdon of the swept volume of a cutter path bas been discussed. The swept 
volume of a straight c u m  path is modeled by a recrangular box. The swept volume of a circular cutter 
path is conservatively approximated by a few suaight cutter paths and rhen each discrete path is modeled 
by a rectangular box. 

A clamp needs to be some distance away hm the swept volumes of cutter paths in order to provide 
safety and allow some flexibility in fixture location and Orientation during the actual assembly. The 
dimension of the clamp geometry is enlarged to comider some clearance be- the clamp geometry and 
the cutter pnths. Figcut 5-9 shows dw. enla@ geometry of a clamp with added clearance. If the enlarged 
damp geometry interferes with my swept volume. the clamp is considered to be in-g with the cutter 

m- 
Because the 3D interferewe checking algorithm is computationally expensive, it is used only when there 

is a possibiliry of interference. A comparison betwee0 minimal and maximal x, y, and z coordinam of the 
L o c ~  and the swept volume can quickly derect tk possibility of interhence. For example, when a swept 
volume’s minimal z emdime. is above theclamp’. getnnctry’s maximal z C0wdinate;there is no 
interference between the damp and the swept vdume. 

When the possibility of inrerferenae between a clamp and a swept volume is not exclnded by the fast 
geometric checking k n b c d  in Chapter 3. every cmbioatiOn between the face of two objects should be 
tried iteratively until an interference is detect&. Eecauw the computational time of the interference 
checking algorithm increases pmpomond m the number of faces of objecrs, it is desirable to speed up the 
compuration. 

When a horizontal plate or an angle plate is us%i to orient the part, the interfeme checking bexween the 

geomehy of a clamp aod a swept volume can be &ne in ZD because the swept volume is Orienred @el 
m the base plate. The swept volume and the damp’s geconetry is simplifii by a recangular face that is 
parallel with the base plate in the plane. (a Figure 5-10) As a result, the n u m h  of iterations required m 
detect inte.rfemw between a clamp and a swept vdume is rsduaed from 48 (8 fam on a clamp and 6 faces 
on a swept volume) to 1. 
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Y 
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X 

Enlarged f I ! 

Figure 5-9: Enlarged clamp gmmeny with added c h a n c e  

When a sine table is used to Orient the part relative to the machine bed. 2D interference checking is not 

possible. For each set of f a m  of the clamp and the swept volume, the minimal and maximal x, y. and z 

coordinates are compared to detect the possibility of interference before using the 3D interfcrence checking 
algorithm. 

563. Interference checking between a damp and the part 

When a clamp is placed at a candidate clamp location, it should not interfere. with the part To allow 
c i m c e  bemeen the clamp and prt during assembly, the enlarged clamp g m e n y  is used for 
interference checkiog between the clamp and pan similar to the clamp geometry as shown in Figure 5-9. 

To speed up the computation in the interfereme cbecldng algorithm, only critical faces of a clamp and 
faces of the pan are considered On a clamp, side faces of the clamp georneny are sufficient for 
interferencecheckingbecausetopandbonmnfacesareredundant 

Many faces in the part can be ignored io the intersection checking if they cannot interfere with the clamp 
geomeuy at all. Let z-bc the maximal z cwrdinate of a pan face and zc be the z coordinate of a 

candidate clamp location The following heuristics are used to ignore prt faces for interference checking. 
A face that a clamp bar is placed against. 

Faces whose face normal is parallel with the base and whose z- S zc 

Faces within a hole where there is M accessible part face for clamp locations. 

Note that the heuistks only include unnecessary part faces that can be quickly identified. More part 
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Figure 5-10 2D inrerference checking between a clamp and a swept volume 
faces could be i g n d  if more sophisticated geometric reasoning is used. Figure. 5-11 shows pan faces that 
are used for interference checking against a clamp. With b e  heurisfjcg only a few faces of the p ax 
used for interference checking, and the computation time is greatly Rduced In oder BJ further speed up 
the interfezerne checking, the. mioimal andmaximLx, y, and z.c omdimes of faces of pan and clamp 
geometry can be compared to detect the possibility of interference before using the 3D interference 
checking algorithm. 

If the clamp geomeuy interfms with the part and the clamp type is a shap clamp with a adjustable clamp 
bar, the algorithm checks to see. if the clamp geooleay with extended clamp bm also interfem with the p a R  

(see Figure. 5-12). The clamp Ws extended lmgh is consen&veIy determined to a d d  any &flexion in 
the clamp, in case the clamp applies the maximum clamping fmce. If theclamp a n d t h e p  still interfere, 
the clamp Location is not valid. This consideration can be ignored if valid damp locations need u) be 
identified conservatively. 
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Pipre 5-11: part faces considered 6w interfanee checking 
between the pan and the clamp gwmetry 

clamp . 

when the clamp bar 
is not extended 

when the clamp bar 
is extended 

Figure 5-12: Extension of a clamp bar to avoid interf-e with the part 

5.6.4. Part rotation checking 

Since the algorithm only coosiders supporting e l m  that can be placed against the bottom reference 
surface of the part, sum cannot be placed to prevent relation due to the clamping force when a clamp is 
over the concavity. Thus when a suppon cannot be placed directly under the clamp, the clamp could cause 
the part to rotate during fvture awmbly regardless of the membiy order. A mathematical mol that checks 
an invalid clamp location has been developed basd on screw tbmq and is described In Chapter 3. 

If a clamp could rotate. the part, a new damp location moved funher inward from the edge can be hied 

(sec Figure 5-13). The new clamp IoCarmn also should be checked for interference. against the part 
geometry and the c u m  paths to be a valid clamp lccaLion. If the clamp and the pan interfere and tbe 
damp type is a strap damp with an adjustable clamp bar. the clamp geometry with an extended clamp bar 
can be hied for interference agdinst the pan Again, this consideration can be ignored if valid clamp 
locatioos need to be identified conservatively. 
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clamp 

A new clamp location may avoid 
part rotation 

Figure 5-13: A new clamp location to avoid part rotation 

56.5. Checking with Clampable Height 

h order for acandidate clamp locaiica tube valid. theheight of the clamp locatiw from the taw plate 

should be within the. minimum aod maximum clamjmble height of the clamp type in considaation 

Although a candidate clamp location is valid when the pan is supporred by a base plate, it may become 
invalid when the part is raisedby supports of vise vasa. 

5.6.6. Estimating Contact Area between Clamp and the Part 

Depending on the contact areaandclampingfwce. the pancan kdefmmed at the clamping location if 
the sa-ess exceeds the yield suengdt of the part material. 

The desirable contact area of the swp clamp and the swing clamp is shown in Agure 5-14. Ihe desirable 
conwt area can be modeled as a reetaogle for fast estimation. While a strap clamp type has a large w m  
area, a swing clamp type may have a small contact area A hmction for interferenoe checking in the 
NOODLES library [Gursoz 911 can be used to estimate the contact area beween the clamp and the part at 
each clamp location. 

5.7. Generation of candidate clamping plans 

Each clamp location has informarion on the x, y. z coordinares, clamp arienmtion in the part cwrdinate 
and the clamp bar's extension. if the clamp rype e a  snap clamp. These clamp locations are used to 
generatevariws- ' clampinsplrms. 

Because the fixture plan with the minimum number of clamps is preferred in order to minimize the 
assembly cost and time, the algorithm fyst generates yarious plans using the leapt number of clamps. A 
furture plan with one clamp cannot mainmin the moment eqdibrium of the part at al l  because there is not 
enough frictional toque which mists the moment caused by h e  cutring forces. Thus the minimurn number 
of clamps for a fixture plan should be 2. 
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Figure 5-14: Desirable conwt area of a clamp 

Let m be the number of clamps and n be the number of clamp locatim The number of candidate 
clamping plans would be equal to the number of ways to choose in locations out of n locatims without 
redundancy. Thus h e  number of candidate clamping plans with m clamps on n clamp locations can be 

expressed= 
in! 

nl(7n-n)l mCn= 

For example, if ~ 1 0 ,  then the number of eandidare plans is 45 with m=2, 120 with m=3, and 210 with 
m=4. 

If the number of clamp locations is less than the number of clamps in a p h ,  no candidate plans exist If 
candidate plans with the c w n t  number of clamps dD not exist due to the lack of clamping force or p r l  
deformation, an inmeas& number of clamps should be hied for a fixhue plan. If every damping plan 
becomes invalid due to the interference between clamps, another clamp type shwld be hied because every 
clamping plan with the haeased number of clamps are always invalid due to inrerference. 

5.8. Identification of valid plans 

Although numercus candidate plans may exist when thae are many clamp locations, many of them will 
be invalid if they violate fixture nquirements. For a candidate clamping plan to be valid. I) there should be 
no inmfemw between clamps. 2) the magnitude of the estimated clamping force should be less than the 
maximum clamping force ofa damp, and 3) there should be no pan deformation due to clamping force. 

Tbe estimation of clamping force is much more compllationally expensive than the interference checking 
between clamps. If there are many candidate clamping plans, it could take some time to idenMy valid 
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plans. In order to reduce computation time, interference checking is done fyst Part deformation &king 

is required only when the clamping plan passes the first two tan. 

58.1. Interference between Clamps 

If clamps in a candidate clamping plan interfere with each other, the plan is not valid. The algorithm 
exhaustively checks interference between every 2 clamps in a plan. 

Since clamps shonld not interfere when projected onto the base plate, the interference checking between 
clamps can be d0ne.h h e  plene.. mu& h e  numbsr:of iterstionrs mpked to chak  interfmce between 
clamps is reduced from 64 (8 faces for each clamp) to 1. 

A clamp is placed within the pan concavity when it is positioned over an edge within the concavity of a 

dampable face. Except when both clamps are placed within the pan concavity. any interference can be 
quickly checked by computing the distance between the clamp locations because there. is no possibility of 
i n t e r f e r n  between their clamp bodies. As discussed earlier, dw clamp’s m t a c t  area is modeled as a 

rectangle. For the simpler geomeaic masoning. this rectangk can be. bounded by a circle. Let in radius be 

R. Also, let the distance between two clamp locarionS be L, and the clearance between clamps for assembly 
be 6. Then, ifL c 2 R + 6, damp will intafere. Wim each other. mi the 6xlureplan should be discarded. 
I€ both clamp are placed within dw pan’s concavity, illterf- checking algorithm should be applied. 

Figure 5-15 shows the 2D represmtation of clamps in a candidate clamping plan. Interference between 
clamps A and C, A and D. and C and D arc c k k d  by the interference checking algorithm since both 
clamps are placed within the pat’s concavity. Tbe rest of the clamp combinations can be checked by the 
distance betwen the clamp locations. Since clamps C and D are too closely placeQ the clamp plan 
beeom invalid. 

j B  ................................... c i  
L ............. 

Y 

... .........._ t ............ d 

R 

Figure 5-15: 2D interference checking betwen clamps 
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When every candidate plan generated with a given number of clamps is invalid due to interference 
between clamps, the algorithm immediately selects a clamp type with a smaller geomehy and generates a 
new set of clamp locations since it is not feasible to generate interference-free plans with an increased 
number of the cutrent clamp type. 

5.8.2. Estimating Clamping Force 

In a clamping plan. each clamp should be able to apply adequate force to hold the part rigidly during 
machining without deforming 01 deflecting the part. Thus, it is necess~ly to estimate the minimum 
clamping force considering the magnitude and direction of each cutter path. 

Force analysis m compute a clamp force for a fixture plan has been described in Chapter 3. For each 
cutting direction, the minimum clamping force is estimated If the estimated clamping force is beyond the 
clamp’s maximum clamping force, the plan becomes invalid. The largest force among the minimum 
clamping forces estimated for each cuaing direction is the necessary clamping force to hold the part against 
any cuuer paths during machining. Typically, when clamps are spread cut in a plan, a smaller clamping 
force is required 

A mechanically driven clamp cannot accurately adjust to the specified magnitude of the clamping force. 
The hydraulic clamp can adjust its clampmg force accmtely. In praclice. a tool designer would typically 
apply a larger magnitude of clamping force in order to ensure a rigid bold over me part. 

5.83. Checking Part Deformation at clamp Lorations 

The clamp in a 6xm plan may d e f m  th part, depending on the contact area between the clamp and 
the part, part material and clamping force. When the clamp is locatedover a narrow part face or a hce 
with hole@), the acmal m n m  area between rhe clamp and the part may be smaller than the desirable 
contact area of the damp (see figure 5-16). 

The slress at the clamp location is computed by dividing clamping force by the COllfaCt area estimated at 
each clamp location. If the stress at a clamp location is larger than the lower yield point of the part 
material. the damp would defonn the part and the clamping plan k a m e s  invalid. 

For the saap clamp. the contact area is estimated by taking the intersection between its clamp bar’s 
bottom surface. and the part. For the swing clamp, the contact area is &mated by taking the intersection 
hexween its desirable contact area and the pah A mechanically driven clamp often may not apply the exact 
clamping face. In this crse, a clamping force (often maximum clamping force) largw than the estimation 
should be used to estimate the stress at the clamp lacation for safety nasons. Because the swing clamp’s 
desirable c O n m  area is typically small. there is a greater danger of part deformation at the clamp location 
when the clamp applies a krge clamping force. 
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Figure 5-16: Contact area at a clamp location 

5.9. Determination of Position and Height of Locators 

So far, the algorithm has generated every possible clamping plan with the minimum number of clamps 
and determined wpporthg plan. In uder to cmplete the fixture planning, the locating plan should be 
made for each fixture plan. Locating planning includes the dewmimion of locators’ positions and the 

selection of appropriare rypes from the locat01 data b. ‘Ilme following constraints should be considered 
during locating plan: 

Locators should be placed according to the 3-2-1 rule, 

A locator should have g m d  contact with the part 

A locator should not interfeze with ckmps. 

A locator should not interfm with cutter paths. 

An algorithmic procedure has been developed to automatidy detamioe !be positions of locators and 
selectthe appmpri;ne rypesfrom me locaror’s database. 

1. Generare possible locaror @tiom by discretizing side reference surfices with an appropriate 

2. Select locator positions fora &date locating plan. 

3. At each position. select the locator with the minimum height from the locator dam base 

4. If any locator interferes with the CI~JIIPS or curter paths, retllrn to Step 2. 

wch!. 

considering contact with the 

If any locator position in a candidare locating plan violares tixm quiremenu, awther set of positions 
is tried qxated ly  until a valid set of locator posirioos is found 
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5.9.1. Generation of  Candidate Locator Positions 

In the X-Y plane of the part coordinate, side reference surfaces are represented as lines along the X and Y 
axis. Each line is discretized with a spacing to generate candidate locator positions. If a base plate has pin 
holes. the p i n g  should be the distance between the holes. Figure 5-17 shows candidate locator positions 
along the side reference s d a c e s  of the part 

Y 

Reference planes 

Fgure5-17: Cawhda~ ’ Locaror positions 

5.92. Generating a Candidate Locating Plan 

As discussed in Chapter 4, part locating in metal cutring is done according to the 3-2-1 d e .  The 3-2-1 
rule dictates that 3 point contacts, 2 point colltacts, and 1 pint contact should be placed against three 
mutually perpendicular reference surfaces of the part in order to accurately locate the part relative to the 
machine tool. 

Three 3 point confacts on the bwom reference swface can be achieved either with a base plare or with 3 
supports. The algorithm achieves 2 point contacts by placing two locators on a side reference surface and 1 
point contact by placing one locator on mother side refereme surface. As shown in Figure 5-18. there are 
two possible ways IO place locators along si& reference surfaces of the part - 1) 2 locators against the X-Z 
datum plane and 1 locator against the Y-Z dam plane and 2) 2 locators against the Y-Z datum plane and 1 

locator against the X-Z dam plane. Amws indicate the search direction for subsequent candidate 
positions of locators when the current pxition cannot be used. 

According to the locaring principle in practice. locators’ poSirims are selected as far apart from each 
other as possible to provide be- accuracy in parr locating. The algorithm fmt determines if 2 locators 
along the X-2 d a m  plane and 1 locator along the Y-Z datum plane can be placed. If 2 locators cannot be 

placed against the X-Z datum plane, ihe algorithm searches for positions of 2 locators against the Y-Z 
datum plane and 1 locator against the X-Z datum plane. 
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In any case, the algorithm generates a caadidate locating plan smting with the most widely spread 
locators in order to achieve the bem BCCDIBCY [SahBOl. 

5-93. Determining the Locator Height 

At a candidate locatiw, a locator's genmeuy should have a contact with the. rderence smface. The 
algorithm fim identifies the minimum height of a locam m have a comact with the pan. Figure 5-19 
shows the minimum locator heights at various c- loeator positions along a reference surface. The 
minimum locator heights is 0.6" at positions a and b, and 2.6 at positions c and d At the rest of the 

positions, the minimum locator height b zero. 

Pigme 5-19: Duaminatiw of the minimum locanr height 

If the locator data base does not have a locator with the height equal to or tauer than the minimum height, 
the candidate loeating plan beames invalid. If then exist multiple tocator t y p  taller thaa the specified 
height. a locam wih the shortept height is selected In OUI fixhue planning, Locators are m used to resist 
cumng forces but ooly used for locating purpose. When there exist various locaror types in the data base, 
slender locators are preferred in Ordea to avoid interference with clamps or cutterpaths. 
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Egure 5-20 shows the actual locators selected at ~arious candidate loeamr positions shown in 5-20 when 
locators are either 1 or 2 inch- tall. At positions c and d, locam cannot be placed because the minimum 
height (2.6) is larger than the tallest locators (2"). At the rest of positions, 1 inch tall locators are selected. 

I I I I I I I 1 I I X 

Figure 5-20: Selection of the locator at each position 

59.4. Checking Interference against Clamps 

At each candidate locator position, the gemeay of a selected locator is fim constructed m the local 
coordinate and is then msfonned into the put coordinate by proper wanslation and onentauon. 
Interference benveen a clamp and a locator can be quickly checked in ZD tecaus their geometry can be 
pmjscred as two rectangles w the base (see Figure 5-21). When a locator interferes with a clamp in 2D. 
the locator m a y  not interfere with the clamp in m e  when it is placed under the clamp. Then, the 
interference checking algorithm can be applied berween the clamp and the locam in 3D. If the locator 
interferes with any clamps, the candidate locating plan beurmes invalid. 

... ........ .._.._._.._.._._.._.._. 
part : ; clamp 

Y 
4 ! 

Z 

locator 

Figure 521: Interference checking between a clamp and a locator 
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5.9.5. Checking Interference against Cutter Paths 

If the locator interferes with any cutter path, the candidate locating plan becomes invalid. A locator needs 
to be some distance away from the. swept volumes of cutter paths in order to provide safety and allow some 
flexibility in fixlure location and orientalion during the actual m m b l y .  The dimension of the locator 
geometry is enlarged to consider some clearawe from the cutter paths. If the enlarged locaror geomeny 
interferes with any swept volume. the Locatol is either in interference with or too close to the cutter path. 

Because the 3D interference checking algorithm is compnmrionally expensive, it is used only when there 
is a possibility of interference. A compilrison between the minimal awl maximal x, y, and z coordinates of 
the locator and the swept volume can quickly detect the pmsibility of intedaence. 

When a horizontal plate 01 an angle plate is 4 to atient the part, &e intaference checking between the 
geometry of a h a m  and a swep volume can be done in 2Dbecanse the swept volume is oriented parallel 
to the base plate (see F w  5-21). The number of itaarions required to detect interference between a 
locator and a swepvolume is reduced horn 36 (6 faces on a locaror and6 faces on a swept volume) to 1. 

When a sine table is used to orient the p;at relaiive to the machine bed 2D intcrfereoce checking is not 
pmsible. For each set of faces of the clamp and the swept volume, the. minimal and maximal x, y. and z 

coordinates are compared to detect the passibility of interference kfm using the 3D interference checking 
algorithm. 

5.9.6. Remarks 

Because the part is heldby clamps, it is possible to pull out locators, if necessary after the pan is Located 
and clampmi 

If a l d n g  plan is not found due to interference with the c u m  paths, the Pogition of the Locators can be 

determined by the s ~ m e  procedure without considering the cutter paths. If a locator in the I d n g  plan 
interfem with the aute~ pamS;it needs to& plllededont.aft&the pan is Iocate&and clamped However, 
since the cornact between the pan and the lccator may have some friction induced due to clamping force 
during assembly. it may not be easy to pull locatrns out. 

When locating a part cwwt becompleted Wim locators acceding to the 3-2-1 rule, a touch pobe is used 
to complete locatlog, while tbe part is partidly located by 2 locaton placed againsta side reference surface. 
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5.10. Rating Fixture Plans 

Typically, the algorithm generates multiple fixture plans. Every fixture plan has the same number of 
clamps while the required clamping force and clamp location's are different from one plan to another. 

Fum plans in which the part is suppolted by a base plate and supports may exist for the same set up. 
Since fixture plans without supports are usuaUy favored, ai l  plans with supports are rated inferior to a 
future plan without supports. 

A fixture plan with a smaller clamping force is favored because a part deflection problem due to clamping 
force is reduced, and the necessary clamping force gives a larger safety margin over the maximum 
clamping force. The algorithm orders future plans according to the magnitude of the clamping force 
required for each clamp. The less the damping force, the higher the fixture plan is rated. If fixtllre plans 
both with and without supports exist. they are rated independently. 

5.11. Remarks 

5.11.1. Human Interface 

Since the algorithm does not check pan deflection, a human expen is mpired to detect any part 
deflection due to either clamping force or curting force. Mast pan deflection due m cutting force cannot be 
prevented at al l  regardless of fix- plans. These types of part dcflection can be b t e d  by a human 
expert before geaeratiag any fixture plans. Thus, part defledon in a fixture plan is typically caused by 
clamping force when a clamp cannot be supponed directly undaneath. 

When there exist fixture plans with or without supports, a human expen will prefer fixture plans with a 
base plate unless they violate any hture conswints 

A human expert should carefully view the simulated padfixture assembly of a fixture plan. When the 
part needs to be raised fmm a base plare, the algorithm tentatively places a support beneatb each clamp, if 
the part geometry permits. For example, if a fixture plan is generated with ovo clamps, the part cannot only 
be supported stably with suppom Since at least 3 point contacts on a bottom reference surface are required 
in order to support and locate the part (see Figure 5-22). A human expert can determine me location of 
extra suppons considering part geometry. Roper placement of suppons may prevent part deflection. 

If the parr geomehy dces not permit the placement of clamps underneath a clamp or supports cannot 
suppoIt the part stably, a human expert may add extra supports or use a subplate instead considering the 
part's stability and/or p;m deflection due to clamping and/or cutting force. The height of the subplate 
should be the m e  as that of suppohs, and the overall size of a subplate should be determined so as not to 
interfere with clamp or locatcns. 

If fixture plans highly nued by the algorithm have no pmblem of part deflection. the human expert can 
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Figure 5-22: placing exira suppons in a fixm plan 

quickly select the mast favorable future plan as long as the plan also sarisfies o k  comwints. However, 
if unacceptable pan d e k a o n  exists in highly rated fixaue plans, it could take time for B human expert to 
select a favorable funrre plan. Selecting a p o d  fixm plan takes t h e  becaw the human expen must 
carefully check any p r t  deflection in rUatn plans and &term& a pmpa supporting method in order to 
prevent pan deflection. When a human expert. &tees severe part deflection due to clamping force in every 
candidate fixhue plan, tbe use of more damps might avoid part defleuion in some setups since the 
magnitude of required clamping h e  at a clamp is reduced. However, we do not consider this case in ow 
system because the reducrion afthe mgnitdeofthe cutting h i s a n  ine,xpensive alternative. 

Part deflection due to a cuftiog M clamping force may be aummtcd . ychefkedwithaschemehwdon 
heuristics with the the finite element metbod 0. Befawe FEM is computationally expensive, a fast 
scheme with appmpr&e simplificaiim oeeds to be developed. salmnli mggeSed applying FEM in ZD 
using a large mesh size to speed up the analysis for measuring partdeflectioo [SaLOrai 901. Pan deflection 
due to cutting force can be checked before generating any fnture plans by assoming that the part’s resting 
reference surtace is glued to the base plate. If the. Mting force is directed toward the b e  plate and well 
suppoIted, there is no ~ i b i I i t y  of part deflectioo due’ to the cutting fmce. The possibility of part 
deflection due to the clamping force needs to be. dKcM only when the clamp location is poorly supported 
or damping force’s direction passes through the concavity of the pan. Once a caddate fixture plan is 
generated, part deflection can be checked with every clamp at its locations against critical cum paths 

whose force is dincted toward h e  pads  lhio area 

5.113. Clamp Asfembly 

Although the algorithm determines clamp locations before the sum and Locarors’ locations, supports 
and locarors should be. p h e d  on the base plate before any clamps during fixlure assembly. 

Each clamp in a f m m  plan is oriented perpendicular to the edge. of a clampable pan face at the clamp 
location. Depending on the limitation OP T-siots or pin holes of !he base plate and tbe clamp type, it may 
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not be possible to install a clamp af the specified location and orientation. Because the algorihm 
determines the location of the clamp with some clearance from the part and c u m  paths, the clamp can be 
installed at a different location and/or orientation from the specified orientation and location. 
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Chapter 6 

Fixture planning with a Vise 

6.1. Introduction 

In this chapter. we describe an algorithm to automatically generate f m t m  plans with a vise. A vise 
consists of a hed  jaw and a movable jaw. In order to accurately locate the part, the fixed jaw should 
contact a refexewe side of the part and the movable jaw should contact a surface parallel to the reference 
surface. face to face with the tixed jaw. For a complete tixw plan with a vise, the Location of each jaw, 
the clamping force and the beight of pallel ban should be derermined. 

Section 2 describes the algmidun developed to search and generate hmre  plans with a vise. Section 3 
through 10 discuss%s reasoning and tools used in Variws steps within the algorithm. Section 11 concludes 
this c b q m  wlth remarks. 

6.2. Overview of the Algorithm 

The algarithm assumea that the part3 refeRnce sutfaces are ody on the dam reference planes of the 
partc wrdinate. Thus, a fixed jaw should COntaCt tbe pw’s reference side on either the X-Z datum plane or 
the Y-Z dam plane of the pan c e .  A movable jaw should wntact the pan’s surface parallel to the 
refereoce side that the fixed jaw contactg. ParaUel bars or a base plate should have contact with the part’s 
bonomrefe.rencesurfaceforaccuratelocaring. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, a jaw is modeled BS a rectangular block, and its ongin is at the center of the 
bottom Face. A fixture plan with a vise specifies the location of a fixed jaw, a movable jaw, the clamping 
force, and the parallel bars’ height and locations. The locations of vise jaws and parallel bars are given in 
t h e w c  oordinate. The t ipre of Figure 6-1 shows how a jaw is d e s c r i i  in the local coordinate. The 
second figwe shows its origin’s location in the part coordime when the fued jaw is placed against the 
part’s si& reference surface on X-Z datum plane. 

Because the part’s reference side is p a d e l  tu the X-2 (or Y-Z) danun plane of the part coordinate, y (or 
x) coordinate is the same on the surface. They coordinates of both jaw locations can be easily determined 
by jaw width and the y coordinates of wntact surface between the jaw and the pan  However, determining 
the x and z coordinates of the jaw location requires complex geomemc reasoning in consideration of part 
geomeny and cutter paths. Because we are only concerned with determining two ooordinares ( x and 2). a 
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jaw geometry in the 
local c o d i t e  

P i p  6-1: CoOrdhates of jaw locatioos m tb prt cocadinate 

ZD method is developed for t k  simpler geometric reasOniag. The method maps 3D geomeuk information 
Fromthecuuer~thsand~geDmetryoNoaplane~ltobothprtsurfacesfortbejawplacement 
and performs geometric reasoning on the plane to detemme ‘ the jaw location. 

A contact plane is a plane that coatainS pansllrface(s) for either alixed or a movabk jaw to coota~L The 
contact plane is always paraUel to either the X - 2  datum plane or the Y-2 datum plane of the pan coordinate 
and is also perpendicular m the t e w  plate. Because a tixed jaw should contact a part’s reference side, there 
exists a single contact plane ajpinst either X-Z or Y-2 datum plane of the part cmdinate. For the contact 
plane of the tixed jaw, there may exist more than one contact p h e  fora movable jaw. Figure 6-2 shows a 
part geomeuy in which there exist multiple contact planes for the location of a fixed jaw and a movable 
jaw. For brevity, the figure shows a top view of a prismstiC part. Each contact plane becomes a line 
paraUel to either the X or Y axis of the pat coordioate. 

In ordw to prevent any pan rotation during clamping after the pat is located, a vise should have a 
common area between the comect.ammwhm.the part is clamped by the vise, In each mtact plane, the 
algorithm fmt identifies rbe maximal contact area for each jaw and then identifies the common a m  as an 
intasection when the IWO maximal contact areas are overlapped on a plane paraUel to both cootact areas. 

?be part geomehy and swept volumes of cum parhs are mapped onto the contact p h e  85 bounding 
rectangles padel to the base plate. The a@ithm ideRtifies evay cdlision-keu antact area for the jaw 
placemenn on the common area while avoiding obsolcles. On each cdkion-fm area, the location of jaws 
in the part coordinate is determined so that the jaw can have the maximum contact area with the common 
area The dimensioo ofparallelhars is easily determid in consideratiw ofthe jaw lccatim relauve to the 
part. The actual c o n m  area between the jaw and the part is identified, and the clamping force is estimated 
with the simplified force model with 3 pont cootacts 00 the contact am. 

When multiple fixture plans B T ~  gemmed, a plan with a smaller clamping force has less chanee of pan 
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contact planes 
for a movable jaw " 

t" I l l  

I 
contact plane contact planes 
for a fixed jaw for a movable jaw 

Figure 6-2: Contact planes for vise. jaws 

deflection and gives a I a r p  safety margin fmm the maximal clamping force of a jaw. The algorithm 
orders each plan by magnitude. of clamping force so that a tool designa can inspect starting from the 
plan with the least clamping force. Every plan generated by the algorithm satisfies geometric, kinematic, 
and fixes conswints in fuwiog. Tbus, a human expert needs to check any part deflection due to 
clampmg/cutting force and select the most favorable fixme plan 

Figure 6-3 shows an alprithm for the genmtiOn of a fixture plan with a vise, Derails of geomemc 
reasonings and analysis in various steps in the al&nirhm will be described in the following sections. As we 
mentioned earliw, there are two side reference surfaces ci~ the pan with which a fued jaw can have 
ContacL The same algorithm is applicable to either case regardks of which reference surface a fixed jaw 
is placed against 

Here, we only describe the geometric reasoniOg when a frxed jaw is placed against the part's reference 
surface on the X-2 dam plane. Every cwrdinate in geomenic reasoning is expressed in the pan 
coordinate. When a fixed jaw is placed against the part's relerence surface on the Y-Z datum plane, the 
geometric reasoning to identify contact amis and derermine the jaw location in the pan coordinate is the 
s ~ m e  except that x coordinates should be replaced by y coordinates in the d g .  

6.3. Selection of a Vise Type 

If there are multiple vise. types in the modular fixturing system, the algorithm selects a vise type with the 
least clamping force first since its assembly m often be done faster and easier than the other vise types. 
When no valid fixhlre plans are generated with the selected vise type, the algorithm selects another vise 

type and d e s  until at least a valid future plan is generated. 
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Input 

1 
I ldenu!y contact planes !or 

a movable jaw 

m = no. of contact planes for 

n = no. of collision-fne mas on 
the commoncontact area 

a movable jaw 

see section 9 

N 
saveplan C. 

Figure 6-3: An algorithm for a fixture plan with a vise 
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6.4. Identification of the Common Contact Area 

A contact area is d e f d  as a rectangle that bounds every part face on the conact plane (see figure 6-4). 
The rectangle Lies within the contact plane and is oriented parallel to the X-Y datum plane. 

Examples of bounding contaa areas on panicular contact planes 

Figure 6-4: Maximal c o n m  areas on contact p h  on given different examples 
of parts 

A contact area may be composed of multiple faces Mor concave faces. The coordinates of the contact 
a r e a m  be found by taking the minimal and maximal x andz amdmate ' s among every pin face on the 
contact p h .  Let &, e=. &,, and & be tbe minimai and msximal x and z coordinates of the 

mov mou rnw v d c e s  of the contact area for a fixed jaw. Also, let x-, z- , and $: be the minimal and 
maximal x and z ooordinates of the vertices of the contact area for a movable jaw. 

Both a fixed and movable jaw's bouom surfax should have contact widl the base piate. Let ypr be the y 

c o o r d i i  of the contact plane for the movable jaw and yw !he maximal y coonlinate of the part in the 
pan ooordinate. If ypr e y- and z 0, a movable jaw cannot have contact with the contact area due to 
physical limitations (see Figure 6-5). 

z 

A surface in 
Consideration Ilk Y 

cessible swfaces 

rnov 
X 

z . ...__..... mnl 

accessible surface 
y*1 y m  

/J- 
Figure 6-5: Accessible and inaccessible pan surfaces for a movable jaw 

When vise jaws an placed against the part, a movable jaw shwld not cause the part to rotate during 
clamping. In Chapter 3, we have shown that the. contact area between a f m d  jaw and the part and the 
contact area between a movable jaw and the part should have a common area when both contact a~eas are 
overlapped onto each other in order to avoid any part rotation during clamping. 
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The following rearming is used m identify dimensions of the common area (an) between two contact 
areas for h e d  and movable jaws (see Figure 6-6). La c, cu, e, and z,”, be the minimal and 
maximal x and z coordinates of the vertices of the bounding rectangle for the common contact area 

Z 
Bounding contact area for a fixed jaw 

1-1 , commoncontactarea 

I 
j Bounding co&t area for a mwabie jaw 

I _ _  - x  cm s Xmax 

Figure 6-6. Identifying the common contact area when 
both bounding conmct areas are projested onto a plane pmlkl10 the X-2 datum plane 

Then. the dimension of the c o m m  contact area can be detennioed a3 fallows. 

~x-, Tu 2 { z m x &  <<or& fix z =or%= 6x 5 z~’,thereismcmmcontactarea Because 

the pw will rotate when clamped by a movable jaw, the c m n t  set of mmct planer cannot generate any 
valid fixture plan. 

Let Ljnv and HioN be the horizontal length and the venical length of the jaw, respectively. If 2 H,m, 
a jaw cannot touch IIE common contact area at al l  (see figure 6-7). 

6.5. Identification of Obstacles 

So far, the common conwt area for born jaws have been identified without considering interference with 
cumr paths and part geometry. Cutter paths and any pan geooleuy that prevents jaw placement against the 
part are considered as obstacles. 

The simple. geometric reasoning to idennfy inaccessible areas on the common coowt area has been 
developed in plane rather than in space. An obsrade due m eithcr cutter patbs or part geometry is 
represented as a bounding rectangle within the common contact area Thus, the key idea is 10 determine 
jaw location while avoiding any obstacles on the common c m t  area 
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Z 
Z 

t common contact area 

Y 

contact plane 

Figure 6-7: A case. when a jaw cannot touch a common contact area 

dx obr obi 
Let k, &, z-, and be the miaimal and maximal x and z coordinates o€ an obstacle on the 

common contact area. Note that e = z z  for every obstacle because the jaw does not have an access 
above e. since vise jaws are pla~ad tiwe to fa~e. an obstacle. thar limitn IIE loation of a jaw will a~so 
limit the location of the orher jaw simultaneously. 

65.1. Obstacles from Cutter Paths 

As discussed in Chapter4, a swept volume of acutterplh is represented in space as a rectangular block 
constructed with the c u m  diameter and starting and ending cwdinates of the path. 

When a cutter path interferes with the common contad area. 

The intersection checking routine in the NOODLES libmy [Gursoz 911 can be used to detect interference 
(int) between the swept volume and the common contact area. Let &, &, and eh be the minimal and 
maximalxandzEoordmaters ’ of the intersected area between the swept volume and the rectangle. 

k t  Yfm and Y- be the Y - ’ of the contact pIaoes for a fixed jaw and a movable jaw, 
respectively. yfi is always zero because a fixed jaw is placed against the part’s side reference surface on 
the X-Z datum plane of the part cmrdime. If a swept volume (sv) interfens with the common contaci 
a r e a o n ~ h e n u l c t p ~ f o r e i t h e r a f i x e d j a w M a m o v a b l e j a w , l e . t ~ . ~ , a n d d b e b e e m i n i m a l  
and maximal x and z coordirmtes of the vertices on the swept volume whose y cwrdinates c ylir for the 
hed jaw or y coordinates > y- for the movable jaw. ’Ik coonhates of the obsade due to the swept 
volumes of cutter paths can bc determined by the following reasoning: 

w i l t  obr &Is hn Ifx- < u, then x,,,,,, =&. othmvise. x-= h. 
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F i  €4 shows obstacles mapped on the common contact area within a contact plane for a fuced jaw 
and a movable jaw according u) the above reasoning when a cutter path interferes with both contact planes. 

Y 

t 

z 
4 

O b  
X 
max XObS mm 

- x  

Figure 6-8: 2D obstade mapping: cutter paths intetfere with the common conmt area 

When a cutter pathdoesnotinterferewith tLaeommw.caatoctarea~ 

Although a cutter path does tm interfere with the mmrnon mmt area, it may limit the placement of a 
jaw depending on its location. Let &, &, yz, yz,, and & be &e minimal and maximal x, y, and z 
coordinates of the swept volume. 

w a n  SV N When zrmn c z- and when either ymin < yF; cr ymin > y-. if the following condirions are met, a cutter 
path will Limit the jaw lccation and dw dimension of h e  obstacle can be & m i n e d  as follows: 
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aba w For each obstacle, = z- Figure 6 9  shows obstacles mapped onto the common contact area within 
a conract plane for a fmed jaw and a movable jaw according to the above reasoning when a cuaer pah does 
not interfere with either contact plane. 

obstacle 

Y swept volumes 

rigure 6-9: 2D obstacle mapping: cutter paths do not intufere. 
with the common contact mea 

65.2. Obstades from Part Geometry 

Becausea frxed jaw is placedagainst a reference side on the datum piane of the part corndinate, the jaw is 
always in contact with the bounding block of a p t  Thus, there is no interference between the part and the 
jaw. Also, if a movable jaw is placed against the bwnding block of the. part, there is M interference 
between the part and the jaw. However, a movable jaw may be placed within the part concavity and there 
is a danger of interference between the jaw and the part 
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In our reasoning. each pan face whose minimal y coordinate 2 ymY limits the placement of the movable 
jaw. Each face is bounded by a coovex rectangle and mapped onto the common contact area as an obstacle. 
Figure 6-10 shows how part faces can be represented as obstacles on the common cmtact area when a 
movable jaw is placed within the part concavity. If the part face is perpendicular to the contact plane. it can 
be ignored because it becomes a line on the m m m  contact area and is redundant in the reasoning (the 
line also belongs to other obstacles.). 

olw 
min 

z 
common contact area X obs 

min 

X 
X ObS x 

Ilmx 

Figure 6-10: Obstades due to pan geometry on the common wmct area 

Let &, hU. aod 2z be the minimal and maximal x and z coordinate. & a  part face. Then each pan 
face can be represated as a rectangular obstacle. The coordinaw of the obstacle is found by the following 

fece face 

relatimships. 

6.6. Identifying Collision-free Contact Areas for Jaw Placement 

Once obstack are. i d e n M i  on the common contact area our goal is to identify collision-& areas for 
jaw placement. We have developed geooleuic nasoning to identify every possible mllision-free area on 
the commm contact area w i h u t  redundancy ( by redundancy, we mean that a coilision-free area IS not 
completely enclosed by another collision-free area) 

On the contact plane, a jaw can be represented as a rectangle p a d e l  to the X-Y datum plane. The 
contact area between the jaw and the c ~ n m o n  contact area cao also be represented a3 a wangle. Since 
obstacles are. npresented in 2D and a jaw can be repwented as a rectangle, hding a collision-free (cf) 
area for jaw placement becomes a ZD problem. 



d d d  d Let x,,,,,,. hx, z-, and z,,,~ be the minimal and maximal x and z coordinates of a collision-free m a  on 
the common contact ana Due to the physical  limitation^ of the vise, the collision-free area should be 
accessible from the base plate, always z- = E. d 

When there are no obstacles on the c m w  contact area, the entire common contact area is accessible for 
jaw placemenr This happens when every swept volume of cutter paths lies between contact planes. For 
example, drilling a hole or making a slm on the part may not limit the jaw plscement on the common area 
at all. ?he dimension of the collision-free area is the same as that of the common contact area. Thus, 

cz, and = e. B- any other candidate areas WOUM be completely x- = h. hm = 
enclosed by the current area, the number of collision-fite ,peag becomes one. 

d d m d  

However, one 01 more obstacles typically exist on the common contact am and there exists more than 
one colliision-free area The algorithm first idCnti6e.s the collision-he area outgide of the bounding 
mtangle of obswles. Then, the algorithm exhaustively searches every possible collision-free area without 
redundancy. 

6.6.1. Global Identification of Collision-fke Areas 

Let &, &. and ZL be the minimal and maximal x and z coordinates amwg obstacles. The 
following geometric reasoning is usd to ht@ may posuble colliiion-free arca outside of the bounding 
rectangle of obstacles: 

* ~ f < > x  an . ,thenx-,=x d c m c f  . , ~ , , , ~ = x ~ . a n d z , , = z , ,  d c m  

If .fi, > 7.&, then ‘hun = xz, & = &.and& = Z& 

mm mm 
8 an d g d p n  d 

‘EX,,,, < x-, then = x,-,x,-= x,-, d z ,  = 
an d c f a n  d g  

Figure 6-1 1 shows collision-free areas on the common contact area when multiple obstacles exist If a 
single obstacle ex& on the common contact area, the reasoning is suffzient to find every possible 
collision-fite area 

6-62 Local Identification of Collision-kea? Areas 

When there is more than one obstacle, other collision-fm areas exist that could not be identifed by 
global searching. Often, numerous obstacks may exist on the common contact area, and it becomes 
difficult to identify every collision-ffee areas. Here, we. present a systematic search method that can 
identify “unique” wllision-fnx areas. This is done by considering two obstacles at a time. While collision- 
freeareasareidentified~meverytwoobstacles,otherobsraclesareusedtocheclctheredundancy. Ifthe 
collision-free area is found redundrmt, it is i gnod .  

Two obstacles may or may not be overlapped For convenience, geomenic reasoning is developed for 
and q,,,,, be the minimal and maximal x and z coordinates of b b  b each case. La &, <ax L, x-, 

two obstacles where & 5 &. 



i obstacles 

Figure 6-11: Globally found collision-& area for the jaw placemem 

A. When obstacles are not overlapped (thar is, when & 5 &,,) (see Fgure 6-12) 

Z 

1 a / \  b 
ObStaCIeS 

L b \ / 
b X  colllSl0n-free areas 

X L X  mm x .  

figure 6-12: Identifying collision-free areas with non-merlapptd obstacles 

1. A collision-free area is fwnd benmen two obstacles and its coordinate is found is follows. 
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b a  If x . - xmsl < L+ the area i s  not accessible to the jaw. 

Because we have considered two obstacles at a time, other obstacles may limit the current collision-free 
area. Let z z  the minimal z cmrdinate of obsrac~es that interfere with the collision-free area If the 

If% <z-orz- <%,theareais current area interfern with the other ob~tacle~, Lax = e. 

111111 

noba I rnbs b cf 

redundant. 

2 If z~ > z L ,  the coordinates of the corision-free area are found as follows: 

& = k. xmaX = x,-, and z,,- = %. Othenuise, xmin = x,,,~, x - ~  = &. a n d b  = a. If the 
ct  a n d  b d a  d a d a n  d b  

area interferes with tk other obsatcks, the area becomes redudant. 

B. When obstacles are overlapped (hat is, when 

~ o t e t h a t b < % .  ‘ ~ h i s c a n ~ d i v i d e d i n ~ r w o ~ - w ~ n ~ = ~ o r w ~ n x ~ i , < .  In 
each case, the coordinates of the collision-free contact m a  are different depending on how two obstacles 
are overlapped If the collisiw-kee contact m a  interferes with the other obstacles, it is a redundant area. 

> &) (see Figure 6-13) 

L b b b 

a b <B.1 When xmin = x-> 

If b b > h a n d  i&, z-, the mordinates of the collision-free area are found a9 follows. 

d b d  d .  &=&,&=eu, = &. 
b b 

If cs < and ZL < z-,, the coordinates of the callision-free a m  me found as follows. 

c B . 2 W h e n x ~ c x &  b 

-1: f f G a x > h  b 

If & c &,, two cdlisioa-he areas exist. The coordinates of the 6m collision-free area are found as 
follows. 

cf m d  b d x,,,,,, = &, h = x,-, andz,,,= = &. 

%e coordinates of the seeond collision-free area are found as follows. 
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7 obstacles 

I I 

A 
xa x b xa  
min. - - 

b b when x a .  = x , m m m  x 
mtn 

b b 
m8x 

when XL> Xh and xk= x 

Figure 6-13: Identifying collision-free atas with overlapped obmcles 

b case 3: If x iax  < 
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< &,,, the coordinates of the first collision-free area are fo~nd as fouows. 

b d d a d a n  cf b & = cx, x& = x,-, a n d h  = &. otherwise, & = &, hX = x,,,~. and 

Figure 6-14 shows a few examples of collision-free contact areas globally and locally identified by the 

= zm. 

algorithm. 

Globally fond e~~cssiblc 
contact mdsfajaws 

M y  found accessible 
Cnnrac1 mds fajaws 

Figure 6-14 Collision-fm contact m on the mmmon mwt area 



6.7. Determining the loeation of vise jaws 

Each collision-free contact area is used to generate a candidate fixture plan. Numerous ways exist to 
place a jaw against the collision-free contact area. We have developed geomeaic reasoning to determine 
the jaw location in order m have maximal Contact area between the jaw and the collision-free Contact area. 
Once again, we only describe the geometric reasoning when !he jaw is placed against !he collision-free 
contact area parallel m the X-Z datum plane of the part coordinate. 

k t  xm Yw zw and X-3 ymv3 2- be the& y. and zcoordinares ofthe caigin of the fixed andmovable 
jaw in the part coordinate. Because a fixed jaw and a movable jaw are placed face to face as shown in 
Figure6-1, ~ = ~ ~ ~ x $ n d ~ = z , , = z , .  x, ,y , ,andz,arcthec~~ofthevisejaw’sorigin.  

Let Wmbe the width ofa hed jaw and W,, be the width of a movable jaw. Note that the length and 
height of a jaw LPw andH@are the same for both a -jaw and a movable jaw. Let y F m d  y-be tbe 
y coordinares of the conlsct p lam for a hcd jaw and movable jaw. 

6.7.1. Determining they Coordinate of the Jaw Origin 

As mentioned earlier, the y coordinaw of the. origin of a fixed and movable jaw can be easily determined 
by the y cmrdinate of the contact phm and the width of a hed and movable jaw. 

y,=ylir-0.sw F andy,,=y,,to.swm. 

6-72  Determining the z Coordinate of the Jaw Origin 

Figure 6-15 shows how the z caccdhe ofthe jaw location. 2,. is detamined m the part coordinate. dis  
usedto provideckamce baareen the jaw and obstacles. Wben & > HbV + 4 there is only one way to 
determine the zcoordinate of thejaw location. That is, zo = 0. 

Collision-free contact area 
I jaw 

I 
origin of a jaw z, ... J t I t  

d I when 2- Of > % w + d  when 2-s Taw + d 

Figure 6-15: Determination ofz, of the jaw location 
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d However, when G~ 5 Hjav + d, many ways exist to place a jaw against the collision-free cmtact area 
while having the same contact amabetween the jaw and the area (see Figme 6-16). In practice, the part is 
exposed out of a vise to give c u m  a better access to the part. Thm, the current reasoning determines the z 
coordinate of the jaw location 90 that the top surface of the jaw should not exceed the colhion-free contact 
area That is, z,, = zmm - HjaW - d Figure 6-17 shows a few examples of the jaw IocatiOns along the z axis 
according to current reasoning when we consider d y  the part geometry, ignoring the interference from 
cuuer paths. 

cf 

current reasoning 

Figure 6-16: Possible part locations against the jaw 

Figure 6-17: Examples of jaw locations along the z axis aEmrdiog to the 
current ressDning 

6.7.3. Determining the x Coordinate of the Jaw Origin 

Every collision-fres area identiEd on the common mmt area can be categorized into four cases to 
determine xo of the jaw location (see Figure 6-18). d is used to p v i d e  clearance between the jaw and the 
obstacles. 

For brevity, let Le be x& - &. Then, the following msoning can be used to determine the x 
COO&l%Xe ’ ofthejaworigin. 
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xo 

Case 1 

X common contact area collision-free =ea 

Case 2 Case 3 case 4 

Figure 6-UI: Determination of xo of the jaw location 

When Ld> L++ 2 d 

d d  x 0 = . S ( X & + x &  

WhenL,pL++Zd 

Casel: W h e n x - = c a n d h m , - 1 6 ,  d d - 0 1 1  

d d  x o = 0 . 5 ( x , , t ~ ) .  

case2 W h m x ; ; f , > ~ a n d & < ~  

The jaw cannot be placed. 

6-7.4. Adjusting the Jaw Location 

In idenwng collision-free amx. we have only consided c u m  paths that interfen only with the 

common contact area. ?hen the x and z codmte .  . (x, and ZJ of the fixed jaw and the movable jaw have 
been determined without consideiing any other curter paths. If Ldz Lpy + 2 d, the jaw is placed within 
the collision-free area. Ihus, there is no need to check intaference bewm the jaw aod other cum paths. 
When Ld L LW+ 2 d, c u m  paths may interfere with the jaw at the current jaw location. 

Any other cutter phs that do not inmfere with the common mfscf area are checked for interference 
the minimal and maximal x and z coordinates among o b l o b r  against the jaw geomeny. k t  h, 16,. and 

obsracles. 
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d o n  d o n  Case 1: When hi,, = G," and hPr = x,,,= (fee Figure 6-19) 

Whcn obstades exist on both 
sides of the rnnmm~ wntm area 

z 
I 

"I XD 

z 
I 

uption 1 

Z 
I 

F i e  619: Adjusting the jaw locan'on when the entire 
length of the common wnmt ma along the X axis is accessible to the jaw 

<When there are obstacles on both sides of the common contact area> 

JA xz be the mini& x coordinare amwg fie o t s w h  on the right M side of the common contact 

area. k t  z z  be the minimal z coordinate of the obstade with &. Simiiarly, let e be the maximal 

x coordinate among the obstacles on the left hand side of the common contact area. Let em be the 

minimal z coodame ' of the obstacle with xlmax oh 
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Obr Option 1: adjust the jaw location such that zo= &- Hhw. 

Option 2: If zrmm > k, adjust the jaw location such that xo= x- + 0.5 L. o h a h  obr ah* and zo= z- - Hjaw. Jaw 

- Hbw. 
ahr ohr Otherwise, adjust the jaw location such tbat xo= & - 0.5 Lby and zo= 

If the jaw at the new location interferes with new obptacles, zo= e - H- where 2 2  is the minimal z 

coordinate among new obsracles that interfere with the jaw. If % > z-, the jaw location is adjusted by 
option 2 because it provides a larger contact area, Otherwise, the jaw location is adjusted by option 1. If 
the. jaw does not interfere, the jaw location is adjusted according to option 2. 

noha &- 

&'hen there are. obstacles on one side ofthe common wntact areiv 

Option 1: adjust the jaw location such that q,= z- - HpK 

Option 2: If the jaw interfexes at the right hand side of the common contact area, adjust x0= 

oba 

- 0.5 
OD8 Ljm. If the jaw interferes at the. left hand si& of the common contact area, adjw xo= + 0.5 L9 

n0b.r ~f the jaw interfaes with new ob~urle~, zo= Q - H. where e is the minimal z coordinate among 
new obstacles that hterfem with the jaw. If % z G, the jaw loearion is adjusted by option 2 because 
it provides a largeramtst area othpwise, the jaw location is adjustea by optaoo 1. 

nobr GW . 

If rhe jaw does not interfere. the jaw loeation is adjusted according m option 2. 

Case k When hh >him and & c <a 

Because the collision-free a m  is within the common m t a c t  .pea, the jaw does not interfa with any 

d a n  d 

obswles at all. Thus, the jaw loeation remains intact (ee the second example of F w  6-18). 

Case 3: men GI,, = < &, (see ~igure 6-20) 

If rhe jaw interferes with cbstacles, zo= Q - H. P' where ob & .  IS tha minimal z coordinate among 
obstacles that interferes with the jaw. 

d d Case 4: When hi. > en and & = ca (see Figure 6-20) 

If the jaw interferes with obsgcles, zo= & - Hjm. where Z~ IS the minimal z coordinate among obr & .  

otstacles that interfm with the jaw. 
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20 
I '  c 

d X =. 
X L  x- d x, 

I 

I - I )  
xo X 

Z 

Figure 6-20: Adjusting the jaw Location against cuttcr path 

6.8. Determining the height and location of parallel bars 

In order to provide flexil~ility in achieving the r e q d  height of parallel bars, the system assume modular 
paraUel bars. For the praUical search space. we also assumes the use. of parallel bars with the Same length 
and h e  same thickness (see W p  6-21}. 

Y 

t movable jaw 

Z 

base 

fixed jaw 

Figure 6-21: Loearioo ofparallel ban. 
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Parallel bars should be placed along side each other under the bottom reference surface. Although many 
ways exist to place mel bars under the part, parallel b W )  are typically placed in contact with the jaws. 
However, the pan geometry cannot be placed against the jaws when the part’s bottom refenme surface 
does not touch the jaw’s surface. Io this case, parallel bars should be placed away from the jaws (see 
Figure 6-22). When the part cannot be supponed stably by paraUel h, the fixture plan should not be 
u s e d  The current reasoning only considers the location of pallel bars when they are placed against jaws 
and can support the pan stably. . . . 

We mssumc matplnllcl bw panllcl ban should h p l d  PwnClbrWCarmot 
bc placed ag.inn jaws. rmder tk booan refamcc sur€R=e bc p l d  

Figure 6-t2: Locarion of p&l bars under various parts 

68.1. Determining the Height of Parallel Bars 

Since padlel baA with he sane t h i c b  andlength arc assumed, it is only nesessay to determine their 
height Let H, be the nece.wry height of parauel bars. Let H- be the minimum height o€ pallel bars 
when the part needs tn be raised from the base plate. This is typically determined by the clearance between 
cutter parhs and he base plate m ordg to avoid ioterfeence. For example, H- is set to be 025” for the 
current system. 

Note that always z, 5 0 in the part codmate ’ . Theheightofparallelbarscanbeeasilydererminedby 
taking the absolute value of of zo. That is, lz,l CmreSpDnds to H& Figure623 shows 3 difference cases 
depending on I zo I and H ~ * .  

Case 1: If lz,l= 0, the part can be supporred by the b a s  plate withoutparallel bars if any cutter paths do 
IE the minimal z coordinate among swept volumes of cutter not interfere with the ixse plate.  et 

paths in the pan coordinate. 

ma That is, if q,,,,, 5 0, H, = Hd Otherwise, palleI bars are not needed &Ih = 0). For example. a 
cuuer path for through-holes or end-milling to cut sides may interfere with the lme plate. 

Case 2: Iflz,l 2 H-. Hbnr 2 IZ,,~. 

When the algorithm determinix the height for parallel bars,oneormorepadelbars from the library can 
be selected to provide the n m  height In d i t y .  it is not always possible to achieve the specified 
height by the existing parallel bars in the modular fixnuing system. Thus the minimum height higher than 
I zo I should be used in consideration of available parallel bars. For example, if lz, I is determined to be 



Figure 6-23: Determination of the height of pmllel bars 

1.15” by the algorithm and the modular fixnuing system has a mixhue of parallel bars with the height of 
025”,0.5“,andl”,theminimumheightgrearerthan 1.15”is1.25”. ThmHHb,=125”. 

Case 3: If1 zo I < €I-. HHb, = Hd 

Note that in case 2 and 3, there is M need to check interference between the cutter parl~s and the base 
plate becallre the part needs to be raised from the base piate anyway. Tbe z coordinate of the vise jaw 
needs to be adjusted depending on the a5uai height of the p a l l e l  bars. That is, zo = - H& 

68.2. Determining Lastion of Parallel Bars 

A parallel bar is modeled a9 a rectangular block The locaoons of @le1 bars should be determined such 
that they do not interfere with the cum paths, W e  they andz coordinates of the padel bars’ Mgin  
can be determinedeasily, tbe x coonlinate. CBO be determined by the sirme d g  used to determine. the x 
coordinate of the jaw locations (see Figure 618).  This is possible because we have assumed that a parallel 
bar is in contam with a vise jaw. Let Lhr be the length of tbe paraUel bars. In this reasoning, L,,w needs to 
be by Lhr 

When Le> L, + 2 d 



When LCfc Lbor+ 2 d 

Case 1: When %= xmin and a, = x,,,= 

xbor = 0.5 ( & + x,-). 

Case2  W h e n & > G a n d & < c  

Case 3: When xk = & and xmu c xru 

xk = xmaX - 0.5 Lk - d. 

~ a s e 4 :  w h e n x & > G a n d & = <  

xk= & + 0.5 L, + 6 

d a n  d a n  

d d  

d 

d 

d 

For complex cutting operations, puatlel bars placed according to the above m n i n g  may interfere with 
the cutter paths. For conmative reasoning. the curreut algorithm rejects the hture plan when parallel 
bars interfere with the c u m  paths. In the future, this reasoning will be refined to adjust the location in the 
presence of c u m  paths by investigating OW p s i b l e  locations fm parallel bars. 

6.9. Estimation of the clamping force 

In fixture planning with a vise, a tool designer typicaily detnmines the clamping force oonservatively in 
order that the. part be rigidly held within the vi% Tbeestimation ofclamping force is perfonrid basedon 
his past experience rather than using analytical tools. As a result, when the magnimde of the clamping 
force is too consmative, it may deflect or deform the. part when the pan is eitha thin or has concavity. 
Thus, it is important to estimate tk minimal clamping force using a m m  accurate method in order to 
reducepartdeflectiatlduetoclampingforce. 

The movable jaw applies its clamping force throughout the contact area between the jaw and the part. It 
is MxuIt to establish an accurate force model to compute the necessary clamping farce because the 
pressure disrribution on the wntact area by the movable jaw is unknown during off-line planning. Since 
our goal is toesrimare arrmSerYatl 'Ve clamping force, the foree analysis doesn't have to be precise, and the 
simpWied force model can be used In  onk  to ovaanne the difficulty of modeling the cwtact area 
&ween the vise and the. part. the. pressure disnibution between a movable jaw and the part is assumed to 

be uniform over the mmt area 



6.9.1. Identifying the Contact Area between Jaws and the Part 

The clamping force necessary to hold a p r t  with a vise varies depending on the contact area and cutthg 
force and direction. In order to accurately estimate the necessary clamping force to hold the part rigidly, it 
is critical to identi& the contact area between the jaws and the pan 

The jaw is represented as a rectangle parallel to the x axis on the contact plane. ?he part surface on the 
contact piaoe may have multiple Faces Each face that has a contact with the jaw can be idenrified by using 
the interference checking algorithm described in Chapter 3. ?he intemted areas are bounded by a 
rectangle for simpler geomebic reasoning and repmsents the contact area between the jaw and the part (see 
Figure 6-24). The contact area is identitied for a fixed jaw and a movable jaw, respectively. For 
conservative analysis. he common area is found by overlapping two contact areas on a plane parallel to 
both confact planes and is used to estimate the clamping force (see Figure 6-25). Depending on the size of 
the jaw surface, jaw Locarion, and the prt geomeny, contact m may not exis 

intersected mea C o n t a c t  area 

................................ /I i 
................. _- ............... l i  

.... .............. .-_ ............................. 

Figure 6-24: Identifying the contact area between the jaw and the put 

6.9.2. Estimation of  Clamping Force 

Tbe pressure distribution from the clamping force is assumed to be uniform over the common a m .  Three 
point c o n m  are used to represent the contzxt area in order to simplify the analysis, and it is assumed that 
each contact applies h e  sirme clamping force. Thus, the problem becomes identical to the estimation of a 

clamping force for a fixtare plan with 3 overhead clamps. Since h e  contact area is perpendicular to the 
base plate, the force analysis is done. in 2D by only comidering the cutting forces acting on the X-2 plane. 
For a milling or drilling operation, we have conservatively assumed a cuning force direction p d e l  to the 
X-Z plane. (Note that for a drilling operation by a 3 axis milling machine, the cuning force direction is 
always parallel to the X-2 plane.) 
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movable jaw 

. .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  There is no contact area 
between the fixed jaw and 
*parr 

Figure 6-25: The c o r n  a m  used to estimate the clamping force when a part 
is held by various vises 

Figure 626 shows the force model used to estimate the clamping force for a fixture. plan with a vise. For 
the conservative estimation of clamping force, the smallest frictica coefficient between the pan and the vise 
jaw is used, considering their materials and conm conditions. 

Friction force 

Contact area I ....................... -. .................... # ......... 
2x 

! 

cutting force 

P 12 /P 32 1 ! t 
................ L P  h... ............................ ..., p3X /” 

P o i  contact 
-X 

Figure 626: A force model to estimate the clamping force 6or a fixture plan with a vi% 

The force analysis computes the minimum clamping force to h i d  !he pan during machining by 
considering each CUWI force one. at a time. The clamping force that a movable jaw should apply to hold 
rhe part rigidly is the largest clampiog force among the minimum clamping faces 



6.10. Rating Fixture PIans 

When more than one fixture plan exists, the plan with the least clamping force is most highly favored, 
since the problem of unacceptable part deflection due to clamping force may be prevented and the required 
clamping force has a larger safety margin from the vise's maximal clamp force. Thus, the algorithm rates 

each plan according to the magnitude of the required clamping force and orders them sa that a tool designer 
can quickly select the most favorable plan in consideration of the part deflection problem and other 
consmino hdshe may consider. 

6.11. Remarks 

Every fixlure plan is not necessarily generated with the same vise type wheo there are multiple vise types 

in the fixlure library or when there exist fixture plans with its fixed jaw placed a w t  different reference 
slufaces on the pan Figure 6-27 shows tixm plans gemmted with two different vise rypes for the same 
pan Because a vise type with the leapt clamping force is tried rust in the algorithm, there is no fixture 
plans with the tixed jaw against the part's side r e f m e  on the X-Z datum plane. However, the vise type 
with the longer jaws can be used to hold the pan. 

Y Y 

t 
frxed j vable jaw 

movable jaw 

fixed jaw 

Figure 6-t7: Two fixam plans with different vise types 

The use of the vise may be limited by the shape of the part and the capacity of the vise since jaws are only 
allowed to contact a set of parallel sutfaces. Since a fixed jaw and a movable jaw are not connected 
physically in a modular vise, the maximum size of the part that can be held by a vise is only Limited by the 
size of a base plate. 

When the part is oriented by a sine plate, the assembly of vise jaws is often difficult unless the assembly 
can be made in the horizontal position and the sine. plate is rotared to the specifi  angle. When the part 
needs to be oriented on an angle plate. it could be difficult for a tool designer to locate the part and install 
the vise jaws in a vertical position. Thus, the algaithm currently does not generate a fixture plan when a 
pan is oriented on either a sine plate with a larger angle than 4S0 or an angle plate (see Figure 6-28). This 
assumption can be relaxed when the modular fixturing system allows a tool designer to perform pan/vise 
assembly on a horizontal pit ion.  
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Pigore 6-28 Invalid fume plans on a sine aml angle. pIate 



Chapter 7 

Implementation and Result 

7.L Introduction 

Chapter 4 gave an overview of the system and described the necessafy inputs and assumptions in detail. 
In Chapter 5 and 6, we have described an algorithm and desaibed the reasoning in the various steps to 
antomarically gemate fixme plans with overfiead clamps or a vise. In this c h a p ,  we describe the 
i m p l e m e n g r i w o f t k p ~ ~ p o s e d ~ m ~ d i s c u r i ~ t h e ~ s u l t s .  

Section 2 describes the. implc~ta t ian  of the sysmn that way bnilt Secrion 3 discusses the humao 
interacron required far the system to work in practice. Secrion4 discnsses thcnsults h m  some examples 
fa variws serups, especially mt speed and quality o€ fixture. planning. Some of the nsults are compared 
with the fixture. plans generated by h& experts with or w i w t  the aid of a convenuond CAD-based 
fixtun planner. 

72. Implementation 

?he system is coolpased of two algorithms that generate. frxarre p h  with a vise aud overhead clamps. 
Ihe algmith for fixm planoing with overhead clamps desuik-d m Cbapter 5 has been fully 
implemente.d in the system. Auhough the. algorithm forfixMcpIaaning with avise described in Chapm 6 
have been fully implemented, it may not find every posible collision-free contac~ area due to the 
incompleregeomenicmoning. 

For in&- checking, we have implemented a murine developed ta check intafmce between 
o W e s  and robot arms m robot path plarming[Kim 851. The rcutinc ahaustiveiy checks any 
interference beween every face of MM objects until it detects an interference M e e n  faces. The limitation 
isthar therontioe can deal with only convex polygons. Thus, the mudne can deal with any objects as long 
as their faces are represerued by amvex polygons. The inmference checking routines in dw NOODLES’ 
library [Gursoz 911 is known m handle cwcave. polygoos also. 

Far its tested. the system has been inuqmtd into the Intelli@nt Maciliniog workstation (IIvfw). The 
gcd of IMW is m automatidly and quickly machine apart m spedfication at the f m  attempt IMW 
consists of the setup planner, the cuaing expcrr the modeler, the holdiug apa~ and the sensing expeat. 
%system- ’ in this rhesis has been implemented as the holding experr (see Figure 7-1). The setup 

- .- 



planner getg cutting plans for a semp fmm the cuaing ~XPK and sends the plans along with the. part 
description and other inpm to thc holding expclr by way of falure exchwge language (FEL). Fn. is a 

language developed at Camegie Mellon for commurddon b e m  various expa*i in JMW [ B m e  881. 

IIMW Experts 
. /- 

Manage Plan 

72.1. Input Description 

Toacrivae the biding expen, theserupplaonerprovidestkholdingexpenwid~ the following inpurs - 
1) p t  geometry. 2) part orientation with respect m the machine bed, and 3) cutring plan for each f m .  

?he details of the inputs considaed in the system are descn'bed m Chaprer 4. Here, we. only demibe 
some of the implementarion h m  nlared to inputs. 
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Part geometry 

me modeler is based on a solid modeling package~ashburn 871, and each object is W b e d  in 
constructive solid geometry (CSG) by negating primitive fearures such as cylinders, etc. from a rectangular 
block [Bourne 881. The setup planner sen& the holding expert the dimension of the rectangular block and 
the dimension and location of the primitive features by FJX. The holding expen sends the same FEL 
messages to the modeler and receives the part geometry in boundary representation (B-rep). Figure 7-2 
shows an example of FJX sent from the holding expen to the. modeler to conshuct a part geometry. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, there an two kinds of part geomeny to be considwed to generate Future 
plans with overbead clamps: pre-machined geomeay and past-machined pan geomeq. The holding 
expen c m t l y  considers only the pre-machined prt g-. As a result the algorithm for future 
planning with overhead clamps may genexape invalid future plans when overhead clamps are. placed on the 
region to be removed after machining. These fixture plans can be easily idensed by the human expen 
during the seMon of fixture plans The future implemmtation of the system wil l  consider both pat 
geometries to avoid the problem. 

cutting plan 

A cutter path is described by coordinates of the start and finish points in the pn coordinate, CUW 

diameter. and magnitude of cutting force and torque. Figure. 7-3 shows FEL sencemes received by the 
holding expen from the cutting expert to machine three contour featores to make the part shown in Figure 
7-2. 

Friilion 

Since a Fiture plan using ovahead clamp aod a vise =lies w friction to hold the a the fricuon 
coefficient value between the part and the fixture mponwts is critical in estimating the necessary 

clamping force. The friction coefficient may drastically vruy depending on the material of the part and 
fixture mponenn and the contact c o n d i h .  For example. aluminum paas have a larger fnction 
coefficient thao steel parts. Since cutting fluid during machining reducxx the friction coeffcient. a 
cowmalive value should be used in planning. In the current sym, the fri- coefficient between the 
wand fixture components is assumed to be0.l for steel partsandO.2 for alummum puts. 

Fixture library 

As explained in Chapter 4, the geamcny of the primary future el em en^^ in a modular fjxtunng system is 
simplitied to polyhedra while keeping the critical dimensions and stored in various tixture data bases. A 
detailed description of the fixture components can be stored in another data base and used d a more 
realistic display is d e s i i .  

Currently, the future libmy does not have a complete dala h e  for any pluticular fixwing system. For 
demomuation purposes. we have considered a few standard clamps, locators, and supports that could be 
found in a typical machine shop. 
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0.150 

; IMW Teat Part 2 -- boonurang setup 3 
(add ( (type application) (- appl)) 

( (type envir-t) (- envl) ) 
; &fine raw stock 

((typa object) (- objl) 
(p-vector (0. 0. 0.)) 
(w-vector (2.312 0. 0 . ) )  
(1-vector (0. 2.65 0 . ) )  
(d-vactor (0. 0. .15)) 

) 
; define features 

(type thru-hole) (ram hold) (object Objl) 
(p-vector (-375 2.207 0.)) 
(d-vector (0. 0. -15)) 
(radius .172)) 
(type thru-hole) (mire hole21 (object objl) 
(p-vector (1.375 1.312 0. ) ) 
(d-vector (0. 0. .IS)) 
(radiua .172) ) 
(type thru-hole) (nama hole3) (object objl) 
(p-vactor (2. .312 0 . ) )  
(d-vector (0 .  0 .  .15)) 
(radius ,172)) 
(type thru-dot) (- short-slot) (object objl) 
(p-vector ( 0  2.582 0 )  ) 
(w-vector (2.5 0 0 )  ) 
(1-vector ( 0  8 0 ) )  
(d-vector ( 0  0 .15))) 
(type thru-slot) (nama anglel) (object objl) 
(p-vector (2.312 .312 0 . ) )  
( -  u vector (1. 0. 0 . ) )  
(1-vector (- ,507 2.582 0 .  ) ) 
(d-vector (0 .  0. .15))) ) 

Figure 7-2: Pan maWin& and EEL of the part gtomeny delivered by the setup planne~ 



I l l  

(plan ( ( type setup11 (name planl)  
(par t  objl) (application appl) (environment e n d )  
) 

; Cut a left top corner contour 
( (type toolgath) (narae sreepl) 

1 
( ( type t o o l g a t h )  (- sweepl) 

(rapid ( . 4  2.7 - . 2 ) )  

(force 100) 
(t0tque 0 )  
(diameter . 5 )  
(radius . 5 )  
(center ( . 4  2 .2  0 ) )  
(c i rcu lar  (-.1 2 . 2  - . 2 ) )  

1 

; Cut a r igh t  lower comer contour 

(rapid (1.5 . 3  - .2) )  
((type t o o l g a t h )  (name aweep2) 

1 
( ( type t o o l g a t h )  (namo w e p 2 )  
(force 100) 
(torque 0 )  
(diamatar .5 )  
(radius .5)  
(center (2 . 3  0 ) )  
(circular (2 .5  . 3  -. 2 )  ) 

) 

; Cut a l a rge  contour 

( (typa t o o l g a t h )  (name sreep3) 

) 
( (type t o o l g a t h )  (- sraep3) 

(rapid (-2. 2.25 - .2 ) )  

(force 100) 
(torquo 0)  
(diameter .5 )  
(radius 3.75) 
(center (-2.0 -1.5 0 ) )  
(c i rcu lar  (1.75 -1.5 -. 2) ) 

) 
) 

Figure 7-3: An example of FEL for cutting plans delivered by !he setup planner 
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For a clamp libmy, we have considered rhree different types of snap clamps with the maximum of 4 

clamps for each type. Each clamp type has a capability of applying maximum clamping force of 1200,800. 
and 400 Ib respectively. The clamp sin$ gets smaller with the smaller clamping force. h a t o r s  and 
supports of various heights are stored in a Clara base. 

For a vise library, we have considered two types of vises. Each vise type has a capability of applying a 
maximum clamping force of 4000 and 2500 lb respectively. We have assumed that the height of a 
specified parallel bars can be achieved by stacking up multiple modular bars. 

7.3. Human Interaction 

As discussed in Chapter 3, pan deflection checking can be. &ne better by a human expert than by an 
analytical method due m uncertaimy in the face model and ~ i i c u l t y  in evaluarion. Therefore, the 
proposed system requires interaction fmrn a human expm to inspect the part deflection problem. 

A modular fixturing system may not prevent put deflectian due to cutting force depending on its 
magnitude/dkxtion and the part geometty. In order to make the Inoposed system effective, a human 
expert should inspect the input befort generating fixture plans to detect such cases. If undesirable part 
deflections due to cutring fmes cannot be prevented by fixm plans with wemead clamps M a vise, a 

human expert should advise the setup planner to modify the current setup sequence 01 use. a dedicated 
fixture. The finite element method (FEW may be used to help a human exprt evaluate the part deflection 
and make a pmper decision. 

If the human expert Qes not detect parr deflection problems due to cutring forces, the system I& for 
fixture p h s  with both a vise and overhad clamps. Depending on the input, both types of fixture plans 
often exist wifh more than one plan. While the number of fixture plans with a vise is usually small, the 
number of fixture. plans with overhcad clamps can be large. 

The human expert prefers a fixture plan with the least clamping force unless it has other problems 
because these plans are less prom to part deflection and have a larger safery margin for clamping forces. 
To speed up the human expen’s activity, the system rates the fixture plans according to their clamping 
force. The less the clamping force, the higher the plan is rated. 

For each furture type, the human expert displays the simulated patr/future assembly of a highly rated 
fixture plan to see if there is anypmblem.witb part deflection and other constraints. If the part needs m be 
raised from the h e  plate in a Iintun plan with overhead clamp, the algorithm selecrs an appropriate 
suppon from a fixm library and places it underneath each clamp if the pan geometry permits. If supports 
cannot stably support the part. the future plan i s m s  a warning message for the human expert to add more 
supports. The human expert should m i d e r  the part deflection problem in determining the number and 
locarions of supports. For example, a certain number of supporn @ossibly four) can be wed to prevent 
part deflection by placing them at merent locations 50 that they suppmt the part stably. If the part is 
supported by the base plate or raised by the paraUd bars in the fmture plan with a vise, it is assumed that 
the fixture plan completely support the part 
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FEM can be used to automate the evaluation of part deflection. If supports may not prevent the part 
deflection on the parr’s resting surface. a subplate can be used as an dternative. If the pan is not stably 
supported by the suppom, the human expen may add suppons to prevent part deflection. Sometimes, a 
subplate may be used instead of multiple supports. For example, when installing through-holes in a thin 
part, a subplate is typically betrer than multiple supports to prevent pan deflection. If the fixture plan does 
not have any problem, the human expert selects it as the mmt favorable future plan among multiple fixture 
plans. Otherwise. hdshe should view other fixture plans until he hds  a troublefree fixture plan. 

7.4. Examples of Fixture Plans 

In order to demonsmte the capability of the system. various independent setups have been used. All of 
the fixture plans has been automatically generated from the system without any human intervention. Since 
the part deflection poblem does not exist, each fixture plan can be implemented. 

When a part needs to be raised from the base plate, the system tentatively places supporrs with equal 

height underneath each clamp. If the pan cannot be stably supported, it is necessary to add more supports 
or use a subplate during the awmbly. If part deflection is unpreventable, a fixture plan c m o t  be used. 

A hnue  plan generated by the system is composed oE the necessary fixture components, their locations 
m i t i o n  and orientation in the part coordinate), and insmtions for awmbly (see Figure 7-4). The 
assembly insuucticm include assembly sequence. clamping force. and any other cautions that the human 
expert should consider to complete a fixture plan during the assembly. The current system displays the 
simulated fixtum. plan using simplified gmmeuim of future components in order to speed up the display. 
For a realistic view of a fixture plan, detailed geometry of future components can be used, if desired. 

Typically, risers are needed to raise the clamp to the heigIu determined by the algorithm. When available 
risers in the fixture libmy are know& selecting appropriate risers is not a difficult task. Markus and et al. 

Warkus 841 have developed an expen system to build towem to mise the part and clamps to the specdied 
heighr Cmrenlly, clamps in a fixture plan are displayed while assuming that a rises under each clamp can 
be integrated into the simplified clamp geomeny, 

Although simulated fixture plans have been actually displayed on a Silicon graphics termtnal in solid 
models with colors to give a realistic view, we only provide wire fnune views in this thesis. 

Each example s a p  is shown with the finished pan geometry, selected fixture components positioned 
according to the f i x m  plan. Each future plan is shown in fium an anguhr view and a top view in order to 
better understand the simulated part/fixnue assembly. Inverted L-shaped polyhedra represent clamps. 
Large rectangular blocks represent modular vise jaws in which a thinner block r e p o t s  a movable jaw 
applying clamping force, Small rectangular block repnsenr locators placed according to the 3-2-1 
locating rule. Supports and parallel bars are not shown on purpose in order to provide a less congested 
view. Although the system tentatively p h s  a s u p  under h e  pan at the location of each clamp when 
the part needs IO be raised from the base plate. a tool designer may use a subplate instead to provide betta 
support. 
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*** Plan with clamp type with 500 l b  *** 

ATTENTION: Part me& t o  he raised by 0 .5  inch fromthe base plate 
Minimum Clamping force = 155 lbf 

X Y z Orient Remark 

Support 0 . 5 0  5 .40  0 . 0 0  H= 0 .50  Dc1.00 
Support 0.50  1 .40  0 . 0 0  H= 0.50 Dcl.00 
Locator 0 . 3 8  -0.25 0 . 0 0  H= 1.00 -0.50 
Locator 3.63 -0 .25  0 . 0 0  H= 1 . 0 0  Dc0.50 
Locator -0.25 5 .63  0 . 0 0  H= 1 . 0 0  -0.50 

Part loading 

0.50 5.40 2 . 5 0  0.0 N o t  ereended Clamp 
C1-P 0.50 1 .40  2 . 5 0  0.0 Not extended 

m: Place fixture component8 i n  sequential order. 

*** Plan with viae type with 2500 lb along X-E plane *** 
C l a n p i n g  force = 1200 lb 
Parallel bar's hgt=  1 . 0 0  inches 
Distance from tho left end of jaw t o  part 2er0 = 0.00  inchea 
Diatance  between j a w s  = 6 .00  inches 

Figure 7 4  hsuuctions fm =My of fixmre plans for Example setup 3 

h order to help readers understand figures dnlwn in lines withcut depth Peraeption. clamps and vises are 
shaded with a tight gray and locators ae shaded darker. 

7.4.1. Example setup 1: A redangular block with a large hole 

The dimensionof thepan i s6  mches m height, width,and length. In this mup. the top surface of the part 
needs to be face d e d d  hvo tlwugh-holes also wed to be drilled. For esch drilling operation, the 
h u t  is assumed to be 120 Ib and the torque 100 Win. For the Cace milling operaticx~, a cumng force of 
200 Ib IS assumed 

The system has generated multiple fixnne plans with either overhead clamps or a vise. Figurc 7-5 shows 
two sample fixture plans with overhead clamps. The system has selected the damp type with 800 Ib force 
from the library and placed4clamps within the hole. Ihe base plate directly suppons the part. Ihe system 
has estimated the least clamping force to be 625 Ib for borh plans. 

Figure 7-6 shows two i5xm-e plans with a+. Thesystem has selected the vise type with 2500 Ib force 
from the vise library and has estimated the least clampmg force to be 1200 and 1252 Ib respectively. Since 
the part is taller than the vise height and there is no cutting operarion that interferes with the base plate, 
parallel bars are not necessary in both plans. 
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Figure 7-5: Fmture plans with overhead clamps for Example setup 1 
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I I  

II 

Fipre  7-6: F m  plans with a vise for Example m p  1 
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7.42. Example setup 2: A rectangular block two large slots 

The dimension of the part is 6 inches in height, widlh, and length. This setup requires a face milling 
option on the mp surface of the part end milling to make a slot and drilling 4 through holes. Face 
milling opemian is assumed to amly cuaing force of 500 lb. For each drilling operation, the thrust is 
assumed tn be 120 lb and the toque 100 &in. 

The system has genecued multiple fixture plans with either overhead clamps or a vise. Figure 7-7 shows 
two sample fixture plans with overhead clamps. The system has selcted the clamp type with 1200 lb 
clamping force fmn tbe libwy and placed 3 clamps within slots. The base plate directly supports the pan. 
The system has estimared the least clamping force to be 833 lb for both plans. 

Figure 7-8 shows two fxm plans with a vise. The system has selected the vise tvpe with 2500 Ib force 
from the vise libraryandha4estimated the least clamping force ta be 1274 and 2057 Ib respectively. Since 
the p r t  is taller than Vise beight and there is no cutling operatian that interferes with the base plate, no 

paraUel bars are not needed m both plans. 

7.4.3. Example setup 3: A C-shaped pail 

The dimension of the part is 6 itches in width and length. and 2 inches in height. This setup requires 
drilling 4 through-holes. ha each drilling Operation, the thrust is assumed to be 120 Ib and the torque 100 
Ib-in. 

?he system has gemmed multiple fixture plans with either overhead clamps or a vise. Figure 7-9 shows 
two sample fixture plans with overhead d p s .  7he system has selected the clamp type with 1200 Ib 
clamping force from the library and placed 2clamps. ‘Ihe system has estimated the k t  clamping force to 
be 125 and 132 lb respectively. The part is raised by supportn placed under each clamp in order to avoid 
machining base plate. A tool designer needs m add one or two additional supports to provide better 
SUPPon 

Figure 7-10 shows two fixme plans with a Vise. In the first plan, the system has selected the vise t m  
with 2500 lb force from the vise library and has estimated the least clamping force to be I200 lb. In the 
semnd plan, the system has selecred the v i s  type with 4ooo Ib force and has estimated the least clamping 
force to be 1800 Ib. (Due to the large slot in the part, the system preferred the larger vise.) For eithe plans, 
parallel bars are needed to raise the part from the base plate. 

7.4.4. Example 4: A thin rectanalar part on an angle plate 

The dimension of the part is 5 inches in width. 3 inches io length, and 0.6 inches in thickness. In this 
setup. a thin part is oriented by an angle plate. This setup requires a face mill operation on the top surface 
of the part and end mill operatiom to cut two slots. Face milling and end milling operation is assumed to 
apply cutting force of 200 lb. 
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Figure 7-7: Future plans with overhead clamps for Example sew 2 
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Fw 7-8: Fixture. p h  with a vise for Example serup 2 
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Figum 7 - 9  Fuhue plans with overhead clamps for Example serup 3 
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Figure 7-10 fixture plans with a vise far Example setup 3 



The system has generated multiple fixture plaos with overhead clamps. Figure 7-11 shows two sample 
fmfure plans with overhead clamps. The system has selected the clamp rype with lZ00 lb clamping force 
from the library and placed 2 clamps. The system has estimated the least chmpmg force to be 300 Ib for 
both plans. The part is directly supported by a base plate and overhangs the angle plate in order to avoid 
interferenm between the c u m  paths and tbe base plate. Since the system only considers 3-2-1 locating. a 
fmture plan with a vise is not generated 
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Figure 7-11: Future plans with overhead clamps for Example setup 4 



7.5. Examples: Fixture Plans for Test Parts 

We have used two small pans that are engine h k e l s  in an aircraft. Since these pans are small in Size, it 
is difficult to generate fixlure plans for a sew. We have already generated a sequence of Setup p h s  and 
cutting plans for these pans in IMW. Tbe gad is m see if the system can generate suitable fixture plans for 
each setup. For brevity, we only show the simulated pout/fixture assembly for each setup without giving 
the details of the fixture plans. 

75.1. Example 1: Double Chamfer Part 

Figure 7-12 shows a part geomeuy of an engine bracket and manufacturing features. Note that two 
through-holes need to be chamfered on the opposite side of the slot. Also note that 2 chamfers can be made 

by end mill Operation in the same setup since they are at a tight angle, and the part needs to be oriented by 
the sine plate with the angle 25.5" about the y axis. Because of the cwslmim fmm the features, at least 3 
setups are required to make b e  part. 

We have used a sequence of setup plans generated by the MACHINIST 911. In the fmt setup, the 
top surfare needs to be face milled. a slot oeeds to be end milled, and two holes need to be drilledand 
threaded In the wand m p ,  the part is nrmed over, a side is end milled to size, and two holes are 

chamfered. In the last setup, the part needs to be oriented by a sine plate with a 25.5 degree angle to make 
both chamfers by end mill operations. 

' cutting plans have been generated for every setup. 

The system has only generated future pIans with a vise for the first setup because clamps cannot be 
placed on the part due to cutter parhs. For the second and bird setups, the system has generated fmture 
plans with a vise and fixture plans with clamps. 

In a future plan with overclamps for b e  second setup, suppans OT asubplate need to be placed under the 
part to raise the part due to end milling of a side. In a fixture plan with overclamps for the last setup, the 
part overbangs the sine plate to avoid the danger of machining the plate by cutters. The sine plate directly 

supportsthew. 

We have selected the mo6t highly rated fknm plan wim overhead clamps and a vise for each m p .  
Because each fixture plan for evety setup has no problem with part deflection, the selection was made 
quickly as soon as the most highly mted future plan WBS displayed. Figures 7-13,7-14, and 7-15 show the 
most favorable fixture plans for each setup. While only the future plan with a vise is available for setup 1, 

both plans with clamps and future plans with a vise are available for the second and third setup. 

A vise installed on the baseplate for the first setup can be also &for the second and third setups. If a 
fixture plan with avise can be used for all three setups. the time and cost of fixture assembly with a vise is 
much less comparing to fixture plans with clamps for tk second and third setups. Thus, we recommend 
fixture plans with a vise for all three setups. In faet, for the same sequence of setup plans, tool designers at 
prart & Whimey have also generated fixture plans with a vise for all three setup and have not considered 
fixture plans with overhead clamps [Barash 891. 
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Pignre 7-12: Pan geommy of a &le. chamfer part and f e a m  

7.6. Example 2: Boomerang Part 

Figure 7-16 shows a prt geometry of an engine bracket and mufaclmng feature& There are three 
through-holes to be imakd, and the entire conm of the part needs to be machined. 

Because of conswints fmm feahlres, it nuns out that at least 3 smtps are quired to make the part In 
the k t  setup, the part's top snrfaceneeds to be face milled to size. In the second setup, three through- 
holes and linear contours on the sides are to be made. In the thjrd %tup, circuiar mnmm are to be made. 

For he first setup, the system generated a funtre plan with a ViSR For the sxond and third setups, the 

system generated multiple. fixture plan with overhead damps. Figure 7-17 shows the most favorable 
fixture plans selected for each setup. Locaoors are shown in dotted lines in the f m m  plans for the second 
and third setups because they & to be removed horn the h e  plate to avoid interfetence with the cutter 
paths after locating and clamping the part. 
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Figure 7-13: A fixture plan for setup 1 of the double chamfer part 

76.1. Demonstration by Machining 

In order to demonmate the practicality of the system in the indushy, a test pan similar to rhe boomerang 
part is designed (see Figure 7-18). The test part has no holes, and its dimeasion is about two nmes larger 
than the boomerang We have generated a sequence of 3 setup plans manually. 

For each setup, the machinist bas gemated cuDiog pLans for feahnes and written by considering the 
location of the part zao in each setup in the machine umrdinate. ?he system ha4 generated fixture plans 
and We have selected the most hvoiable fixture plan for each setup. Figure 7-19 shows the simulated 
p;nr/turture assembly and the a c d  implementation for each setup. (Note: Figure will be completed later.) 
We have used a subplate m support the part because a thio panquires a careful support to avoid part 

deflection and Vibration. Locators are shown in dolted lines in the fum plans for rhe second and rhird 
setups because they need to be removed from the base plate m avoid interference with cutter patbs after 

locating and clamping tbe pan. 

7.7. Results 

Both the speed and quality of fixture planning are critical Since they directly alfect the time and quality of 
setup plans. The existing CAD-hed fixture planner requires a human expen to take a significant amount 
of time in selectiag necessary components and determining their loeahns. Also, the quality of fixture 
plans entirely depends on a human expen’s experience and innritjoa. 
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Figure 7-14: Fixture plans for setup 2 of h e  double chamfer part 
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P i e  7-15: Frxture plans for setup 3 of the double chamfer pat 
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7.7.1. Speed of Fixture Planning 

Speed of fixture assembly in a b  setup is often a critical factor dm affects the cost of dte product with a 
large batch size. While the cmteffeetiveness of serup plans may not be critical for a small batch Size 
production, it becomes more important when the batch size. inaeasea sinw the overall cost of the 
production increases with the time spent at varicus processes. Because both tixm planning and assembly 
typically take long time, tbe geoeration of costeffective fixme plans for each setup is crucial in generating 
a cost-effective setup sequence during wup planning. 

While the algorithm for tkture planning with a vise finds at most several candidate plans, the algorithm 
for fixture planning with overhead clamps may find a h g e  number of candidate fixture plans. The number 
of candidate plans increases with the number of clampable locarions. Thus, the speed in generating fixture 
plans with overbead clamps beavily depends on the size of spacing used to dimerize the edges of 
clampable pan faces. For example, if the cutting operation is to drill a hole in the middle of a luge 
reemangular block, the algorithm will. identify many valid clamp lccations on the part. Therefore, the 
number of candidate fixture plaos could be my large if the spacing is small. 

When a part is under either famamiliar or simple cutting operations, a tool designer may generate a fixture 
plan more quickly dun the existing CAD-based fixture plarurer OT the pmposed system can generate one. 
For example, when quaring raw stock to rectangular block. an expzrienced tool designer can quickty hold 
the part with a vise without the aidof any fixture planner. 
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Figure 7-17: Future plans for 3 setups of the boomerang pan 
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Figure 7-18: F’art geometry ofa test pan 

The speed of generating the fixture. plan of the system cin be compared with the s p d  of generating the 
funrre planning when a human expert uses a CAD-based furrure planner. The speed of generating a fixture 
plan heavily relies on the user’s frvniliarity wirh the 6xm planner and the complexity of a candidate setup 
plan. Because the proposed system aumticaUy selecs necess~y compoaents hum the fixture data base 
and determines theirlocations. the rime to geaenltefixtureph can besignificady reduced. 

?he system typically generatw future plans with overhead clamps or a vise within a few CPU seconds on 
Sun 3/t60 when a search spafe is small. Even when the search spgce is large, it usually tal;es less than 30 
seconds. The use of mode powerful computers can mince the generating time further. 

The time speot by the human Vicwing and decting the favQableplan is often bngathan the time spent 
generating future plans by the sysbm~ The. time spent by a human expert in selecting may vary depending 
on the amplexity of the pan aud cuttingplans.. wbeo there ism pan defleuion problem in a highly rated 
future plan by the system, the plan selection can be done quickly. However, if part deflection exists in a 
highly rated fixture plan, it would take a longer time for further mrches. In the system, part deflection 

checking is done by a human e x p t  If part defhtion checking is aumolarically with the aid of 
EM, it would take a signikmt amount of time for analysis and evaluatioa unless a fast d e w o n  

measuring scheme, is used. 

Te IMW, with the proposed system implemented in rJx Holding Expat, took five minutes to dynamically 
generate process plans for the prodoction of the engine brackets. The same activities would typically 
quire 17 to 40 hours of manual effort pior to actnal machining [Barasb 891. 
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Chapter 8 

Discussion 

8.1. Summary 

This tbesis describes a system that automatically generaw cost effective fixm plans with a modular 
tixtllring system. Algorithms have been developed for future planning using overhead clamps and a vise 
as active components. The system considers actual fixlure geomeaies and their physical limitations such as 
clamping forces ami clampable kights to generate p r i c a l  fixture plans Each algorithm for fmture 
planning with overhead clamps and vises is composed of geometric reasoning, futuring principles, and 

aoal~toolstoautomatlcall Y m E d -  ‘ the cadidate locations for fixture components. 

Interference checking algorithms have been used along with simple schemes to speed up the compulation. 
Kinematic aoalysis based on the extended screw theory has been used to pvent part rotation due to clamps 
during the hlure assembly p e s s .  For practicality, a 2D force model is wed to estimate necessary 
clamping forces. Cwstraints re- as equalions fmn statics and inequaliry equations are used to 
model friction with Coloumb’s law. A lmear programming medud, the simplex method, is used to solve 
the linear aptimizarion problem. 

In arder to speed up interference checking W e e n  the fixture and pan/cnrter paths/fxture, the 
geometries of tbe fixture components and the swe@ volume of curer paths are simplified to polyhedra such 
as rectangular blocks wirh a small number of faces. Ixara bases for prrssive rutture components are 
wmpmed of pameters describing the dimmsion of the polyhedra that defm the components. Data bases 
for clamps are composed of paramem describing the dimension of the polyhedra and the physical 
Limitations such as maximum clamping force, minimum ami maximum clampable height, and adjustable 
length cd the clamp bar, ex. 

In each algorithm, valid clamping plans are geoerated before the locatinghuppohg plan because 
clamping imposes major constraints on a fixture plan. 
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8.1.1. Fixfure Planning with Overhead Clamps 

Candidate clamp locations are generated by discretizing the boundaries of the clampable part surfaces 
with a spacing In order to speed up the process, fixture consuaints that can be checked precisely are 
applied fust to quickly reduce the search space for candidate fixture locations. At each candidate clamp 
location, interference between the damp at the location and cutter path- is checked, and part rotation 
due to clamping is checked. These candidate locatioos are used to exhausrively gemte candidate fvtture 
plans starting with the minimum number of clamps For each candidate plan, interference among the 
damps is checked, and the clamping foroe is estimated For each valid clamping plan, a locating and 
suppodng plan is geaewtedconskleringthefixtorelibrarj and then by checking the inmference between 
the plan and the clamps and the cutter paths Some valid clamping plans become invalid when a locating 
plan cannot be generated. 

M.2. Fixture Planning with a Vise 

2D geomeaic reaswing is developed to identify every possible wllision-free conmu area for jaw 
placement considering intafaence with the cutter pamS and part shlbilirj doring clamping by a movable 
jaw. The concepts of "contact planes" and "armmoo contact area" are introdnced to identify various ways 
to hold the part in order to consider the physical limitatici~ of a vise and part geometry. 

For each colluion-free contact area, !he jaw locations are detamined such that the jaw and the pan may 
have the. maximum cauact area. 
midemtion ofthe 6xme ti- and maex paths. 

?he height and location of the parallel bars am deteamined io 

8.13. Results 

Several setup examplea have hem tested to demonstrate the system's capabiliry. ?he system searches for 
both tixture plans wth clamps and fixture plans with a vise rhar satisfy various fknuing camaints. Often, 
the system gcnaates muuipk lixmuplans  wid^ borhclamps and a vise. Typically, a fixture plan wth less 
clamping force is more favored by a human expert because ttere is less chance of pan deflection. A human 
expert (either a mol de.sigm 01 a process planner) selects a favcaable fixm p h ,  displays its simulared 

patt/fixnue assembly on a graph~cs screen, and inspects for part deflecnon and any other pmblems. 

In mOSf cases. we were ab& to quickly view &.inspea the simulated p;nr/hxtore aasembly of a selected 
fixnue plan on a g r a w  scree0 for likely pan deflection and otha problems. For setups tested in Chapter 
7, the system generared fixture plans within 2 m 5 CF'IJ seconds. 

Fixture. plans were succe.ssfully gemmed for& setup in order to maLe two small test pam with a 

pre-determined setup sequence. For a test part similar to the boomerang part's shape, the 6xture plans were 
generated by the system for each pre-determined setup sequence, and the part was successfully machined 
from raw stock. 
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8.2. Dseussion 

The system is able to deal with any part shapes because the geometric reasoning used to search the 
locatioo of the fnture components is formulated independent of the part shape. The system can be used 
either for generating fixture plans for a given setup as a computer aided fixture planner (CAFP) or included 
into a mputer-aided process planning (CAPP) system to generate fixture plans for each setup. 

82.1. Algorithm for Fixture Planning with Overhead Clamps 

n e  algorithm IS applicable to various modular fixturing systems if their fixture components can be 
simpiiied into the same polyhedra demiptim used in the algorithm. Faram& representations of the 
future components allow a user to quickly consuuct data !xue.s when a new modular fixtunng system is 
lnooducedor to modify the existingdatabases with ease wben thereare changesin the future library. The 
algorittnns' ~ l r i c  reamling is independent of the shnpe or size of the pan geometry because the 

reaming uscs a boundary repmmtation ofthepartgeomeay. Asaresult the algorithm can be applied to 
a n Y p a n w ~ -  

The algorithm for gememling a 6xhm plan with ovdcad  clamps ~ssumes that a modular fixnuing 
system is flexible enough to install fume compoauus at the specified locations and orientations. Risers 
and a base plate's T slots (or pin holes) can provide flexibility in poSidoning and orienting the clamp on the 
part. If the modular kuuring system does notpmvide this flexhilily, the algorithm should be modified m 
generate candidate clamp locations considering the physical limitation MI localion and orientation of a 

dampoathebaseplate, 

Modular fixluring systems are composed of various fixhne components which provide a number of 
fixture so~utions to hold a variery of part shapes d sizes. TIE proposed system has generated r u t m  plans 

with overhead clamps oravise for pmt4 that can be loauedand supportDd according to the 3-2-1 rule with 
pins or black type locators and suppons. In practice, a V-block is used to locate and support the cylinder 
type ptms. and two locaringpim can completely locate them when they are insenedin the holes of the 

and the base plate. Since these type of loeating plans can be achieved independent of the clamping 
p h ,  the current algorithm can be used with minor modificarions. 

8.22. Algorithm for Fixture Planning with a Vise 

The algorithm for fixture planning with a vise can be applicable to grasp planning with a parallel jaw 
grippa with little modjtication because both the. vise and the pipper impose similar constraints in 

P-g. 

We have not considered future plans with side clamps. A side clamp applies its clamping form parallel 
to the base plate agains the part's reference sides. A movable vise jaw can be amsidered as a special c m  
for si& clamps. &use side clamps do not have to apply their force perpendicular to the part's reference 
sides, they can be used to hold non-rectangular parts Although a vise is nsuaUy prefemd to side clamps 



for holding rectangular parts due to its economy, side clamps may provide more cos effective future plans 
than the vise. 

8.23. Extension to Other Machines and Pmcessea 

The proposed system considen funue planning for pans that quire milling 0perarronS. Botb algorithms 
can be applied to a 5 axis/horizontal milling machine with linle m no modification. The smctllfe of the 
algorithm, geomenic reasoning. and analytical tools can be applied m an automated assembly problem or 
grasping problem since their crmsfraints in the assembly plan or  rasp plan are similar. 

83.4. Part Defleftion 

The most diflliculr p m b h  in future planning is m detect and prevent excessive pan dekt ion in a 
f~~tureplan. Thissystemdoes not ~ f i x M e p l r m s t h a t  coasiderthis pandeflection poblem. Thus, a 
human isrequired m inspea partdefktion ina fixone plan. While ahuman expxiemxd m futuring may 
be able to quickly makeapmper decisioo on part deflection, it wil l  be a challenging mt for an less 
experienced human expen. Less experienced human experts may spend a long time evaluating and end up 
generating a plan h t  is too conservative. For a mcae accurate. meamremat of part deflection, the finite 
element method (FEM) may be employed [L& es] Meosssa 881. 

825. Assembly Issues 

A variety of commercially available modular fuming systen~s exist. In all of k modular fixluring 
~ysrems. the base plate typically has T s l ~ s  W ~ ~ I I  holes m install fixolrecomponena andmay limii the 
locatiw and orienmtim of a future compoaent The current system assumes that the modular fixturing 
system is flexible enough ta implement fixme plans on the base plate 88 specified by the algorithms. 

While theassembly of a hxturc plan with aviseaccomling ta the plan is hardly limited by the baseplate,a 
modular f i x h h g  system with Less fIexibiIiLy may nm allow fixture componnents for a tixm plan with 
overhead clamps m be placed acmrding to the locawns and the orientation specified by the algorithm. For 
the less flexible modular fuming system, the algorithm should consider the limitation of the base plate and 
fixture components in order to generate valid candidate locations that can be implemented according to the 
P h .  

The system may not genetate fbaure plans fa a candidate setup fora variety dreasons. Generally, the 
reason is that part gmmetry or cuaerpaths not allow the places for fixhne compnem necessary for a 
complete future plan. Also, a f i x m  plan cannot be geoerared when the necesssry damping force for a 
movable vise jaw m overhead clamps (with the use of maximum number in tk 6xm library) exceeds the 
maximum clamping force of the vise m the clamp. When the system cannot generatc a future plan with 
either a vise or overhead ctamps. the setup should be divided inm multiple setups to allow nlom for future 
components or he magnitude of the cutting Force needs ta be d d  by adjusting the cutting parameters. 
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8.2.6. Generating the Most Cost-effiaent Setup Sequence 

The speed during the fixture assembly and the cutting operation affects the cost of the product. Therefor 
the need to reduce cycle time kmes important if the batch size is large. Because the fixture assembly 
typically takes a long time, the generation of inexpensive future plans for each setup is crucial in 
gemming an inexpensive setup sequence. during setup planning. 

T y p M  setup planning for a machined part requires multiple setups in d e r  to create the part from mw 
s t m k  A candidate setup often can have fixm plans both with overhead clamps and a vise. In a typical 
setup sequence, usually fixture plans with a vise are available in earlier setups while fixture pJam with 
overherd clamps are available in later sewps. The u x l v e n t i d  fixolring process with or without a CAD 
based fixture planner (CAFP) ta generate a future plan typically takes a long time. Also, a less 
experienced human muld genemte a fnnue plan which is  to^ conservative requiring many clamps with a 
large elamping force. Became this may require a signiEcant amount of time with conventional future 
planning, a human ex- typicaJly cannot afford ta search for the optimal setup sequence or is discouraged 
from doing so. The proposed system can enable h e  human expert to generate an optimal setup sequence 
quicuy. 

In ordes to generate the most time efficient series of future plans for the given sequence, fixture. plans 
that q u i r e  little time for assembly are usually preferred. Every possible series of future plans needs to be 
geoewed, and the fixture assembly time should be estimated for each candidate series. The mtal fixture 
assembly time. may vary sipilicantly de-g 00 the sequence of fixture plans. Both a vise and a clamp 
take longer time to a%embly on a base plate. However, a vise installed on a baw plate for a smp can often 
be esed for sobsequwt setups, while a clamp needs to be disassembled and reansembled in most setups. A 
hnman expert can select the most favorable sen= of future plans omsidering the overall fixture assembly 
time and other criteria such as cuuing cost acd part accuracy. 

In Chpter 7, the system has generated fixture plans for a &date setup sequence with 3 setups for the 
double. chamfer part. While al ly  fMure plaos with a vise are passible far the first setup, either overhead 
clamps or a vise can be used for the second and third setnps. A p s i b l e  series of fLxm plans can be 
geoerared as follows: 

Series setup 1 setup 2 setup 3 

A vise vise vise 
B viae vise clamps 
C vise clamps viae 
D vise Clamps 

Because the same vise can be used for the entire m p  with the single installalion, series A will be the 
least expensive series of fixture plans. 

ORen more than one candidate setup sequences can be gene.rated during the. setup planning. A setup 
sequence may have a different number of setup from another seqoeaee. After genenlting the possible 
candidate fnture series and performing h e  cost analysis, a human expert can identify the most inexpensive 
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series of fixture plans fm each candidate setup sequence. By comparing the time for total fixtunng and 
cutting operations for every candidate setup sequence, a human expert can select the most cost-effective 
setup sequence. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusion 

The contributim of the thesis can be summarized as follows: 
1. Development of an algorithm for automated fixture plarming with overhead clamps 

A finite search space for Locations for clamps and locators is generated by discretizing 

Candidate clamping, locating. and suppatiog Locarioos are genemted by considering 

.Fixture p h  are generated using the minimum number of clamp with minimum 
clamping force in order to minimize assembly ccsts and avoid part deflection problems. 

*The conventional Future planning systems are nsed only for fixture plans with 
overhead clamps. Fmrure planning with a vise is done without the aid of computer. 
With the algorithm in this thesis, an optimal Gxmre plan with a vise can be 
quickly identitied. 

2D geometric reasoning is used to identify multiple candidate collision-free contact 
areas for the jaw and determine their locations. Each candidate contact area is non- 
redundant in that the confact am is not a subset of otha confact areas. Thus, each 

The minimum clamping force is estimated for each plan to minimize the danger of part 

3. Development of 2D force analysis to estimate clamping force for a candidate fixture plan 

The conventional approach estimates the clamping force conservatively by considering 
the cutting forces applied UI the pan As a result, the large number of clamps may be 
requid and thus large clamping force is appkd to the part. This may cause h e  part to 
deflmt at the clamping locarion or the fixture assembly time and cosf may be increased. 
In order to generate the optimal fixture plans with the minimum number of clamps and 
the minimum clamping force, the proposed algorithm umsiders cutting force and 
direction when estimating the clamping force. 

relevant pari surfaces in consideration of practical cons-. 

fixturing ~ P l e S ,  6XW CoOSUaillB, and f K W  library. 

2. Development of an algorithm for automated fixture planning with a vise 

fixture plan will l q l i l - e  diffumt Bmollllfs of clamping force. 

deflection. 

with either clamps or a vise 

4. Generation of fixture plans with a minimum n u m k  of clamps and minimum clamping force 
For fixm plans either with clamps or a vise, the algorithms typicaUy generate multiple 
plans. Fixture plans are rated by the magnitude of the required clamping force. A 
human expeat can d e c t  the most favmble f i x m  plan which is usually the plan with 
the least clamping force. As a result, part deflection due to clamping Force can be 
minimized. 

5. Generation of practical fixture plans 
*Previous research on automated fixture planning with a generative approach has 

generated candidate locations w i h t  considering fixture components’ geometry. 
Thus, a tool designer is required to select fixture components and check if 



the fixture plan viokea any fixture requirements.. This. proxss may require many 
iterations that would take a long time. This system quickly generate3 fixm plans in 
which future components are automatically selected by considering the fixture 
components’ geomeuyfimitation and future conshaints. Since a human expen’s 
intervention is reduced to checking for possible pan deflection (and to completing 
suppon for fixture plans with clamps when the pan is raised from the base plate), the 
time for future planning can be greatly reduced. 

6.Complete interference checking between the 6xture components and the pdfxture 

7. Application of screw theory to check p a t  rotation due to the clamping lccation 

8. Extendibility of algorithms to various mcdular fixture systems 

componenrs/cutter paths 

This system only wnside~~ parts that can be hatedby the 3-2-1 rule with locators or a 
touch probe. In future planning with overhead clamps, other locating meihods can also 
be considered in the algorithm with littie moditication. 
Fixture components’ geomeuy and limitalions are parameterized in a data base. Thus, 
the algorithm developea for fixture plans with overhead clamps can handle various 
types of overhead clamps as far as they can be modcledas L-shap polyhedra If the 
clamp is difficult to model as a L-shape polyhedron due to iB omnplex gemnetry, a 
diffmm polyhedron with a oew se4 of pmamem should be nsed. 
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Chapter 10 

Future Work 

nber automate fixture planning 

The algorithm fcrauromated fixtnreplarming with d e a d d a m p s  is limited to parts that Can 
be located by h3-2 -1  rule. otherloeabhg memods also shouldbe comidaed. 

.More piwise force models with a well esOmated cllrting force and direetiOa should be 
devehpxi since they are aitical in the esrimarion of the damping fom and the evaluation of 

Althongh E M  can measure the. prar deflecrioo m a 6xm plan. it is m d y  used m practice 
since it requim a good amlytid model aud is computaricolany expensive. Thus, it is 
necessary to devtlop a mhiquc to qnickly measrae prt defkuion with a simpliiied force 
model. 

*Even if part Mestion can be Bcclwfely measorrd. it is a very cimllmging task for a human 
expentodecideifthedeflccMn ' UL[L be mlfaatuL In order 10 automate 6xm planning 
firnher, it is desirable to devclopa scheme mat can a m m a a d  ' ydemminchseverirjofpart 
deflecrirm in afixwc plan A umparim between the part geomerry with and without 
cmingklanping forces along with A[ ~ I K S  may be used m detecr untolerable part 

parrdeflectioa. 

The alpichm for fimpe plaus with ovcrhtad clamps may genaate nummus plans depending 
on the inputs h a givm semp. Even when pgndefktm ' che&ing is aummacd, it is often 
necmary for a human expen to select a Eavarable tixture plan while checking any artw 
problem durkgfx%udasscmbly. S i  this selection piucess can oftcn take along b e .  it is 
desiable 10 develop a dmne to aid the human in plan sektion. 
Sideclau~p should be added to Ibe system ia such a way that the nadedfs baween owhead 
damping and side clamping an lmdersaDod and taken advantage ot 
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Appendix A 

Screw Theory 

In this seetion, we review mew theory and present a mathematical techque using linear programming 
in order to solve a set of simultaneous linear inequality equations. 

kl. Review 

Screw theory was h t  introduced by B a l l W I  001 and the concept was extended by 
Ohwowxiole [Ohwovoriole 801 10 analyze the m d m  of an object during assembly process. The review 
given in this appendix give a summary of the extended screw lheory desuibed in Ohwovoriole’s PhD 
thesis [Ohwovoiole 801. Mmt notarions are lmmwed from Ahmad wd Feddema ‘s paper [Ahmad 871. 
Screw theory is based on screw systems in which generalized faces and displacements an represented as 
wenchs and twists, respectively. A screw, s, is defined by a shaight line m space with its axis and pitch. s 
can be demibed as the following. 

HSlS2S3 ;s4.s5sd 

A twist is a scmw with a hear velocity along it and an angular velocity about it. A twist, T. may be 

represented= 
T=(u;I%u+v) OT 

T=(t;t~=(r,.r23,:rqrr5.r~ 
where (0 is the angular velocity about the axis and v is the linear velocity along the axis. r is a position 
vector toan arbibarypointonthetwistaxis. t=(rl,$,5)d t,=(r4,r5&) 

A wrench is a screw with a linear force acting along it and a moment acting about it. A wrench, W, may 
berepreswtedas 

W=(f;rxf+m) or 
w=(w;wJ=(w~.w2,w3 ;w4.w*,wd 

where f is the linear fme vector, m is the moment vectar, and r is a position vector to an arbitrary point on 
the wrench axis. With a pure wrench that applies only force, m bearmes zem. w=(w,,wz,w3) and 
wo= tw4,w5,w&. 

The virmal work dW of a wrench w acting m a twist t is defined as 
dW = W.T = Wt,+w;t 

If dW = 0, two screws are known m be reciprocal. If d W  > 0, two mews are known IO be repelling. If 
d W  c 0, two scre.ws an known to be contrary. 
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Ohwovoride [Ohwovoriole 801 applied mew theory to either prove or identify any unrestrained mown 
of an object when a set of frictionless p i n t  contacts are placed around an objecr A frictionless point 
contact either passive or active, can only have a force normal to its contact surface and can be described by 
a wrench. 

A c c d n g  to screw theory by Ohwovoriole. the motion of an object is completely resaained when there 
exist no twists either reciprmal or repelling to every wrench applied to the object In other words, if every 
possible twist is contrary to at least one wrench, the motion of an object is restrained. 

Each contact is descrii  by awreoch and A is am by n mhixdescribedas A -- [=a1. . . . , w,,,lT, where 
wi isa wrench atith contact, m is the numberofwrenches. A hvist is desaikdbyT = [t,. . . . ,&IT where 

n is 6 in 3D and 3 in 2D. Then, the neesay  andsuflicient cwdith for a complete resuaint of an 
object’s motion is that for A T 2 0, there sbould exist only the nivial solution for T since either npelling 
or reciprocal twists to any wrench should not exist 

A-2- Solving a set of linear inequality equations 

It is known that the homogeneous system A x  = 0 of m equations inn variables has a solution ~ c e  of 
dimension n - I .  wherer is therankofA where A i s  a m  by ncoeflicientmaaixandr = [x,. . . . , xn] T 

[Rokrrs 821. In this system, always n 5 r. 
o i f n  =r,  then the solution space has dimension 0; h bvial solntioa is the only solution (To 

i f n  > r, the solution space has dimension n - r >  or 0; the nontrivial solution exists (Note that if 
have = r, m should be grmex thw or qnal ton). 

n > m, always n > r). 

Thus, for A T  = 0 to have only the frivial solnrion, the rank of a wrench maaix shooldbe 6 in 3D because 
n = 6. In other words, there should be 6 iadependent wrenches in awrench manix. To also have only the 
trivial solution for A T 2 0, at least 7 wrenches (or 7 frictionks contacts) are requid  to rescain an object 
completely in space, and 6 of thwo should be independent wrenches. In 2D. n = 3 aod at least 4 wrenches 
are required and 3 of them sbould be in-t wrenches. 

Ohwovoriole [Ohwovoriole 801 solved for T fmm simullaneous linear inequdiiy equations by using the 
theory of polyhedral convex umes [Goldman 561. While this method can find a general expression of a 
solution, it is computariooally intensive and difficulr to progmm. Si= OUT intenth is to cbeck whether 
&re exist only trivial (wo) soiutions, a kler a d  more Cssity-programmabk mcthcd is preferred. 
Another method to check the existence of the solorioo for a set of linear ineqlalay quatiom is to use a 
linearprogamming (LF’) method such as the simplex methi. Astandardformatforthe simpiex method is 
given in the following Vaha 821: 
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Maximizeorminimize a= 

Subject to: 
j 3  

. I  A 

where m is the numbex of constfaint equations, n is the number of unknown variables. and i = 1, . . . , m. x. J 

is a variable and qi. bi, aod cj are consfants. 

The problem to solve a set of simultaneous inequably equations is converted intn an optimization 
problem. In this, the objective functiDn is each component of T, T = (tl, %. % ; t4, 5,  Q in 3D while it is 
subject to umshaints A T 2 0 and each c o m p m t  o f T  is Umeseicted According to the standard LP 
format, the problem can be formulated BS follows 

For j = 1 , .  . . fl 
Maximizeandhfiiimize z=? 
Subject to : 

-A,T S 0. 
-%T S 0. 

-&T 5 0. 
t l . .  . . J,, unrestricted 

where n is the number of componeats in screw modme ’ (n i s6 in3Dand2in’D) .  misthemtal 
number of wrenches. Since 4 is an unrestricted variable, it needs to be expressed in terms of two 
nonnegativevariab1e-s by using the substirurion $=pi -qjfor j = 1, . . . , n where pi, qj 2 0. 

To restrain an object’s motion completely, every objective fun&n z = 9 should have only the hivial 
solution. If any objective. function has a non-hivial solutim, there exist a twist reciprocal or repelling to 
every wrench. By investigating tbe existerne of a non-khial solution far each 5 the existence of every 
possible twist of tbe object uln be identified For example, if the maximization or minimization of has 
80 unbomded solution, the object can have positive (counter clockwise) rotation or negative (clockwise) 
r o t a h  about the Z axis. If the maximization 01 mioimizarion of t4 hss an unbcunded solution. the object 
can have positive translation or negative uanslation along the X axis. The simplex method has been 
implemented using routines in Numerical recipes in C Press 881. 
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